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RETIRE

bonds (of any kind) oa a security for the
notes, they should be secured by all the
of tho bank

resources

And Maintain

the

Single

Gold

Most torturing and disfiguring of itching,
burning, scaly skin and scalp humors is instantly relieved by a warm bath ^rith CutiCXHUl Soap, a single application of Crncura

(ointment), the great skin cure, and a full dose
of Ccticuua Resolvent, greatest of blood
ail else fails*
purifiers and humor cures, ■when

How to Cure sail Koeuin,” tree.

Faces. Baby P.Iemi shea,
CAf &
ISASai «mply
Cured by Cuticl'Ua Eoai*.
EKtaBoErtu KMeSi

20 cars wSiitP or st'ver birch,
si ck from I 8-2 m. io
quare
3 i -2 in. .qiassr*-; stis<> Scar* 8-2
in. board-, uhi c or silver birrti.
Mi I oOntract toe uhole «>r j» 'Ft
In
to rrliubiipari «s.
reply
staie KKionni i«n citu fuinish
and (trice, f. o. b. nirti,add $7.SO
Bos Oit
A*i> ress
to
freight.

Ll'MBliK, Box 1457, Portland,
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FOE-

'Winter-

BANKS

TO

the minds of the people. By the concurrnations
ing habits of modern civilized
throughout the world, gold has In fact

LARGE STOCK.

LOW PRICES.

been ohosen as the standard. Any country
wishing to maintain trade relations with
of the
oountries
tho most enlightened
world must necessarily

Center & McDowell,

sactions

the

on

same

base their

tran-

ohosen standard.

Inasmuch as serious distrust concerning
the permaneney of our standard has been

389 COugrosa S3*.
dec25
dtfistp

caused in recent years by the forced coinage of silver the commission say the coinage of silver should be discontinued; mil
the parity of that already coined should
be maintained by direct redemption in
gold. A placo in o r circulation should
be made for silver dollars by forbidding

Fill

the use of all notes, other than silver
tificates below HO.

s

DEMAND

cer-

OBLIGATION.

Another instrumentality, the commission says, which has threatened the permanenoy of our standard is the
paper
and the
promises of the government,

Orders

entire but
commission reoommonds the
gradual retirement of all government
paper money. In order that this may be
done conservatively and without reduoing
any needed portion of our circulation, the

for breakfast cereals

government notes when reduoed should
up to the amount of
$5U,001,000. After that amount scall have
been paid and
cancelled, the treasury
cancel
suoh
shall from time to time
be at

SPECIAL.

FOster

TICKS.

end of ten years after the passage of the
proposed act the United Stales notes and
notes then outstanding shall
treasury
cease to be legal tender for ail debts pubthe
to
lic and private, except for dues

13

s

Forest

Prebie

Fifty

St

S>¥e
31 ©Lsse.
dyING,

cleansING,
carpet

spongING,
iearner

reiiuraii^uif

cancelled

five yoar3 nest after the taking effect of
the proposed act any United States notes
notes shall be outstanding, a
or treasury
sum not exceeding one-fifth of such outretired and
standing amount shall be
cancelled each year thereafter; and at the

the best.

WO

onoe

further amount of notes redeemed during
the first five years as shall equal, but not
bank
exceed, the increase of national
notes issued subsequent to the takin g
effect of tho proposed act. If at the end of

Pillsbury’s;

Consequently

press!?JG,

than

beat I MG,

CHINA OBEYED.

January B.—It is announced
that China has yielded to the demand of
Baron Heiking, German ambas-ador at election.
Secretary of State Kinney, a
Fokin for the dismissal of tho command- strong Hanna man, will preside in tbe
ant of tho Chinesa oarrison at Tsao Chow.
Berlin,

province of Shan

an

Tun? for the

threatening language
sionaries there.
has telegraphed

to

use

of

the German mis-

The Chinese government
a dismissal of the com-

mandant.

According to

despatch

to. the Associated Press on Saturday, Baron Heiking
in making his demand for the dismissal
of the oomraandant, insisted that a copy
of the telegram of the dismissal should be
a

laid before him

by

six o’olock next Thurs-

day evening.
RUSSIA'S LATEST MOVE.

on

Good News From Lost Steam-

invitation.

jnldtf

1

IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

Exeter, N. H., January 2.—Vibrations
|
of the earth following a long noise as if
of a great explosion a long way off, awoke
inhabitants of this town at live o’clock
this morning. The noise was two or three
the trembling of the
seconds long and
ground much longer. Houses were shaken
windows rattled and much commotion
Indoors was oaused, sufficient
in most
cases
to awake the soundest sleepers.
Similar reports come from New Market,
Epplng and other towns above here, so
an
that the claim of
earthquake shock
seems well founded.
PASTOR WANTS A CUT TOO.

Manchester, N. H January 2 —At his
morning service today. Rev. F. S. Ilacou,
pastor of tho Tabernacle requested a ton
per cent oat down in bis salary, to conform to the cut down in the mills.

The commission believe that, instead of
a special
part of the resources
of a bank to be set aside in the form of

requiring

prompt construction of

tho
Orthodox church at Zeoul.”
A

SENSATIONAL RUMOR.

is known as to the matter at the
or the admiralty.

morning

papers

publish

also

a

statement that England is pressing China
to declare Port Arthur a free port.
It is
supposed that the presence of British war

ships there is intendid to insure freedom
of access for trading vessels
ATTEMPT TO FLOAT THE

FRANK.

H.,
Exeter, N.
January 2.—The
stranded sohooner Frank at
Hampton
Beach was visited by many people today
Her owners, J. B. Norton and company,
the vcsosl and
of York, Mo., inspected
deoided to make an attempt to float her
She lies half way up the
tomorrow.
beach.
THE WEATHER.

2.—Local forecast for
for Monday: Fair:
except light snow flurries are probable
in the early morning: warmer; brisk to
high southwest to west winds,

Boston,

Jan.

Boston and

vicinity

Local Weather

Portland,

Mo.,

K«port.

Jan. 2.—The

weather bureau oflice records as to
weather are as follows:

local
the

8. a. m. Barometer 29,873; ThermomPoint —2: Humidity 5S;
eter 8; Dew
Wind NW. ;> Velocity 13; Weather clear.
8 p. m. Barometer 29,691; ThermomePoint 2; Humidity 58;
ter 13:
Dew
Wind W.: Velocity 5; Weather, clear.
maximum
therm. 14;
Mean daily
therm, 20; minimum therm, 8; max. vetotal
16
NW.;
precipitation,
ocity, wind
.0.

department weather
yesterday, Jan. 4, taken
at 8 p, m., meridian time, the observation for each section being given in this
order: Temperature, direction of wind,

me for years.
I could not
walk. I tried many physicians without benefit. On the advice of a
friend I tried your medicine.
I
was completely cured by three
bottles of

Apr’s
otfspi.”
4>

G. F.

BOWEN, Horton Summit, Pa.

bureau

fax which arrived tonight from Boston,
reports passing the Ulunda and Newfield
today between Lockport and Liverpool,
the Ulunda being
miles
about fifteen
ahoad.
Thick snow was falling at the
time.

for

state of weather:
v

Boston, 16 degrees, SW, clear: New
York, 20 degrees SW, p. cloudy; Philadelphia. 22 degrees, SW, clear; Washington,
22 degrees, SW, rain; Albany, 2 degrees,
S, cloudy; Buffalo, 22 degrees, SW,

cloudy; Detroit, 20 degrees, SW, cloudy;
Chicago, 30 degrees, NW, p. cloudy; St.
Paul. 26 degrees,
NW, cloudy; St.
Vincent, —degrees,-: Huron,
Dak., 30 degrees, S, clear; Bismarck,
24 degrees, NE, p.jcloudy; Jacksonville, 34
degrees, NW, clear.

Real

Estate
the

Victims—Fire Started Softer All Hud
Retired.

Adolph Reich,

Conway,

Jersey City

fire department was
badly cut and
burned. He fell through a burning floor
and was rescued with some difficulty.

Henry Reich,

seventeen years

of

age,

managed to make his escape from the
evidently house, receiving bad bnrns on the neck,

then gave the alarm.
When he returned
his father was not to be seen, but one of
his brothers, Sigmund, was
there but

He was taken to a neighhouse where he said that some one
had
awakened him and that he had
jumped through the blinding smoke ann
flames down the staircase and out
in
badly burned.

boring

the open air.
Several engine companies
respond
promptly to the alarm, and ton mini t
later tho Are was out. Then the search
the house with its ghastly results began
The rays from the firemen's lanterns u
closed three charred bodies against 11:>
wall at the foot of the stairs.
They were
the bodies of Adolph Reich, his daughter
Tillie and Gustav. Tho father had falla
upon the daughter and his son was in hi3
arms.
They were burned almost beyon t

recognition.
In the

basement

of

the

searching party stumbled
the foot of the

stairs.

honse, the

something

over

The

lantern
showed a sickening
Two
spe^taole.
blackened corpses with arms Intertwined
lay there. They were the remains of Ida
and Albert.
Portions of the limbs had

at

there are
is stated now that
evidenoe of it are dis- but it
members who will
to Bor well to- enough Republican
night has declared that any excess of not enter the cauons to prevent his elecfifty-three votes for him for speaker ion. The legislature stands 75 Republiwould be followed by investigation, but cans, 66 Democrats and 5 Fusionists. The
there are charges and counter-oharges of Fusionists are Senator Veighte and Reundue iufiuence on both sides and on all presentatives Droste, Kemper, Lane and
In the House
hands that cannot be traoed to any reliable Otis, all of Cincinnati.
Lane
to Alexander Boxwell for speaker; John R. Malley, for chief clerk; Andrew Jackson for sergennt-at-arms, and
other candidates for minor places on the

Wtl!-To-l)c>

he saw the smoke and flames in the lower
hall. His father was there and
they
managed.to get out of the house together
in their night clothes.
Young Reich

opposition

and

a

Healer, HU Wife and Children

ning and if the Gerona is afloat she will mania avenue, in the Hudson
City disThe trict. Iteioh was a real estate
likely be heard from tomorrow.
agent, and
Halifax, N. S.. January 1.—The steam; crew will be forwarded to Boston this was well to do, living in a pleasant house
er Gerona, from Portland, Me.,
bound to week.
of three stories. It is believed that the
A dispatch reoeived tonight from Yar- Are broke out from a heater in the baseLondon with four hundred horses and a
general cargo, struok on Seal Island at mouth reports the arrival there of Capt. ment and worked its way up to the third
4 o’clock this
morning during thick Dacre and part of his crow and states that floor, where the sleeping apartments of
at or near Blonde the family were looated.
weather. She floated immediately and on the wreok occurred
the pumps being sounded it was found rock. Captain Dacre thinks that his ship
Henry Keich said it was late when the
she had fifteen feet of water in her hold. must have struck the submerged wreck family retired, the evening having been
The captain decided to abandon the ship of tho big freight steamer Assaye, which spent in entertaining New York callers.
and all hands took to the boats.
and
went on Blonde rock last winter
Early in the morning he was awakened
When the ship was abandoned her fires afterwards drifted off sinking in
deep by shouting. Running out into the hall

1.—-The caufor the nomination of officers of the
legislature which convenes next Monday
were held tonight.
The re-aleotion of

tonight, Droste, Kemparticipated and nre

Adolph Iieicli,

The two steamers were
the coast on the watch for the face and hand, but he is not
seriously inboats and the Gerona.
They would reach jured.
the neighborhood of tho disaster this eveAdolph Reich’s home was at 817 Gar-

skirting

Columbus, Ohio, January

caucus

OF FATED FAMILY MAY DIE.

42 years old, the father.
Emma Reich, 42 years old the mother.
Tilly Reich, 22 year3.
Ida Reich, 15 yeUrs.
Albert Reich, 14 years.
Gustav Reich, 8 years.
were made to despatch steamers in suarch
Several others were injured and it may
of the missing boats and the abandoned be that another of the ill fated
family
ihe Ulunda got away at 4 a. in., will die.
ship.
He is the nineeen year old son
and the government steamer Newtield a and his body is oovered with barns.
couple of hours later. The steamer HaliJohn
chief of the

cuses

Republican

SEVERAL INJURED AND ANOTHER

City.

no

source.

aJ

Jersey City.

erahic report states that
the cattle and
hay were on tho first deck and that these
have washed ashoro is
not conclusive
proof that the steamer has foundered.
Immediately after tho receipt here last
night of news of tho wreck preparations

be short four votes of election on
either way, those three Democrats
and will
tho Republicans who did not
enter the the joint ballot January 13 unless changes
caucus are undergoing the strongest pres- are made in the meantime.
At the joint Republican caucus next
sure tonight o' ail inlluences that
can be
There have Wednesday night Senator Hanna will
brought to hear on them.
been irresponsible charges during the day have no opposition for the nomination,
but
The

Burned to Death in their Home

believed that the hay floated away as tho
New York, January 2.—Six members
About of one family were killed
steamer sank beneatn the waves.
by flames and
two hundred and fifty bales of hay drifted smoke in a lire that occurred
today in
ashore about Portage island. Ono tele- Jersey
The dead are:

or

of bribery,
oernab'e.

CENTS.

THREE

SIX OF FAMILY PEEISOED

tho Gerona by heavy seas.sweeping over
her in her sinking condition, this is not
considered probable, and it is generally

and his appointments, assumed
vote for Klnley
other Republican candidates. organic factional form. The result of the
They nnnouce that as the thing stands oaucus showed that the nominees of the
are short three votes of
since the action of the opposition confer- Hanna slate
election In the Honso and one vote in the
ences they are unpledged. With the result
Opinion prevails that Hanna
depending on the change of ono vote Senate.
Mason

foreign offloe
The

cattle and a quantity of hay and a badly
shattered boat have washed ashore there.
The boat must be one which was left on
the steamer when Bhe was abandoned.
While it is possible that the
cattle and
hay may have been carried oil the deck of

projected but do not say that they will

London. January 2.—A sensation has
been oause.d by a rumor from
Plymouth
that the. English admiral has fired on a
Russian man-of war in Chinese waters.

Nothing

not
dicate that tho
Gerona foundered
long after the crew took to the life boats.
At
Clark’s Harbor two hundred dead
cattle have drifted in and the keeper at
Cape Sable light.reports that a number of

President Maker.

Democrats would not enter tho
DemoHanna was directly Involved
cratic
caucus last night until they had Senator
assured that they would not be and Indirectly opens an agressive Repubbeen
pledged to vote for Republican nominees, lican opposition in Ohio to President Mo-

Weather Obaeri'atioti.

crippled

that hour, and would organize both the
Senate and tho House tomorrow.
Mayor
combination of Democrats and nntiMoKisson, Allen C. Meyers and all at
Hanna Republicans claim tonight
that
the joint headquarters expressed the same
they will elect Harry C. Mason of Cleve- opinion.
Gov. Bushnoll was also of the
as
same
belief and he stated that the defeat
land, an anti-Hanna
Republican
speaker, and seat him. If Representative of the Boxwell ticket in the House would
not have a bad effect on the party.
He
Mason should rtceive the required votes,
thought the party would dQ as well with
there would be no
trouble
about him any other good Republican
in the Senqualifying and taking his seat, but dis- ate. He added that Senator Hanna never
with him and that the party
order is feared previous to the ballot, and conferred
would not tolerate bosslsm.
possibly during the balloting, and t) •
The opposition
oounting of the votes.
HANNA TURNED DOWN.
olaim 47 Deinooratlo votes in the House
The Opposition Claims to Have Defeated
solid, and 9 Republican votes, or more
Tlio

the development of the commercial relations between Russia and Corea in oompotition with British and
Japanese into
aid in furthering the
fluences and

The agricultural

“Rbemiism

the defeat of both Hanna and Boxwell.
Before retiring tonight he said the combination had not lost a single man up to

than enough to elect the Mason ticket.
Three Democratic members are opposed
to fusion, or rather to voting for Republicans for speaker and other offices. These

inelastic government paper, can
n, well adjusted
svstem ox

always authorised by legislators who are
PULITZER FUNERAL PARTY.
of
not under any present responsibility
Bar Harbor. January 2.—The special private loss in case of bad management.
train bearing the body of Miss Lucille On the other hand the penalty for impruThe1 dent issues or mismanagement in the case
Pulitzer left hero at 4.30 p. El.
disaster
invested by
Pulitzer family aeoompanied the body. of bank issues is
The special was to connect with a regular directly on the property of the issue. In
the case of bank notes, property proceeds
train west of Bangor.
Bangor, January 2.—Joseph Pulitzer, and creates the note liability; in the case
family and servants, arrived in Bangor cf government paper, the credit issue
tonight at six o’ciook from Bar Harbor precedes property and is mere speculation.
on a special train consisting of a baggage! Therefore the demand obligations of the
car and Hr. Pulitzer’s special car Floristreasury should never be issued as money,
sant, bringing with them the remains of least of all in sucii a way as to cast any
The funeral doubt on the maintenance of the metallic
his daughter, Miss Lucille.
party left on tho regular train at eight standard.
o’clock.
BANKING system.

expect to elect him by
receiving the
highest number of votes cast for any candidate.
Mr. Kurtz claimed last night

St. Petersburg, January 2.—It
is announced that M. Kuril AlexeieS has been
invested with full powers
“to promote

bank issues.
The reason why banks rather than the
government should issue notes lies in the
fact that banks are the only institutions
dealing with the live transactions of InGovernment paper is
dustry and trade.

mm-

Work Galled for and delivered.
Telephone 202-2.
£F“ Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day,

and then

nounced that he will be there tomorrow
to vote for Boswell, who is
the Hanna
candidate for Speaker, and
Boxweli,
without giving any names,
claims to
have the two other votes necessary for

less.

iio nrovided bv

tress steam IN G.

EARTHQUAKE

or

The commission believe
United States.
that a better medium of exchange, quicker in responding to the needs of business

uau

Ohio Legislature.

Tho weather was bitterly cold
andJthey suffered terribly from the exposure. When they finally pulled up on
noon
the rocky
beaoh at
they were
thoroughly exhausted, having been rowbeaten
ing constantly through a storm
soa since shortly after four a. m.
Reports from along tho coast today inmoment.

for Senator, the latter defeated Kurtz for
chairman andseoured the election of Nash
for chairman.
This is the cause of the
It has inpresent fight against Hanna.
volved all the old fights of former years,
hut these faotional lights never included
a combine with the Democrats until
the

present oontest.
During the last stnte
campaign it is stated that Gov. Bushnell
visited the state headquarters only once

PRICE

iSWSSi

Gerona.

As the first and indispensible element of a sound
monetary system the
standard should not only be
distinctly
declared in the law, but clearly fixed in

Rubbers of all kinds.

It’s

Troublesome Times Looked For in

1888.

ISSUE

ness.

la/

should be protected, first, by a guaranty
fund of 5 per cent on their
outstanding
circulation second, by a prior lien on all
the resources of the bank and, thirdly,

3,

Yesterday.

•

i o-

notes

JANCARY

Captain

wanted.

Hie.

Him WAR WAXES HOT.

MORNING,

PRESS.

"
per oent of the capital stock of the bank,
Late tonight the fusionists encountered
NOTES notes Issued by it shall not exceed the SENATOR’S ENEMIES WIN TEMPORer
trouble in the division of the legislative
value of United States
AGAINST TOTAL EESOUBCES.
bends, reduced by
offices.
There were two Democrats who
VICTORY IN ICAUCUS.
ARY
computation to a 3 per cent basis.
refused to vote for Judge Ditty for chief
Additional notes may be issued without
olerk of the Senate unless they
secured
further deposit of bonds. £ ive
years after
their men.for minor places.
At the conThese la Brief Are the Recommendations the passage of tho
the The Triumph May, However, Be Short ferences last
proposed act,
decided what
night It was
TWO BOAT LOADS OF MEN
of the monetary Commission Appointed amount of bonds required to be deposited
Lived—Chairman Nash of State Com- places should be given to the anti-Hanna
before
issuing notes in excess thereof
mittee Besigufe Position to Which He Republicans and what
at Indianapolis—Scheme Far more Radshould
places
go
SAFELY LANDED.
shall be reduced each year by one-iifth of
Had (Been Appointed
ical Than'that Proposed by Secretary
of
by Gov. Bush- to the Demoorats, but the personnel
tho 25 per cent of capital above mentioned
the assistant clerkship and
nell.
sergeant-atGag?.
and thereafter any bank may at any time
arms was not definitely fixed.
After
are
2.—There
withdraw
Ohio,
Columbus,
January
any bonds deposited in excess
Washington, January 2.—The commisconferences tonight it was defrequent
here
of
trouble
serious
Every bank shall indications tonight
sion appointed by the Indianapolis Mone- of the requirements.
cided to hold a joint caucus of the opposiand disorder at the State House tomorand Men With Him Heard
tary convention has just completed its re- pay a tax an the rate of 2 per cent per antion tomorrow, when
the Senate
and
caucus
of
last
both
row.
the
Since
on
tho
night
num,
payable monthly, up
amount
port and recommendations. The commisHouse steering committee will report.
the
the
are
of
Hanna
men
and
its
notes
opposition
outstanding beyond CO per
sion was composed of Meesrs. Geoigo F.
From
The same trouble
about the division of
and a tax of claiming enough votes for the organizaF. G. cent and up to 50 per cent,
Edmunds, George E. Leighton,
offices exists in the joint programme of
No trouble is feared
6 per oent on those beyond 80 per cent and tion of the House.
Bush, W. B. Dean. Charles S. Fairchild,
the opposition for the organization of the
to 100 per cent.
The total issue shall in the Senate chamber as it is believed
Stuyvesant Fish, J. W. Fries, L. A. up
House. Representatives Powell,
Wiley
that
Senator
one
of
the
never
exceed
the
amount
of
its
Burke,
Republi- and
paid-up
Garnett, J. Laurence Laughlln, C. Stuart
Nile, three Democratic members are
and unimpaired eaptial.
cans, will remain away and thus permit
Patterson and R. S. Taylor.
not yet pledged to vote for speaker or for
SAILOR BY NAME OF CARL THE
This method,of passing from the present the Democrats to elect the officials in that
The commission says that gold alone
The managers of the
any Republican.
At
tho
oauous
last
the
new
is
body.
to
in
order
Republican
system
proposed
fulfills all the conditions needed in a
ONLY ONE MISSING.
combination says these men will finally
the change may be gradual, and that night there were ten absent and Boswell
vote with the other Democrats, but these
monetary standard, and says that if the that
received
only fifty-two votes for tbe three members
choice is to be made between gold
and the oountry may become accustomed to it
would
up to midnight
in this way, and also to guard against nomination when it would require fifty- not
silver it is clear that the
existing gold
say anything exoept that they were
five votes tomorrow for
if
all
elootion
of
sale
of
the
undue
United
possibility
If these three Demoorats
not pledged.
standard, upon which present contracts
Doubtless, portions of the were present.
have been in faot based since 1878, should States bonds.
vote for a third
candidate for speaker, He is Supposed to Have Drowned iu GetUnder
the
law, after ten ballots are then the vote would stand 63 for Boxbe
A distinct announce- oountry lack adequate banking facilities,
maintained.
ting Away From tile Ship—Terrible
of
the taken, the candidate receiving the highest
ment in law would effectually remove all and to meet this a diminution
well, 63 for Mason and three scattering,
number
of
votes
will
be
declared
lor
banks
in
minimum
elected,
capital required
Experience of Men Under Second Officer
distrust on this point for the future, and
and there would be a deadlock on organioven if it should then not be a majority
the oredit of the government at homo and places of small population and authority
zation.
All who would sign the pledge
of 'Dead
Watson—Hundreds
Cottle
over all.
Griffith of Clinton
county, roll were Induced to do so.
abroad would be improved, to the saving forjthe establishment of branch banks are
The Hanna
Have
Ashore—Steamer
Drifted
Was
Banks with a capital of $25,000 who was unable to be at the caucus last men
the
of many millions to
taxpayer in advised.
express no confidence of a majority
on account of sickness,
has
annight
in
of
4000
are
Commanded by Captain Dacre.
population
permitted
places
lowered rates of interest on onr indebtedover all for Boxwell, but they say
they

ALLOW

“lumber

the

MAINE, MONDAY

by a prior lien on tho stockholders'
liability. It is not proposed to change
immediately from the present to the new
system.
Up to an amount equal to 25

Standard.

Coai*., Props., Boston.

that

DAILY

THE GERONA.

been entirely burned away and the faces
were horribly distorted.
They searched
then for the mother. Her body was found
in the dining room. She was but slight*

ly burned.

She

undoubtedly

died from

onfPrtnnfinn

out, having been extinguished by
the water which poured through the holes
in her bottom.
There could have been
no hope of keeping her afloat long enough

water. Aftef taking to the boats, Captain
At dawn the bodies were enrollsd
in
Dacre and the men with him laid to till
blankets and sent to the morgue.
mi
in
snow
storm
a
and bitheavy
roing
Republicans that are listed against Boxter cold, fearing to attempt a landing on
well and that Muson will not have fifty
TONTINE GUTTED BY FIRE.
to get her to tho nearest land, or else the tho island through the surf.
After dayvotes.
Whilo both sides ooncede less than
Brunswick, January 8.—The Tontine
tioket.
Droste, however, says officers and crew would not have taken light nothing was to be
seen
of
the
a majority to thoir opponents,
neither Hanna
hotel was gutted this afternoon by a Are
tho
to
fearful
not
the
boats
in
the
storm
that
that
he
enter
will
Gerona
and
at
Yarmouth
officers
believe
Republican
side olalms more than one vote to spare
in the ell in the rear. The
The Gerona carried an
extra that she went down. All hands got ashore which started
canons next Wednosday as he raged.
such senatorial
and the situation Beem3 to require
flames were quickly checked by the fire
Those who were not taken to
dose watohing as to cause the most bitter proposes to present the name of Jephtha large crew and had 400 head of live safely.
but the water damage ig conGerard, a silver Republican for senator stock on board.
Yarmouth today were sent by
another apparatus,
feeling.
siderable. The loss is 15000, covered by
•Judee Georae K. Nash, chairman of the against Hanna. Including tho Fusionboat to Pubnioo. Nobody saved anything
insurance.
Halifax, N. S., January 3.—Yesterday except tho clothes they wore.
Republican state executive committee to- ists there ar6 62 Republicans and 47 DemThe cargo of the Gerona is valued
at
day sent a letter to Gov. Bushnell, re- ocrats in the House, a total of 109, with morning’s disaster to the Thomson line
DEATH OF JUDGE BENNETT.
There were only steamer Gerona off Seal island, while on $.310,000 and the ship herself was worth
signing his position as a trustee of the 55 neoessary to elect.
Ohio asylum at Gallopolis., for.Epileptics 52 present at the House Republican cau- a voyage from Portland, Maine, to Lon- about $150,000.
The cargo was insured,
Boston. January 8.—Judge Edmund
H. Bennett, the venerable dean of the
to which postltion Judgo Nash had been cus tonight
don, and the doubt that surrounded tho mostly through agencies in Montreal.
Boston University Law school, died
at
The letter
The anti-Hanna Republicans and Dem- fate of thirty-seven of her crew, includappointed by Gov. Bushnell.
5.25 this morning at the Hotel Vendome
exciteis said to be very caustic but Judge Nash ocrats members In the joint House nomi- ing Captain Daore, caused much
The news of the disaster to tho Thomafter an illness of a few weeks.
will not giro it out for publication until nated Harry C. Mason of Cleveland for ment today in Halifax, especially in ship- son line steamer Gerona created a
Judge
great
It has been received by the
Vt.,
governor. speaker and a complete list of candidates ping circles, when the news Leeame gen- sensation here among the steamship offic- Bennett was born in Manchester,
Upon being asked for the reasons for his tor other places in the organization of erally known. Until tonight it was im- ials who were informed of the wreck April 6, 1824.
action Judgo Nash tonight said:
the House.
The
opposition
tonight possible to tell whether the two boat loads Saturday night. The Portland agent of
“On Friday 1 am informed by a most olaim that they will have enough votes of thirty seven men had perished or suc- tiio lino, Mr. W. A.
Coates, and his assisreliabio gentleman, Gov. Bushnell said on Monday to organize tho House. The ceeded in preaching East Island, but deant, Mr. Andrew Keford, were absent
of
that
Griffith
Clinclaim
Hanna
men
that the Republican state executive ■'ipmspatches received here at a late hour re- from the city,
and
the only
perton. Griffith of Union and Manuel of
raitteo i i.tho recent campaign did not u->
port that they nre safe. One man named son to be
found
was
Mr.
for
BoxweU
Monwill
vote
Baiiey,
MontgC7b"ry
the the Etovedore of tho
In day and deoil him. The members from Carle, who was supposed to bo in
a thing to .insist him as a candidate.
Thomson
lino
justice to my assistants on that commit- Clinton and Dnion are, however, report- boat in oharge of Second Officer Alfred who had
no
further
information
will
be
thev
ed
sick
that
so
as
tonight,
Watson, which landed at Wood s’ Harbor, about the wreck than that which was
tee, than whom a mere loyal set of men
unable to be in their seats Monday.
it? l-iviucinrr
nnrl ic tliniin’hf tn hnvrt lioAn
to a party ticket nnd to a great
cause,
obtained from the Associated Press disPrevious to the caucus. Ml- Roxwell
were never banded together, as well as to called to see Charles L. Kurtz ai’d Kurtz drowned in getting away from the ship.
patches. Tho Gerona sailed Friday mornhim.
Gov.
BUs.bnell
mon
who
Watson’s
refused
to
reoelve
tho
in
were
Most of
myself, as the chairman, I could not do
ing for London. The total value of her
and the entire state administration tc°k boat were cattlemen.
The others in this
ctbcrwlso than resent the insult. Again,
cargo was $236,000,
an active
part In the oaucuses tonight
First
if Gov. Bushnell really believes that I against Hanna.
boat were Steward McKenzio,
The Canadian portion of the cargo was
was disloyal to
Senator Hanna and his associates Into Carpenter McCathner, Second Carpenter ,431 bushels rye, 10,315 bushels pca3,
him as a ohairman, he
statement
a
out
Room
Steward
SeaMess
declaring Driscoll,
Boll,
must be very uneasy as to whether I will tonight gave
143 packages radiators, 201 barrels epplos,
that the results of tonight's caucuses
properly perform my duties ns an officer. encourage the friends of the Senator and men Soint and White and some of the 200 cases canned goods, 427 Lags asbesThe captain and reI desiro to relieve his mind of the worry. the fight will go on to tho ilnish.
stead001’8 firemen.
134 boxes moats, 15,756 bundles
tos,
I am also disgusted with the oonduct of
mainder of the orew werB In tho ship’s shooks, 1,174 pieces deals,
3,C7S pieces
PLAY.
These
arrived
at
TWO
CAN
boat.
GAME
a
Hfo
Gov. Bushnell
Before the election In
gig upd
birch, 13,032 boxes cheese, 435 boxes butpublic speeches he pretended that he de22 cases hats, 1 box clothing, 500
Columbus, Ohio, January 3.—The ar- Seal island some time yesterday or last ter,
there for sacks
sired Mr. Hanna’s return to the Senate. rival of tnree close friends of ex-Senator night and have started from
peas, 92 horses. The American
Sinoe that time ho has consorted with the Brice last night started tho report that Yarmouth on a small 6teamer. Second portion. 3,800 sacks flour, 70,009 bushels
his
had
and
companions
enemies of the Republican party to defeat overtures had been
made
to the gold Officer \Vatson
clipped oats,
42,500 bushels corn, COO
boat to boxes
the will of the people.
I look upon this Demoorats to vote with the Republicans a fearfui’ experience in the life
meats, 1 box samples, 200 onttle.
entrusted their lives, being
ns a square case of
Mr. John J.Lappin of Portland providobtaining votes by for Brice for Senator, as an independent which they
false pretences.”
gold standard man, in the event that afloat for nearly eight hours beforo they ed tho hay ami fodder for the cattlo and
Point. It was
horses.
He told a PRESS reporter SatJudgo Nash, as chairman of the slate Hanna could not he elected. If all the made the shore at Forbes
who attend the pitch dark when they pulled away from urday night that ho shipped 17 men to
committee, is taking an active interest in Republican members
the election of Senator Hanna and claims regular caucus could he depended upon the helpleS’S steamer, and it was not until care tor the horses and cattle in Boston.
that the last state convention at Toledo for this programme there are more than after daylij-'lit that they were able to de- None of tho men who shipped as cattleto termine in v vhich direotion to point their men on tho Gerona were from Portland.
members
named Mr. Hanna for Senator as well as enough gold Democratic
,r to
make the land. A fierce
of them were Canadians or men
All
nominated Mr. Bushnell fer governor.
carry It through. Prominent Republicans craft in or
00 them all the morning and
beat
nomithe
favor
than
election
rather
u,
the
gale
When the last’ state convention
plan
Continued on Second Page.
the sea thrt atoned to swamp them at any
nated Bushnell for governor and Banna of a silver Republican Senator.
The Hanna men claim that Mason will
bo short three Democratic votes and four

per

pledged

were

x®

where between $200,000 and $300,000. This
probably covered by insuranoe. The

was

owned by William Thomson of 20 Meadowside, Dundee.
The following are those who shipped on
the
Gerona
from this port;
George

CONGRESS

CONVENES

THIS

WEEK.

cargo was probably nearly if not entireTery Little in Way of Easiness Will lie
ly covered by insurance by the shippers,
Hone Until Week Later.
and this
insuranoe was probably all Williamson, St. Patrick street, Montreal;
C. Hodgson, Tottenham, Ontario; John
placed through Canadian agencies.
Washington, January 3.—The prevailContinued Front First Page.
Yesterday afternoon in conversation Herbert, 979 Cndeaux street,' Montreal; ing opinion among Senators is;that very
Halsted
from Boston
or
other places. Thirty- with Mr. Bailey of the Thomson
line, James
Robertson,
street, little legislation will be
attempted
The dispatches say Chicago; John Toild,
38
five of the horses belonged to P. Smith of that gentleman said.
Hall
It is doubtful
street, diuring tho present week.
Montreal, 19 belonged to Pearson & Go., that Capt. Baiter was in command of the Cbioago; Dan Grey, Grand Trunk street, whether there will be a quorum present
of the same plnoo, and the rest belonged ill fated ship.
That is not true.
It is Montreal; Charles Quincy, Bath. Maine; in the Senate on Wednesday
in which
to
Delgeth & Co., of Montreal. Of the true that Captain Baiter is the ship’s Petor Harrlgan, Jamaica Plain, Boston; event there will probably be an early adcattle 202 were from E. Morris & Co. of commander, but he was not in her this John Nellingan, Harvard square, Boston; journment until the
following day, and
and 100
He romained in England for the Peter J. Quinn, 3 Linden street, Somer- tbon an adjournment until Monday. The
Chicago,
belonged to Gordon trip.
Ironsides of, Chicago. Mr. Lappin said Christmas holidays, and Captain Dacro, ville; Grant Nutting,
that
Amherst, Mtsss ; general understanding is,

however,

the work of the session will begin in real
earnest after this week, and that henceforth there will be no justification for the
complaint of dullness of the proceedings.
It is not believed that there will be any

WHERE THE GERONA STRUCK.

serious antagonism to tho immigration
bill, but there may be considerable time
consumed in speeches upon the subject.
Tho time of
the House
thisj^week

probably will be entirely devoted to the
debate on the civil service question.
It is not expected that the debate will
be concluded this week, as such has been
set aside
for paying
tribute to
the

Representative Wright

Gen. Grosvenor of
Ohio, who has been one of the mainstays
of the opposition is very desirious of participating in the debate, but owing to tho

...

ADVANCE UP THE

NILE.

English and French Troops in Dangerous
Proximity.

I London, January 3.—The Cairo correspondent of the Daily Mail as part explanation of the British advance up the Nile
says that it is believed French expeditions
have

urrived

According

to
British force

quite olose to Khartoum.
the same
authority the

will be commanded
by
Major General Sir Francis Grenfell.
The Koine correspondent of the Daily
Mail says: “I learn from private souroes
that the Italian foreign office has received
information that Emperor Menelik
has
summoned
tho Abyssinlsns to arms in
support of French enterprises in equatorial Africa, and especially the plans of
the Russian Count Ceonteltf, governor of
the equatorial provinces of Abyssinia.
head of

MRS. NACK TO BE ARRAIGNED.
TO MAKE ENGLAND CATHOLIC.
New York, January 3.—Mrs. Augusta
New York, January 1.—There has been
Ui9 Gerona after leaving Pprtl&nd proceeded along the coast of Maine and across the Bay of Fundy, intending to round the southern extremity Nack, the accomplice of Martin Thorn, laid before Roman Catholic archbishops
in the murder of Guldeusuppo, wiil
be and bishops of the United States and
of Nova Scotia, the ordinary course. Seal Island Is near the southern point o£ Nova Scotia!
in Canada a
arraigned before Justice Garretson
request to consider the formathat he doubted If any of the live Btook who is chief officer of one of the ships of Frank Tague, Gorham street,
Lowell; Long Island city tomorrow, and will frion.of affiliated fraternities of the Arch
Distriot Confraternity of Our
was sated unless the Gerona was in such the lino, was in command.
James Daniels, Cambridge street, Boston; plead guilty to manslaughter.
Lndy of CompasThe loss of the Gerona on Seal Rick, Cornelius Leary, 60 Oak street,
B
Boston; Attorney Youngs, it is understood, will sion, which has its headquarters in tho
position that the horses and cattle
could swing ashore ap&Jthere was but lit- reminds Capt. Barolay, the veteran port John Davidson, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.; consent to the imposition of a sentence Church of St. Suipice, Paris, and for its
tle ohance of tbl8,bd!ng done. Mr. Lap- captain of the Allanjline,
here, that it John Donnelly, 171 Hampden street, Bos- of twenty-one years In the penitentiary at oDject mo conversion or England to tbe
This sentence it Is under- Roman Catholio faith. None of tho archpin telegraphed the owners of the live was on that very spot many years ago ton; Miohael ^Burke, Waltham, "Hass.; Sing Sing.
will also bo acceptable to Mrs.
that the St. George of the
Allan
line John Williamson, 608 1-2 Albert street, stood,
stodk ofcthe disaster Saturday night.
bishops or bishops have yet indicated what
Nack’s attorneys.
the Gerona was one of the best ships struck and went to pieces. There is a Montreal.
action they will take. If they take any
She has been a tremendous current in
A well known seafaring man, now enof the Thomson line.
that
it will be done very soon, and addresses
vicinity
STOCKINGS CHEAP. EGGS DEAR.
will be issuod to the priests and laity
frequent visitor to Portland and her loss setting in towards the land, and unless gaged in other business, said that the
the
Ladies
Home
January
will be severely -felt by the owners of this a vessel keeps well out to sea she is liable rook on which tbff Uorona"struck was the (From
of tho church urging the
action, and
Journal.)
line.
Her>total capaoity was 5000 tons to meet with disaster on that rook bound Blond rook, whioh is about three and a
forth the manner in which they
Water is the most precious and exclu- setting
and as can be seen by the amount of her and terrible coast.
half miles south of Seal island. It is
such affiliated fraternities to be
sive drink you can order in Paris. Im- expect
The Gerona was bnilt at Dundee in generally covered by water, and lies 185
and conducted.
cargo sHe'-had been loaded to almost her
This moveorganized
miles east, southeast from Portland.
If agine that, you who let the water run to
entire capaoity.
ment originated with Cardinal Vaughan,
1888, is steel, 345 foet long, 43 2-10 breadth the ship had 6truck on Seal island she cool
it! In Paris they actually pay for
t The
value of the Gerona, was some- and'hei gross tonnage was 3188. She is would have been high and dry.
£ water in their houses by the quart. Ar- archbishop of Westminster, who laid the
matter before Pope Leo XIII, about a
1____
tichokes and truffles and mushrooms aud

Boston held a
The Bowdoin club of
very interesting meeting and banquet at
the Copley Square hotel
Saturday eve-

DIDN’T

FIND GOLD-PIECE.

Prof.

Played

a

an

Amusing Joke

on

Texas Deacon.

Herr Ansbach, the German magician,
is not only an artist in his own particular
line, but also has a very fetching way of

H. L. Chapman of Bowdoin college, who spoke for the colleges and relating amusing incidents in his career.
brought greetings to the alumni in Bos- One of the best he tells is the following:
“Way back in the eighties one Sunday
ton and vicinity.
Mr. Edgar O. Achorn of Boston, who found me in one of the smaller interior
is soon io go to St. Petersburg as secre- towns of Texas. I there made the actary of the legation, spoke for his college quaintance of several commercial tourists
and we all set around toiling stories and
and his mission.
Other
speakers were Prof.
Cyrus swapping yarns until church hour arBrackett of Princeton, a Bowdoin man, rived and as it is my habit to always
and Prof.

Emery

of Bowdoin

S. Whitmore, Prof. H.
John G. Stetson, Mr.

college. A.
S. Chapman, Mr.
Roger O. Achorn,

Mr. W. W. Towle,
Dr. J. W. Achorn,
Mr. John E. Chapman, Mr. H. S. ParProf.
sons, Mr.
George W. Whittaker,

CONDITIONS.

(Fortnightly Review.^

Hoit Ansbach

ning.
After the banquet Dr
A. L. Whitmade
a
more, president of the club,
graoeful speech. The principal guest was

SPANISH

attend divine

service

at

least

once

on

that day, Ijproposed that my new made
friends accompany mo, and after a little
persuasion three of them joined me.
“We were not particular as to what
route we should take to salvation and wo

we
Prof. George
T. all agreed to enter the first church
Cyrus F. Brackett,
be the
Goodalo, Mr. Edward Payson, Mr. W. C. came across, which proved to
Payson, Mr. D. O. S. Lowell, Mr. H. Methodist. Owing to the fact that a misE. Andrews, Mr. A. S. Hutchinson, Mr. sionary, a native of the town, just reH. S. Chapman,
Mr. R. H. Hinkley, turned from foreign land, was to speak
Jr., Mr. F. S. Dane, Prof. H. C. Emery, upon his work and experience, tho servioe
and we
Mr. John C. doombs, Dr. 0. S. Wright, wns unusually well attended,
Mr. Edward N. Gooding, Mr. W. H. were accommodated with seats In one of
one of the most
Mr. B. L. the rear pews. After
Greeley, Mr. H. W. Jarvis,
Folsom, Mr. Sylvester B. Carter, Mr. E. interesting talks that it has ever been my
fortune to listen to in any church,
the
C. Burbank and others.
that the
pastor aroso ana announced
BIG LOSS TO REBELS.
usual
and rewould be taken

offering

up

Havana, January 2.—Four insurgents quested a liberal contribution as it was
belonging to tije force of Gen. Jose to be applied to the foreign fond mission.
As one of the deacons was coming our
MiguolGojnez surrendered with a boat
load of 22,000 cartridges to the gun boat way he was recognized by my friends as
Contramaestre off Jucaro, on the south one of the leading merchants of the town
coast.
and to make a good
impression one of
General Blanco today received $4,000,000 them proposod we all ohip in $5 each.

The temper of the Spanish people is
marvelous indeed. A Arm government—
Arm with tho just intention of doing
right—they are slow to recognize and

tolerate, but tyranny they readily swallow,
making^a wry face perhaps, but no resistance.

Th?

more

posed to them the

merciless
more

the force op-

they And in it

to admire and make obeisance to. This
idiosyncrasy of the Spanish character
Canovas del Castillo was swift to appreciate and take advantage of. A writer
who complacently sets him down as a
great statesman and patriot in the general—the European—sense of the word, i3
master of the facts.
man of Spain.
educator of the people
no

strong
the

Canovas
He was

was

the

the
or the worker of
inclination. His vigorous

popular
understanding

was

npt

their muscular

mas-

ter.
The police were on his side; a useful
portion of the press, hired judiciously for
tho purpose; the army; and the brains to
set them all in motion; and so equipped
Antonio Canovas del Castillo confronted
the Spanish people and said, “Come on.”
It was a resolute and daring attitude,
and kepi the crowd triumphantly at bay
for thirty years. But of late a change

After careful deliberation
silk stockings and kid gloves are so cheap year ago.
and aftor calling into consultation the
here that it makes you blink your eyes.
of Paris and of
Autun,
But eggs und cream aud milk are luxu- archbishops
the nope gave his approval of the moveries. Silks and velvets are bewilderingiy
ment, and his formal sanction of special
inexpensive. But cotton stuffs are from
service to be held in St. Sulpice, Paris,
America, and are extravagances. They
to formally inaugurate the organization
make them up into “costumes,” and trim
of the original arch confraternity. These
them with velvet ribbon. Never by any
services have already been held, Cardina
chance could you be supposed to send cotthe principal figure in
ton frocks to be washed every week. The Vaughan being
and reading at them the formal
starohod
muslin dresses them,
luxury of
sanction and blessing bestowed upon the
and plenty of shirt waists is unknown.
movement by the pope.
While France
I never shall overcome the ecstascies of
has been chosen from historic reasons to
laughter which assail me when I see va- bo the seat of
this movement, the reason
rietes of ooal exhibited in tiny shop wincentres of aotivity are intended to be conin
set
forth
as
dishes,
high glass
dows,
the
English lanwe exploit chocolates at home.
But well gregations speaking
the archguage. Henco the appeal to
they may respect it, for it is really very
bishops and bishops in the United States
much cheaper to freeze to death than to
and Canada.
The same appeal has also
buy ooal in Paris. The reason of all this
to Australia, to New Zealand and
gone
is the city tax on every chicken, every
to every country where the English tongue
carrot, every egg brought into Paris. Ev- is
spoken.
of
food
is
taxed.
mouthful
This
ery
an
enormous
and
this
revenue,
produces
DR. EVANS AND THE EMPEROR
is why the streets are so clean; it is why
FREDERICK.
the asphalt is as smooth as a ballroom
(From London Truth.)
floor; it is why the whole of Paris is as
beautiful

as a

dream.

Dr. Evans was more than a friend oi
the lato Emperor.and his wife. But he
was annoyed at tbe confidence they placed
in Sir Morell
Mackenzie, about whose
treatment ho had strong views. Evans's

FLORENCE’S LAST JOK E.

(From the January Harper’s.)
Florence’s last joke was one of his
greatly inlluonoed the 'opinion oi
deal of the old best, and was also peculiarly pathetlo and opinion
old

had taken place. A good
Are had burned out. Fifteen years ot colonial revolt again impress
even the
thickest-headed Spanish peasant into conceiving that tho trouble has no business
to last so long, and that his rulers, il
hard and exigent toward himself, are

He came to New York
from
an engagement
Boston At the close of
there, and was on his way. to Philadelphia. At the Fifth Avenue Hotel, where

prophetio.

he always stopped, he was told that the
barber who had shaved him for
many
years had died fhat.Sunday morning,And
next
afternoon.
was to be buried the

weak, extravagant and undexterous elsewhere. And this suspicion ripens into
certainty when he sees his sons torn from Florence’s
professional engagements
his sido and packed over the sea, and would not permit him to attend the
when his taxes swell and swell, and the funeral, but ho wouln like to do somein silver consigned from Spain for war
“I happened to have a very rare coin in price of bread goes up and
and his
up, and still thing to show respect for Fritz
purposes. Gen. Emilio March has arrived rayZpocket. a twenty dollar cold nieco. so. uo alteration for the bettor.
sympathy for Fritz’s family. The boys
rrom
with great flourish, I took it out and reopam.
suoscrioen lorn
in tne snop nan
Moral
marked that while I had no goods to sell GENTEEL POVERTY IN WASHING- tribute and hud raised twenty-three dolNEW
YORK.
IN'
; NORDICA
and didn’t care for the impression, 1
TON.
lars for the purpose. “Here are
twenty
New York, January 2.—Mine. Nordica would see them and
go them a few better. (From tha January Ladies Homo Jour- seven more," said Florenoe; "make it
made her first appearance here this season When the basket was handed
1
handsome!”
the
my way
Ap
nal.)
something
lcrgest
at the Metropolitan Opera House tonight took
good care to drop the gold piece into
“I never saw so much genteel poverty contributor he was asked, before he left
and her preseuoe resulted in a gathering it so that the deacon
could see it, for before as exists in
Washington, D. 0. town, to suggest an appropriate motto to
there of as large an
assemblage as the which'I was rewarded by him with a surYou have no idea how muny of these de- be fixed in purple violets, across the enorhouse could conveniently hold.
Mine.
prise and grateful look.
partment clerks tremble in their boots mous mass of white roses which had been
Nordica sang an aria from Erkel’s opera
“But I only apparently gave the twenty for foar of
losing their positions .with a ordered for the occasion—something
of “Erzs Ebath,” a Hungarian composi- as I took
good care to drop a coin of an change of Administration and enforce- which everybody would understand and
tion. Her second appearanoe was devoted
entirely different denomination and one ment of the civil service rules. The de- which Fritz himself would have liked.
to songs by four American composers.
more in keeping with my means.
partments unfit both men and women Without a moment’s hesitation the actor
nest for
“Well, the amusing part came
any other occupation. You would be said, “Next!” and the word was accepted
GAME FROM MAINE TOWN.
morning at the railroad station, when an surprised to know how
and adopted.
many of the fash
2.—The
woman
who
Boston, January
elderly and benevolent looking gentleman enable society men are department
“And alas P'said Mr.'osfferson, telling
in
was found dead on Friday
a
night
whom I at once recognized as the deacon, clerks. Some of
the most
attractivf the story, “poor Billy himself was the
door way at 108 Washington street, has
approached me and after a few common- among them get a majority of their meals next to answer the familiar call!”
been identified as Miss Gladys Porrington
place remarks such as the usual observa- out of society. They.rent a room for s
who has been employed for some time as tion on tho
weather, etc., said: ‘I believe small amount and dine every night, fro
AN “ALLEGED” SCARE.
at
a
Mrs.
Stilton’s
at
79
Wardomestic
a
I saw you at our church yesterday.’ I
a lunch or a breakfast
quentlv
getting
She had came from a town in said
ren street.
(From the Nineteenth Century.)
‘yes.’ Then he said: ‘We had a from a friend. In return, they make fi
Maine, but her home was in Wakefield. very successful collection,’ to whioh 1 their business.to be entertaining and a].
There are some advantages in the nse
ways in a good humor, ready to be 0i of the word "alleged” in order to avoid
It is supposed that the girl committed
replied that I was glad of it, as the cause service and to initiate
new people intc
suicide.
libel. A reporter had been incautious in
was certainly a deserving one.”
the otiquette of the place.”
true enough, but
a statement, possibly
“Then said he:
‘I noticed yon were
COLD NIGHT IN BANGOR.
had.been warned to be more careful. The
liberal yourself,’ to which I
anquite
$100
Reward, $10U,
Bangor, January 2.—This is the coldost swered, and quito truthfully, that I
reporter in this way extended the appligave
The readers of this paper will be pleased ti
night of the season, at midnight the no more than I could afford when ho
cation of “alleged:”
learn that there is at least one dreaded dtseasi
mercury registered fourteen below zero
finally with a troubled look on his face that science lias been
MAD DOG SCARE AT
to
able
cure
jn all 1 ALLEGED
and still falling.
confided to me that the twenty
dollar

Hall’s Catarrh
stages and that is Catarrh.
HAMPSTEAD.
Cure is the only positive cure known to tin
IN OLDEN TIMES
An alleged mad dog, said to be the
found.
medical fraternity. Catarrh beiug ;t constitu
of an alleged butolier named
People overlooked the importance of
“So far as I know,tho deacon never die tional disease requires a constitutional treat property
Frost of Atlantio Avenue, is alleged to
ment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken Internally
permanently beneficial oifeots and were covered the trick.”
have broken his chain yesterday afteracting directly upon the blood and muoom
satisfied with transient aotlon; but now
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying tin 1 noon and attaoked the alleged daughtor
that it is generally knowji that Syrnp of
foundation of the disea.se, and giving the“ pa of Thomas Drewsbury, who claims to be
MISS WILLARD FAINTED.
tlent strength by building up the constimtloi i r. tailor in the same street.
The girl jg
Figs will permanently overcome habitual
nature in doing it-, work
Tin
alleged to have been treated by Dr. TupJanesville, Wis., January 2.—Francis and assistingnave
constipation, well-informed people will
so much faith ill its
proprietors
an
curativ
alleged practitioner, for the alper,
not buy other laxatives, which act for a E. Willard, president of the National W. powers, that they offer One Hr.ndred Dollar 1 leged severe bites in the hands and
for anv case that it fails to cure,
Send
for
lis
;
C.
T.
at
of
IT.,
fainted
the
close
tonight
It is further alleged that
the alleged
time but finally injure the system. Buy
her lecture on “A White Life for Two,” of testimonials.
butcher was last year sent to gaol for a
Address. F. J. CHENEY & C
r Toledo
the genuino made by the California Fig which she delivered in the
O
Congregationweek by the alleged Magistrate of the
,3, 75c
al church,
Syrup Co.
are the bi st.
Northwestern Polioe Court for not

piece he

saw

me

give could

nowhere be

leBB"

keep-

MICHAEL WON.

HOW

the

Emperor

marck, and of

and Empress, of Bisthe
Berlin physioians,

about the throat doctor
from London.
Evans was
originally a Quaker. The
theatrical and society tastes of Sir Morell
Mackenzie wore repugnant to him. His
feeling about thorn made him scrutinize
keeniv the man and his treatment
Uni
the Crown Princess had a strong bias,
and followed it. Dr. Evans was
given
impressions of all the photos taken ol
Frederick during his illness. |The late
ones, which were signed by
him, were

inexpressively sad. The signature wae
bold, free, characteristic, and {'written
slantingly in gold ink aoross the lowei
part of the image. Abovo it were a few
friendly words. In the photos taken at
San Kemo martyrdom was
stamped on
the face. The Crown Prinoe then
not speak. Ho generally wrote on a
Dr. Evans asked him to write on
cards or tablets the size of a slate,
he had occasion to communicate

oould

slate.
black
when
with
hipi. “Why?” asked the Prince. “1
want to have them as a precious relic for
my wife.” The request was [complied

with. Very
seldom, indeed, did tht
handwriting betray weakness, but it beIt
came sharp and attenuated.
showed
an habitual wish to give a
noble air tc
what he wrote. There was something in

Twelve

Thousand

Saw

People

people in his 25 mile match with Edouard
Taylore, of France on the board track at
Madison Square Garden.
It is a question whether tho “Welsh
wondor” has a peer in his particular game
and ns he has so easily disposed of all his
rivals all tho experts with one or two exceptions say,that his equal has yet to be

Kac-

mg.association. The board track was arranged so that the riders had to negotiate
a mile and the measurevouohed for by three surveyors.
Every seat In the big auditorium was
tilled long before the preliminary races
were started and standing room was all
that the late comers could get.
By nine

cover

ment was

it

estimated that 10,000 persons were in the building and that there
were fully halt' ns many
more clamoring
for admission.
The trial heats in the
preliminary began at eight o’clock and

Tontines,
Orients,

Imperials,
Willards.
Waverleys,

Jl

14,273

14,193
M.Oet

<>
0

2
6
5
5

5
1

t'»

It
11
11
U

10

11

9

0

can serve

as

early

1

in the

you better.
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G. 0. S. FISK 4 GO.
the

CLOTHIERS,

Middle,

Cross and Free Sts.

|

OF

BILLIARD, POOL and
COMBINATION TABLES
With

our

Improved Watch-Spring Cushions.

SECOND HAND TABLES
Always

Gougoultz and Butler was paced by
Freedman of Portland, Ore., and Butler
won In a hard drive by six inches. Time,

Repairing

in

Stock.

Attended To.

Promptly

Importers and dealers in every variety of
Billiard Goods. Correspondence solicited.
Long distance telephone.

2.14 4-5.
A pursuit race between Harry Elke3 of
Saratoga and James Warburon of England

14 Sudbury Street.

the next item on the programme.
Elkes caught his man easily after travelling one mile and one lap. Time, 2.47 1-4.

As Good

Gold
for it gives a glad
heart, and helps men

Boston, Mass.

was

LEWISTON

Lewiston, January

The third beat of tho match was then
off.
Gougoultz wonjhe toss and de-

WON.

ing game of the season was played at
City hall last evening between Lewiston
cided that Freedman should pace. Bntier
and Portland, the former team winning
had the pole and caught the pacer quickly
in a brilliant finish.
Furbush played a
while the Frenchman was high on tho
The lino up
great game for LewistoD.
bank. For eight laps Butler held the load
and summary:
by half a wheol and at the beginning of
Lewiston—Tarrant and Walton, rushthe ninth the pacer
dropped out and ers; Fitzgarald, center; Furbush,
halfGougloultz cut loose. In the last two laps back; White, goal.
tho Frenchman outgenerallod Butler and
Portland—Whipple, Curtis and Linafter a head spurt won by three -quarters coln, rushers; McKay, center; Turnbull,
half back; Allen, goal.
of a wheel, thus winning th race.
T.
The big event of the evening was the Goals. Won by. Hush by. Caged by.
3.31
Michael-Taylore race.
Taylore won tho 1— Portland, Tarrant, Curtis,
2—
4.43
Whipple, Tarrant,
pole on the toss and also won the selection 3— Lewiston,
3.41
Tarrant, Tarrant,
Lewiston,
of place from which
his pace-makers
4— Portland,
Whipple, Whipple, 2.43
should start.
5— Portland,
He chose the northeastern
Tarrant, Whipple, 7.45
4.51
ti—Portland,
Tarrant, Curtis,
end of the track. The Frenchman’s wheel
7— Lewsiton,
2.33
Tarrant,
Whipple,.
was geared to 94 and Michael's 100.
Tay- 8— Lewiston, Tarrant, Furbush, 1.50
lore was royally received when he
.48
ap0—Lewiston,
Tarrant, Furbush,
.48
peared on the track but the cheering was 10— Lewiston,
Whipple, Tarrant,
11—
.18
Lewiston,
Tarrant,
Tarrant,
vociferous when
Michael mounted his
12— Portland,
Curiis,
Whipple, 1.65
wheel. The riders got on tho scratch line
T
7 .'Drv»tl
,4
K
L-5 4-at 10,20.
Taylore rushed off and caught White, 17; Allen, 31.
Fouls—Furbush.

work with

to

1.—The most excit-

as

vim.

a

run

TOBACCOS
made from best leaf,
have a flavor of their
own that other brands
can’t match.

That’s why
suit people*

|

they

—

« n

the pacers ou the first turn with Michael
two lengths back.
Michael worked like
mu

initio uuiiimi

tuns no

is,

uul

Referee-Snowman.
Attendance—600.

rnyiore

rodo like a whirl wind and at the end of
the first mile, led Michael by a length.
On the first lap of
the second
mile
Michael forged ahead and on the fifteenth
lap he gained half a lap on his adversary
and at the end of the third mile he was
one
In the fourth mile
lap to the good.
Michael got another gain of a lap and in
the fifth he had the same distance to his
credit.
Taylore was outclassed in the
eighth mile and Michael passed him for
the third time.
T he pace that the Welsh lad was going
was a killing one,
but Taylore stuck to
his work heroically and pumped
away
earnestly. Time at the end of the eighth
mile for Michael, lfi.07. Tayloro lost his
paco-makers in the tenth mile and at thp
beginning of the eleventh Michael was
close up to him and passed him, then being four laps to.the good. The spectators
were by this time worked
up to the highest pitch of excitement and Michael’s
name was

on

everybody’s tongno.

The Frenchman was evidently beaten at
this juncture but he stuok’to his work and
was seemingly not disheartened.
Michael
ran tip another lap to his count in
the
fourteenth mile and then looked as if he
could keep the pace up without any additional effort.
In the 17th mile Taylore rode around
after Michael’s pace-makers tor three laps
but the effort weakened him considerably
and he had to let up and Michael
ran
ahead another lap at the end of the nineteenth mile. Taylore’s saddle broke in
the twentieth mile ana
in exchanging
wheels lie lost two
laps thus giving
Michael a clear lead of a mile. The wheel
which was substituted
for
Taylore’s
damaged ono was geared to 104 but the
French rider was unable to cope
with
Michael and the midget gained another
at
the
close
of the twenty-third mile.
lap
From this to the end of the race Michael
gained so easily that it took all the staroh
out of the rival and the Welchman finally
won by thirteen
laps.

Timer—P urin ton

POLO LEAGUE STANDING.
Won. Lost. P. C.
20
£0
17
17
14

Lewiston,
Bath,
Gardiner,
Rockland,
Portland,

13

.606
.588
.500
.473
.£88

14

17
10
23

NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE BASEBALL
It is

quite

evident that tho eight club
league idea is linding much favor with
the New England league
officials this
year. The Boston Herald, whose baseball
writer is the secretary of the league, intimated yesterday that applications from
Lewiston and Portland for franchises
would receive more consideration
than
Whether those who
they did last year.
would be willing to take hold of baseball
another season In either city can be found
is of course a question, but if there are
such they could secure admission to the
league without much doubt.
LEWISTON’S HERO

HOME,

He and
Prof. James
Kelley arrived on the steamship St. Louis
and were met by a number of
ubroad

today.

a
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Ask the dealer
for,5t.
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Company. There is nothing equhrocal in the contract.
what will be

done—pay

It states just ©
"upon satis- ©

of death,” No time ©
limit of which advantage might be
taken, but cracticallv immediate set-

^
^

tlement.
%
The condition obligatory upon the <0
policy-holder is the regular payment ©
of premiums. After a time, even if ©
those are not promptly met, the pol- ©
icy has a value by the Maine NonForfeiture Law. Other privileges are

guaranteed after three annual
payments have been made all

©

tts likewise

©

—

^

who wanted to give O’Brien a “send S
his victory over
the Harlan:
#
“Coffee Cooler” whom he knocked out in Il/fc
tho second round before the

club at Birmingham, Eng., not

I

Found in every policy issued by
Maine’s only old-line Life Insurance

iji factory proofs

on

PLUG

of

I

men

off”

cartridge!
Quarter

.

filABAHTEE

m

New York, January 3.—Dick O'Brien
of Lewiston, the middle weight prize
fighter, returned from a six months trip

newt

Arllngtons,
The following games will be played
next week: Monday, Waverleys vs, Tontines; Wednesday, Willards vs. Arlingtons; Friday, Imperials vs. Orients.

.

.

DEFINITE

should be well loaded with
good f
chewing tobacco. “Fire” the old S
brands and get Lorillard’s

14,073
13,603

PLAIN

ROCKLAND, 6; GARDINER, 4.
AND
Rockland, January 1.—Rockland got
Gardiner on the run in the first period
tonight and won at leisure. Score, Rockland, 8; Gardiner. 4.
Attendance, 375.
IS THE

Your
“Piistol” Pocket

13 94]

TO CUKE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Quinine Tablets.
Ali
TiikeLaxative Bronio
rtniaeists refund the money it it fails to to cure
has
L.
B.
ou
each
Q.
tablets.
The genuine
2»c

We

possible.

as

MANUFACTURERS

lish rider, spun around the track in an
exhibition milo which he covered In 1.E3
3-5, paced by two tandems.
Tho second heat In tho race between

ing

Pins.

Feb. 1st WE CLOSE OUR BOORS. Come

day

J. E. Came & Co.

Frenohman won by half a wheel, after a
very exciting race, in 2.29 1-5.
During tho intervale between the first
and second heats Arthur Chase, the Eng-

BOWLING.

Pld.

&

more

the finishes in every instance were very
dose.
In the first heat of the one mile match
race, best two in three between Gougoultz
of France and Nat Butler of Boston, the

The standing of the teams in the bowltournament at Pine's alleys is as folLast.

to secure THE FINEST TAILOR

|j

was

goodness.

_Won.

I

3paeo in order to witness these regular Indoor bike races which were hold under

o’clock

1

———”—1,11

girls thronged every ; available Inch of

laps to

WEEK

CLOTHING AT HALF PRICK.

mile in twenty-five
to
tho
Frenchman and bent him easily at that.
Men and women ; as well as boys and

10

EXTRA VALUES FOR Tills*

1

HARE

a

Cycle

|

Only thirty days

machine
for
one
geared to 104 was not up to his trainer’s
expectations and there 1b no reasonable
doubt from tonight’s work that Michael

of the American

The crowds continue to pour in on us. Our great “Winding up the Business” Bargains keep us on the jump early
and late.

1

broken

the auspices

|

FISK’S CORNER.

Billy Young, who had
Taylore under
his careful supervision in training for
this race said tonight that his man should
have started with a higher gear than 94.
But tho work of Taylore, Rfter he ex-

give

|

NO DULL TIMES ON

produced.

can

BUSINESS f

1 GOING OUT OF

New York, January 1.—Jhnm.v Miohael,
of Wales, again demonstrate! his superiority as a middle distance wheelman
tonight before a crowd of over 12,000

changed his

NEW AUVEETKBHran.

Taylore

Beaten.

the general character that reminded out
of Queen Victoria’s signature, but it was
hers. Dr. Kvnns,
more emotional than
while speaking quite candidly of his
human weakness, called him a lump oi

lows:

|

ADVBBWSEMga'a

NEW
_

$

room.

■■

-.y;

BOWDOIN MEN IN BOSTO.N

—•

control.
That young man had the bump of caution too abnormally developed, and h«
was seen no more
in tho sub-editor■

“Menelik, himself, is setting out at the
an army and
the
it is; believed
movement marks an expedition against
the Anglophile Ras Mangascla,
whose
province, Tigre, the Negus wishes to annex.
I also hear t hat Menelik, calculatsenatorial fight now in progress in Ohio,
ing
upon the remissness of the Italian
he probably will not he able to return
an advance toward
until next weok.
It is not believed that government, purposes
the^coast.
there will be any attempt to olose tho deThe Daily Mail, commenting editorialbate before he has had an opportunity to
on the
foregoing despatches, suggests
ly
he
has prepared.
mako the speech whiob
that the Marchnnd expedition has gone
No one seriously believes, however, that
beyond Fashofa and readied Khartoum.
the upshot of the'present debate will he
“I is impossible,” says the Daily Mail,
the striking out of the
appropriation. “for the
expedition to have fought its
The debate will simply be in the nature
and it can only have arrived
there,
way
of a general airing of the opinions of the
in alliance with the Khalifa, thus creatmembers of the House.
ing a very serious situation.”
memory of the late
of Massachusetts.

■

r--wv::

ing his alleged ferocious dog under proper

clearly stated

in the contract.

upon any form
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LINE,

“FLORIDA FAST LINE”
Washington, Richmond and Charloatoa.

[

QUICKEST TO ALL

WBMTER

KESOK7S

SOUTH
tj lionte ol the ccienratecl *‘>ew York1 Florida Special.” luxuriously apand Ser- |
H pointed. Unequalled fir hedules
Solid Vestlbulvine.

Only line rnnninp:

] fid Trains to Florida. Only sure connpc| tion with'*Federal Express”frorri Boston.
!
J. H. JOHNSON. N. E. Agt..
,|
|j 300 Wanhinaton {Street. Bto»ton. !]
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MRS. BROWNE
Aumers Were
Tbe Doctor

UNDER FIRE.

Tolnted

on

and

GOLD ASD TAXES.

Vigorous—

the Stand in Rebuttal.

A Wail from the Miners of the

Bntb, January 1.—At the opening of
tho court this morning the cross-examination of Mrs Browne, the libelee in the
now celebrated Browne divorce case, was
The examinaresumed by Mr. Davis.
tion was a very trying one to tho witness
but she stood the volley of questions
well, except in one instance.
She was
being questioned in relation to Mrs. Osgood going with her to a lawyer’s office

and Klondike.

“Shall the Government ref-eh out unkindly and varying essential laws that
lured us hither, take from us an unreasonable portion of that for which we have
Yukon suEered and
impose on them who are
toiling as prospectors in the laud of eternal

ioe conditions ungenerous

and

per-

haps prohibitive?
Object

to

the

Dominion's

Taxation—Danrson

City's

Scheme

of

Chamber of

Commerce Resolves.

—

is carried on. and it is necessary to thaw
the frozen ground by means of banked
iires before tho pick and shovel oan be

need, and, before sluicing can be done in
the siuing, the gravel mined in the winter must be thawed by the sun’s hea t.
“From June to October, when open pits
may be worked, the sun must be given
time to thaw# exposed gravel, and frequently fires must be brought to bear to
unfetter the ice bound musses.
“There are no roads in all this country, nor are there, so far as wo know,
any steps in progress to establish moans
of transport, and never were men more

is necessary, but you
cannot exercise too much
caution in the selection of
the article itself.
Ifyou would have tea that
is beyond compare, buy only

ing

handicapped in moving to and from
mines than arc we of the Yukon
During tho cold season we are obliged to pay
ten to fifteen cents a
pound tor transporting supplies a distance of fifteen miles;
during the warm season thirty cents.
For longer distances the charge is even
greater proportionately.

Chase & Sanborn’s

“This is a land of tremendous solitude
and marvellous wildness. It appears to
be a land of immense promise tor the

Package Teas,
!

the most popular brands of
which are
Grloff—Formosa Oolong.
K o h-i-n o o r,—E n g 1 i s h
Breakfast.

deceptive.

Orange Pekoe, Ceylon

pound

makes over 200 cups.

but the
There is

appearance may

practically nothing

known of it

a

from

not

beyond
Dawson, and

be

radius of fifty miles
much beyond a

radius of twenty miles.
“It is outside the range of language to
picture the trials that encompass the explorer who goes forth here with pick,
shovel and gold pan to search for gold.
Only strong men are equal to the task,
and only men of great courage and perse-

and India.
Each brand is the best of
its class, and each consists
cf leaves most carefylly
selected from districts renowned for the production
of the highest grade crop.

Ose

prospector,

t

General Discouraged at His
Want of Success.

us

cry

with

hearts full of

our
institutions, ‘Long live
live Cuba;olways Spanish.’
After the conclusion of this
ceremony
all
present attended the celebration of
mass
tho
by
bishop in the chapel. All
present knelt down at the Elevation of
the Host, excepting the British and Ger-

consuls. When bidding good-bye to
the consular oorps, Marshal Blanco, took
both of Gon. Fitzhugh Lee’s hands and
man

shook

them

warmly, saying in broken
ONE THOUSAND REBEL TROOPS
English, “I thank you,” a distinction
impreswhich the captain general did not be(ENTER MATANZAS PROVINCE.

UO

ing point and TO degrees below zero.
“During this cold season driftjnining

Spanish

“We have endeavored to the best of our
to set before Your Excellency the
conditions surrounding us, and to dispel the false impression that appears to
prevail in Canada as to the universal

Wednesday,

VUUV

PAMIM) DISHEARTENED.

ability

Ottawa, January 1.—In connection with
riohness of that distriot
an
the statement that a sj ooiai meeting of
sion founded on the success of the few
the Council is ordered for
in Boston to see about a divoroe, when January 5th, to receive a deputation of without regard to the failure of tho
she rose and clutching the rail
of the miners and others having interests in the many. But in that we may have over
witness stand she tossed
her head and Klondike who wish to protest against looked some points as to which exact inpitching her voice at a high key, much the Government mining regulations, it is formation should be given, and in that
louder than before, she said that Mrs. learned that at a meeting of the miners we are so isolated from Ottawa that we
Osgood was her enemy and got her to go of Dawson City a Chamber of Mining and oannot as a body spe dlly communicate
to the lawyers.
with Your
Commerce was formed and this petition
Excellency, wo send you
as the bearers of this
Judge Foster at that point said: “There was adopted and
petition and as our
printed:
is no trouble of hearing the witness now.”
spokesmen and representatives three of
"To His Excellency, the Governor-Genour number, Messrs.
“No,” Bald the doctor’s counsel, “the
Maxim Landreville,
eral -in-Council:
Edward J. Livernash and A. E. Wills.
jury roust have a good idea from tbe ex"Whereas the Government
has
so
hibition of the witness that she is as far
“Wherefore, your petitioners humbly
amended the mining regnlations governfrom being angelic in temper, as tho
pray that until the difficulties which are
the
of
the
Yukon
district
of
placers
other side have been trying to make us ing
unavoidable at present have been modithe North-West Territories, that a heavy
believe.”
fied no artificial burdens be added to the
Mrs. Browne said that it had been her royalty is imposed, based on the gros$ heavy load we Yukon miners
are bearcustom not to tell others that she desired output of the gold fields, and that ‘creek’
ing, and that Your Exellency send into
a divorce, but she
did have some
talk and ‘river’ olaims are limited in
length this district a commission of
with Mrs. Osgood, “and she told me that
inquiry to
to one hundred feet, rather than five
men generally were unfaithful
to their
report fully on the character of the Yrtrhundred feet as heretofore, and that evowiTes.”
iton gold fields, and that, pending such
Witness said that by Mrs. Osgood's ry alternate claim is reserved from locareports, Your Excellency restore the regadvice she got spies to watch her
hus- tion
ulations displaced by those of whioli we
band.
She told of her brother coming to
her homo for the purpose of taking hor
“Believing that the Government has have ventured to complain, and that the
away to be treated for insanity.
been misinformed as to the Y'ukon pla- three bearers of this
petition be given an
“I don’tthiuk I was ever insane,’’said
and having profound faith in the
cers,
the witness.
“A doctor in Boston said 1
apportunity of making themselves serjustice of the representatives of the Crown viceable to Your Excellenoy in the givwas not.”
She said her aunt contributed J100 of and the people, we represent as true these
ing of information possessed by them
the 1700 she gave her husband to pay the
propositions:
with reference to the placers of this disexpenses of the foreign trip. She had paid
more than J500 to detectives.
“Grossly exaggerated reports have been trict.
She began to engage lawyers when her
published through the newspapers of this
husband forced her from her home by bad
FOR THE KLONDIKE.
treatment.
“The first lawyer consulted Dominion and the United States concernwas in April ’v-6 when it
was
said that ing the wealth of the Klondike and InWashington, January 1.—The War DeMiss Clark was going to bring a suit dian divisions of the Y'ukon district.
partment has placed Lieut. Guy H. Pres
against me for slander.”
Men of this district who have gone hence ton, Ninth Cavalry,in charge of the army
Tbe witness said her eyes had been
blackened several times by the doctor. to the centres of population in this coun- pack trains who are to get supplies into
“Think I said that the detectives were try and the United States are quoted
Lieut. Presootfc
by the Klondike regions.
all liars and did say that Detective Deer- the
as authority
for assertions eith- has been in Washington for some time.
press
Ing got most of tho money, and perhaps I
er wholly false or grievously
said he lied the most,” said the witness.
misleading. His principal assistant will be Lieut.
This letter written by Dr. Browne to The impression has been given, apparent
James J.Ryan,Tenth Cavalry, who gathhis wife at Portland, under date of Octoly, that enormously rich claims are the ered up the pack trains at Fort Washaki
ber 29, ’86, was put in and read:
and Robinson.
U11UOU mill
JliUJ
.My dear, 1 got up and went to the
The animals already at Vancouver undepot Tuesday expecting to see yon. I am profit even now, almost anywhere In the
lonely, discouraged and
unhappy and region about the village of Dawson. der organization are to be reinforced by
can’t vcrito. Come as soon as you get
That impression is not justified.
about 75 more, all seleoted mules from
ready and we will decide about the
“Of the three thousand claims thus far the Rooky Mountains.
future.”
The case of the libelee
was
rested reoorded In this district, not more than
here.
two soore have been demonstrated to be
STEAMERS DISABLED.
Mrs. Osgood, called in rebuttal, testified: “1 have known Mrs. Browne since remarkably rich. The others are either
St. Michaels, January 1.—The British
she was a child und here seen her often moderately rich, ruling conditions con- steamer
Aeon, Capt. Heron, from Galvesto the present time.
Mrs. Browne always sidered, or practically unknown
quanti- ton, November 26, for Havre, put in here
showed temper whenever she was with
ties—most of them the latter.
I did not advise her to see a lawyer.
me.
t<*ay for coal, and reported that the
“The indications are favorable for fair British steamer
It was her own suggestion.”
Strathness.Capt. Durbin,
Witness admitted that sho hoped the profit, but a considerable
percentage of which sailed from London, December 1,
doctor would succeed in getting a divorce the claims
would be profitless if heavily for
Baltimore, was disabled at sea with
on the ground that
it would be in the
interest of justice and that she fe’.t it taxed. Indeed, it is probable that many a broken shaft. She towed the Stratbof
would be better, both mentally and finanthem would not bo worth working at ness for some distance but was
forced by
cially for Mrs Browne; that it would all.
the rough weather to leave her within
stop the lawyers and detectives getting
“The wage rates here are high and sup- at.
ber money.
42, Ion 23.
llr. Browne was recalled.
“I gave $75 plies are costly. Ordinary unskilled laThe British steamer Qlenarmhead, Capt.
in gold as a marriage fee to the bishop. bor commands $1 to §1.60 an
hour; flour Thompson, from Henarth, December 21,
Always took Mrs. Browne on the yaoht oosts §1$ to §15 a hundred
weight. Ba- for New Orleans, passed here today and
when asked by her and often asked her to
con
costs 50 cents to $1.50 a
pound. reported that British steamer Corintha,
6‘
Hi said the people at hie house when Fresh beef costs 80 oents to $1.50 a
pound. Capt. Roberts, which sailed from WilMrs. Browne was away
were
Captain Good grade blankets cost *j5 apiece, and
mington, N. U., December 1, for Ghent,
Curtis and daughter of Bowdoinham.
“The charge in the Craig deposition other supplies are proportionately expen- France,
had
her machinery
broken
that women were seen going -into my sive.
down and was unable to repair. Sho left
house at night and out in the morning
“It la difficult, and at times impossible, her in lat. 40 Ion.
25, on account of the
when Mrs. Browne was away was false.”
to buy supplies at all, and along the Yu“It was also false that he ever held a
weather, after having her in tow.
pillow or towel over his wife’s mouth, kon famine conditions threaten every
GLOOM ENDED FESTIVITIES.
or that he ever beat her.
He paid $100 winter, and shortage is the rule.
for the yacht Tempus at Portland and
Those conditions are of course temAsbury Park, N. J January t.—What
sold her In New York for $900.
porary, but so great are the difficulties was to have been a triple celebration toThe evidence in ths
case
was
anwith which men are beset who cope with day at Belmar was turned from expected
nounced as all in at 12.10.
The arguments will be made Monday, thi3 desolate
The day was Mrs
region that it Is unreason- happiness to sorrow.
is
and it
expected the case will finally get able to
expect any substantial modifica- J. P. Iron’s fiftieth birthday, the 26fch
to the jury in the latter part of the day.
Mr. Larrabee will sum
for Dr. tions as to wages or supplies until claim anniversary of her marriage and the time
up
Browns, and Gen. Mattocks for Mrs. holders have gone far toward.! avlng the selected for the wedding of her daughter
Browne.
proved stream valleys a mass of worth- Lillian to George A. Geiger of Shenkel,
less tailings.
While
Chester county, Pa
BitYAN INETEXAS.
rehearsing
“In consequence of the costliness of la- for the wedding last evening Geiger was
J.
Austin,
Tex., January 1.—W.
bor, and supplies not many of the mines taken suddenly ill and died several hours
Bryan and wife, accompanied by ex Govof this district, even in the vailey of the later from heart disease.
ernor Crittenden of Missouri, who arrived
Bonanza and its tributaries, yield much
A number of guests who had been inwere tendered a reception
at midnight,
at present, and many vited to the prospective triple celebration,
today at thA home of ex-Gov.
Hogg. beyond expenses
About 2500 people attended. Mr. Bryan that have been well prospected are not arrived here on the 5 o’clock train last
Geiger met them at the depot.
authorized the staijiiaent by the Associ- rich enough to justify the claim holders to evening.
ated Press today that he wlHild not make employ miners to assist in working them. He was apparently in the best of health
“In many cases, accordingly, a royalty then and received their congratulations.
any statement concerning WTS^Mexicnn
trip until he reached Lincoln, when he of ten to twenty per cent, of output
THE FISH BUSINESS.
would give
the public his views in de- would be a
medium-C‘f qcnfisoation.
tail.
Be, however, expressed himself as
and its
is
hTinfefgti
“Mining
seriously
with
the country and the peoGloucester, Mass., January 1.—The first
delighted
ple. Mr. Bryan and the members of his costliness materially increased by severe month of the fish business at this port
party assisted Gov. Culbertson in his climatio conditions. From very near {hf1- pnded today, and sufficient time has now
New Year’s reception this evening and
earth’B surface to the greatest depth yet
left tonight for Muskogee, I. T.
elapsed f8~ allow the promoters of the
reached everything is frozen throughout Gloucester fresh fisn -syndicate to gain an
t,hi year, the temperature from early Oc- laea as ro me aavisaomrv
tober to June ranging between the freez- nnt
Pertaken
UUU.

wishes, let
loyalty to
Spain; long

stow upon any of the other consuls
At the conclusion of these ceremonies,
the Captain General remitted the death
Are Supposed to Have United With the
penalty imposed upon persons who had
Insurgent Troops in Havana Province— been convicted of common crimes.
Cable messages of congratulation were
The Ravages of Small Pox on the Inexchanged during the day between Senor
crease.
Sagasta, the premier of Spain and MarHavana, January 3.—(via Key West)— shal Blanco.
The insurgent general Francisoo
The
Carillo,
have extended
new secretaries
with one thousand men has entered Mathanks to Dr.Congosta, the secretary gentanzas provinoe near Habuna, and is
sup- eral of Cuba, setting forth that it is due
posed to have re-united with the concen- to his constant activity that the present
trated insurgent forces under Brigadier government was established today. For
two
months
Dr. Congosta, who was
Generals Suarez and Cepero in
Havana
formerly Spanish consul at Philadelphia,
has hardly slept two hours a day which
province.
Beforo the disarming of the laborers on has greatly surprised everybody here as
most of
the officials hardly work four
the tobacco plantation of
Book & Co.,
hours daily.
For this constant activity
in Pinar Del Kio, recently,
fifty armed and the final success it has met with, Dr.
laborers are said to have joined the insur- Congosta has been most cordially congratulated by all concerned.
gents at Ceiba Del Agua, Havana.
The first resolution adopted by tho now
Three thousand concentrados have been
cabinet was to send a cable to the Queen
returned to their homes
in
Matauzas Regent offering their respeots and pledgprovince, railroad transportation being ing loyalty to the crown.
All is quiet here.
provided
the

by
government.
The Diaro de la Marina calls the atten-

tion of the authorities to the
pitiable
condition of the people of the town of
Alonzo Rojas, in Pinar Del Rio province.
During the first ten days of December

CAPTURED CUBAN LEADER.

Barcelona, January 1.—Gen. Ruiz
Riveta, the
well-known
-insurgent
leader, who was captured badly wounded

hundred prisoners died.
Whole in the province of Pinar Del Rio, by
families of eight and ten
under Gen. Velasco on
persons have Spanish troops
Of ninety-two voluntoers only March SB, who was condemed to death
perished.
one

19 are fit for duty, the remainder
being
sick with small pox. At Santa
Domingo
the small pox epidemio has Increased in

spite of the splendid weather,
fevers

have

slowly
Jicotea,

but the
In
the

and subsequently
apparently pardoned,
has arrived here
and wa3 conducted on
foot and in chains to Montjuioh fortress
between lines
of soldiers and mounted

gendarmes. Gen. Rivera was calm, but
districts of
Menacas
and the he protested against being ohnined. No
stricken districts they are unable to emi- one was allowed to speak to him.
There
grate because they have no resources. In was a big crowd in the vicinity, but there
decreased.

twouiuio Biimii
pui ia raging among VVCAO liU lUiWjUiWStiiSJUIJ!?.
tho conoentrados, many of whom
have
RELIEF MOVEMENT.
died.
They ate without medical attend1.--Assistant
January
Washington,
ance, food and other necessaries of life.
Secretary Adee was in conference yesterThe government has for a second time
day with Clara Barton, representing the
sent $10,000 for the relief of tho
concen- Red Cross
Society, with reference to the
trados In Matanzas province.
distribution of relief funds in Cuba. It
It Is reported from
Santiago de Cuba is not yet settled whether the Red Cross
that Gen. Pando is greatly disheartened
will undertake to use its machinery in
on account of the obstacles
which pre- Cuba, but the conference tended
strongly
vented a successful campaign against the
to that end.
insurgents in that province. He declares
Assistant Secretary Adeo lay3 particuthat he has no base of operations, the inlar stress on the importance of oontribut
surgent’s control being so complote that
ing cash, although olothing and other
it is impossible to convey supplies to the
supplies would be thankfully received.
column
in
the interior
Spanish
operating
The state department has been advised
of the province.
He is said to be con- that a
leading religious newspaper is
vinced that the insurgents of Santiago de
about
to
and
organize committees
Cuba provinoe will not accept
autonomy. solicit subscriptions of money, food and
When he was in Spain he did not realize
clothing for the suffering Cubans.
that the insurgents had such
strength.
MADRID NEWSPAPER COMMENT.
It is said that Gen.

in

Santiago

Sagua, operating

de Cuba, has been unable to
his superior officers and on

agree with
the pretext that ho is siok, has arrived in
Havana and will roturn to Spain by the
first mail steamer.
Ex-Minister Canalejas,
the
Madrid
editor who has been
investigating the
situation in Cuba, is said to be thorough-

Madrid,

January

1.—The

Imparoial

calls upon the government to “repel every
action of the United States savoring of
intervention
in
and
adds:
Cu!;a,’’
“There
exists a widespread sentiment
against the conduct of t-he United States,
but we do not think Gen. Weyler the

most acceptable exponent thereof.’’
£
ly discouraged with the outlook. He will
Continuing, the paper mentioned critireturn to Spain shortly, the sudden death cises the government for stopping
teleof his sister being given ns tho reason for grams referring to the general’s protest
his hastening his departure.
to the Queen Regent against the wordSenor Ambfard, who has just returned ing of President McKinley s message to
from the United States is said
to take Congress, and expres-es the opinion that
the same hopeless
view of the situation it wonld have been to the government’s
and it is stated that he will decline the Interest not to.hinder it* publication.
The Tiempo is of the opinion that Gen.
proffered appointment of secretary of the
Cuban autonomist cabinet.
Welyer’s protest demonstrates lack of disSenator Capules. governor of Santiago cipline in the Spanish Army.
do Cuba, has resigned
being unwilling | Gen. Weyler and other generals were
to make appointments dictated to him by the guests of Sener Robledo last
night.
tiie government through Gen. Pando. The
newspapers comment on this and
Tho military oommander Oliver is noting hint at possible ill results.
in Capulea’s place.
FILIBUSTERING EVIDENCE.

Year’s day he passed in tho oompany of
Count Herbert Bismarck, the Count and
Countess Wm. Bismarck, the
Connless
Von Arnimaj, Count and Countess Van
Knntas.
He
did not retire until, half
past one this morning. Doctors Schweninger and Chrysander were also present.
The latter and Count Herbert Bismarck
left Friedrichsruhe today. <{ g

This big P stands
for the Praise and the
Patronage of agratef ul
People bestowed upoi
our Powerful ailevi.
tor of Pain for alr.i
a century; also for l
Proclamation of t'
Piper to all the worlthat in the Past, ;
■well as the Present, i
has Performed very
many Perfect and Permanent cures which
Physicians had. Pronounced to be Past
any Possiole hope of
Palliation. Thousands
of cases of Painful
inflammations have
been Penetrated, relicve,d, soothed, healed
and cured by this good
old remedy which
Every Mother should have in the house for the many ills
that will occur in every family as long as life has woes.

LIVELY FIRE IN HAVERHILL.

Haverhill, Mass., January 1._The
Bishop building, a four story brick block
on Wingate
street, in the center of the
shoe districts, was tonight thescenoof the
worst lire that Haverhill has experienced
for a year, the loss being estimated at
$10,000 and three alarms calling into
service tho entiro city lire department.
The lire started in the plant of the
Haverhill Wood Heel company on the
second floor, and cleaned out that floor,
a loss to the occupants of 810,000.
C. K. Fox, slipper manufacturer on tho
third floor, suffered a loss of $3,000; G.
McHase, shoe contractor on the fourth

causing

floor, $500; S. A. Tobie,, sole leather on
the first floor, $1,000; A. F. Winn, machinist, and E. if. Tiltou, dealer in
leather remnants in the basement,
also
suffered small losses.
The damage to the building is about
81,500. All the lossors are covered by in-

Johnson’s

surance.

was

originated

bites, burns, bruises, bronchitis, colds, coughs, croup, catarrh,

chemical engine and narrowly
escaped
death.
Whlie the firemen were coupling
hose to a hydrant on Essex street,
the
stream got away from them and started
the pair of horses on the chemical and
the throe-horse hitch on tho hook and ladder truck.
The former were
quickly
stopped, but the latter ran through Essex street until they
struck an electric
light polo, smashing several teams on
the way. No one was injured in these
runaways.
Fred Rogers and Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Towle, employed in the building, were
penned in by 'the flames and barely

chaps, chilblains, colic, cholera-morbus, all forms of sore throat,
earache, headache, la grippe, lame back, mumps, muscular
soreness, neuralgia, pains anywhere, scalds, stings, sprains,
strains, toothache, tonsilitis, wind colic and whooping cough.
Send for Our Book, “Treatment for Diseases,’’ Mailed Free.
The Doctor’s Signature and Directions on every bottle. Price 35 ctf six $2
Eo:d by Drugsistu. I. S. Johnson & Co., as Custom House St.,
Boston, Mala.'

escaped.
Walter Kimball, a fireman, was struck
by a falling skylight and badly hurt.

WE CAN

$100,000 FIRE.

Y/inooski, Vt., January

Still show up

1.—Fire broke

§100,000.

flagration

o

clock this afternoon !n

It was the most disastrous
the town has had since the

working

Blue, Black and Brown Kerseys.
Also in sizes in $15. $1S and $20 in Black
and Blue Kerseys.
In our Suit assortment there is a show-

ing of Scotch goods in broken plaids and
mixtures. Blue and Black Cheviots, &c.
Special lines of Suits made for

establish-

ment.

adjoining

The

machine

shops

of Ed-

wards, Stevens & Co., caught fire and
total wreck.

The

STOUT

are

mill of S. id.
Newton, together with thousands of feet
ot lumber in the mill yard and several
offices and tenements, were also eaten up
by the flames.

a

Mason

saw

We carry a
r

urmsniDg

[SPECIAL TO THE IBBS8J

deo3leodlf

Mechanic Falls, Me., January 1—About
noon today Cobb’s hotel
was discovered
to be on Are.
An alarm was given but

by prompt action of Mr. Fred Cushman
with the small hose, which happened to be
all counccted and ready for use, the fire
was extinguished before the
department
arrived. It took in the basement near
the furnace and with a little start would
have been a most disastrous one ns the
wind was blowing a gale directly toward
other buildings which stood near.
The

damage

was

AifcRiCAN BONDING AND TRUST CO., Baltimore, Maryland,
ISSUES SURETY BONDS OF ALL KINDS.

The above companies

ar8

I &BB,

(OVEIl

WOODBURY

“Co socrated by the oath just taken,
the autonomous government of Cuba is
now established in accordance with the
royal decree of November 27, 1897. Your
names and tho plaoes you
occupy in the

political parties to whioh you belong are
ample guarantees of tho liberal policy
which tho
government expects the new
BRIEFLY TOLD.
regime to adojjt. The new government
1
be inspired by high, concilatory,
The Lue gert trial was stopped in Chi- should
and just motives. It ia your
impartial
on
the
of
tho
deobjection
tago Saturday,
1
fence that court could not be held on a duty to study tho necessities of the island,
especially economic questions and the
egal holiday,
A cut down of 10 per cent wont into means to restore the property destroyed.
this season.

ever, went to bed last night in the belief
that Prince Bismarck was dead as tho
despatches to Reuter company, from

V* Ladies and gentlemen should

be and probably are interested in having only the best
preparations for the toilet.

Hamburg,

was
only published in this
morning’s newspapers. Inquiries made in
Loudon bore out the denial.
Baron

D’Eckardtstein,attache of the German embassy, said no news had been received at
tho legation and officials were convinced
that tho

untrue. A denial has
1
also
been received hero from Berlin.
The exact source of the teport is not
known, but the rumor was readily
1
credited
in view of the fact that the exrumor was

Chancellor’s health for the past fortnight
Cuba from the
effect in a number of New Hampshire Peace and welfare of
than
before
best propaganda we can make in behalf 1has been distinctly worse
totton mills, Saturday.
that his life
it
was not
though
thought
1of
and
Hobart B. Whiting
has been elected
autonomy
against the revolution was In
positive danger.
whioh although it was never justified
nanager of the Pawtucket base ball nine
Inquiries made both by telegraph and
the
reassuring
;o
succeed “Phenomenal” Smith, who will hereafter have no pretext whatever telephone have elioited
1statement
and
that the Prince is alive
tto exist.
till manage the Fall Rivers.
that
that his
there
is
no
renson
to
believe
verance can progress far.
Irving Harrison,a member of the Hack“May God concede you the good luok ,condition is
any worse today than it has
“Now, finally, wo came into this wil- < ensack wheelmen, at midnight on Now whioh I sincerely wish may accompany |bsen of late. A despatoh from Hamburg
fear’s evening,
iorness, led on by fair laws and promiscompleted £6,265 miles jyou in fulfilling your noble and thorny fsays that the rumor of Bismarck’s death
1
or streams,
valleys and mountains of ; or a year’s run, and Saturday the club mission, so that we may together restore originated in Berlin.
I
hese far reaching territories, and we < iffieiais forwarded all the data necessary Jto this privileged
BISMARCK NO WORSE.
whioh
island, for
lave made ourselves tho huts we dwell 1 or the establishment of this performance 1iiave professed great affection for years,
2.—Prince
Priedrichsruhe, January
in, the trails we travel, and the rude irn- o the CenUiry Road club of America at tthe peace and prosperity so much needed. ]Bismarck’s condition Is in no way worse.
1
’.To conoentrate the
ilements wherewith wo toil.
Chicago.
bath ns usual. New
carrying out our good ]He took his

|

1 Guilt Everett & Pennell.

mid-day
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after
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shaving.
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over

Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 60
cents at Druggists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.

ELY BROTHERS. 56 Warren St., New York City.
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Experiments

baying a
J’iano are costly, but why
experiment at all?

X
^

comes

30

per-

different

in the way of Ed.
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famous preparations that
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Perhaps because its sales are £
largest. Cheaper pianos $

Chickering

MAN

2

—the piano most often found
is the CHICICERING,

come

by gentlemen

(Semi-Biluminous) ami
(.eorges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge use.
Cenuiue Lykens Volley Franklin,
English and American Cannel.
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in

been sold

It

Lehigh and Free-

Burning Coals tor Domestic Use.

sliades and assorted odors.

extensively
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ED. Pi M’WTS Eitrait Vagdai
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A Full Assortment a!

for giving glo<s and suppleness
to the hall* and moustache.
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CORNER EXCHANGE AN3 MIDDLE STS. /
>
PORTLAND, ME,

MC0

v'*^r

in tow was unable to prevent the aeciIt is thought the vossei will probibly float at high tide. The life savors
board.
This is the fourth
ire now on
trait that has struck
upon the rocks

represented

l
%

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.
THE INTER-STATE CASUALTYY CO.

slight.

■v^ondon,

lent.

nne

FURNISHERS,
Square.

Monument

^

:r

Men’s

ana

CLOTHIERS AND MEN’S

a

gr^

of

medium

ABLE merchandise.

AT MECHANIC FALLS.

1.—The Attorney
$4030 FIRE IN LEBANON.
letter from the
Sanford,
January 1.—A lumber mill
United States Attorney at Mobile, in anti a
quantity of lumber owned by
Tlio Imposing
Ceremonial
in
HaAana
whioh he states that the inquiry into the
John S. Jones of Lebanon,were destroyed
Saturday.
movements of the suspected filibusterer
by lire during the night. The total loss
Havana, January 1.—Many people as- Somers N. Smith has not,so far, disolosed is estimated at $4000, which is partially
of
a
character
withsembled at the palace today in order to anything
damaging
covered by insurance. The cause of the
witness the swearing In of Senor Rafael in the last two mouths. The examina- lire is not known.
Mnntnrn Marmiis nf Mnntnrn Sonnr Fran- tion,
however, has produced evidence
rr/t min' nuinwrn
cisco
Zayas and Senor IcJurono Rod- tending to show that late last August
secretaries of the provisional thebmith 1 anded in Cuba a cargo of nniruguez, as
Cairo, January 1.—Tho ordering of
step
by them, ano'6?2IJi.
nl ions of war for the use of tho insur-t
son
connected with the eyndioate froiS..government.
troops to the front today was occasioned
Two of the sailors on this expegents.
number
escorted
a
Blanco,
by
JJgrshal
by reliable news from Omdhrman (the
general Manager David I. Robinson,
the consular dition have teslided to this effeot, and it Khalifa’s great camp near Khartoum),
down, is emphatic in declaring that the of high Spanish officials,
is
the
authorities
at
Mobile
will
probable
su cess of the new
to tho effect that the dervishes are preassured. corps,
company is
army—fjud navyr officers, etc enter
at once a formal libel against the
a- m’
For the week ending today there have reached the throne
paring a northward movement. Though
Smith, and place her officers on trial.
tho movement has not yet actually bebeen landed at this port 1,063,000 pounds nojv Bible was upon a table and'®Pon
of fresh mixed fish, as against 667,000 the secretaries took the oath of fldeli^ *°
excitement prevailed
gun, the greatest
BISMARCK STILL ALIVE.
h ere.
pounds landed at Boston and for the four the Queen, tho monarchy and tho SpanJanuary 2.—The usual quiet
weeks there have
been lauded, boxed, ish government,placing their right hands
LATE MARINE NEWS.
Year’s day was disturbed yestersold at this port 3,033,000 on tho Bible and kneeling down as they of
shipped and
a
report that Prince
Vineyard Haven, Mass., January 2.—
day afttrnoon ky
pounds and at Boston 2,460 000 pounds.
repeated tho words required.
fead. This rumor was em- Passed schooner Wm. Jones, Norfolk for
Senor Galvez, the president of the cab- Bismarck
OX TODDY ROCKS.
Nows Portland.
stated
was
llrst sworn in and then the phatically
by
inet,
^10
Hull,Mass.,January 1.—The largo four- oath was administered to the others. To and shouted throughout London
Wm. K. Park, light, Marshal Blanco’s inquiry, “Doyou swear newsboys and created a deep seneatio y 113
nasted schooner
round out, in tow, was blown on Toddy- fidelity to Spain, the Queen and Spanish the mind of the general public and
Socks by the heavy northwest gale which institutions?”
ail replied,
“We do.” exoitement in newspaper circles until a
So strong
rrevailod today.
was the Marshal Blanoo then addressed the offic- denial was received by the Reuter Telewind that the tug which had the schoou- ials, saying:
Sl'aph company. Most Londoners, howreoeived

uoous in

If you are not a REGULAR CUSTOMER of OURS, try us. We sell RELI-

Co., estimate their loss at
$43,000 on buildings, and $8,000 on stook
and machinery. S.H. Newton's loss will
be $40,090, and that of Edwards, Stevens
& Co., about $25,090
All of the sufferers
are
fully insured, but the amount of insurance
cannot bo accurately stated tonight. The fire will throw over 150 fami*
lies out of employment

Washington, January

General has

NEW CUBAN GOVERNMENT.

JWJESI.

complete stock

grades.

&

FIRE

fine

of

in

big
1891, when §1,590,000 worth of
property was swept out of existence. The
lire tonight was caused by a defective
stove in the novelty shop in tho rear of
wood

complete line

OVERCOATS

con-

blaze ir

Mason & Co.’s

a

CUSTOM MADE

the
manufacturing oentre of this village and
raged for several hours, destroying property estimated to be worth more than
about 5

Anodyne Liniment

in 1810, by the late Dr. A. Johnson, an old
fashioned, noble hearted Family Physician, to cure all ailments
that are attended with inflammation; such as asthma, abscesses,
It

In connection with the fire there was a
remarkable series of accidents. Inspector
of Buildings„0. M.West was thrown from
a hose wagon directly
in front of
the

out

r_g——

MISCELLANEOUS.

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

Huntington,

Jones & Alien,
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THE THURSTON PRINT,

PORTLAND, ME.

|

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
—

AND

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription

Rates.

Daily (In advance) $0 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within ihe city limits and at
Wood fords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the 1
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published
every Thursday,$2 per year; $1 for six months;
60 cents a quarter; 26 cents for trial subscrip-'
tion of six weeks.
Persons wishing to ieave town for long or
short periods may have ihe addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

the needs of the Portland of today may be
57; moose, 47; caribou, 52. The total for
entirely inadequate for the greater Port- the months of October, November and
land which everybody Is looking forward December is:
Deer, 2,940; moose, 139;
to.
It would be poor economy therefore
caribou, 76. The largest number of deer
to reject a large building which will be was
shipped from Greenville, which town
adequate for the waDts of enlarged Port- sent out 749, also the most
87.
moose,
land, on account of the small sum which The largest number of caribou, 17, came
a smaller
building might.save. Another from Patten. From Norcross thoro were
matter of
importance is the petition of shipped 525 deer, the second record, 18
the Portland Hailroad company to change
moose, and 2 caribou. This yehr’s record
the terms of its contraot with the city
largely surpasses that of last year in deer.
for crossing Tukey's bridge to conform to That of 1896 was
2245 deer, 133 moose and
those granted the Yarmouth company. If 130 caribou.
Thus it will be seen that
the contract with the latter company is
to be permitted to stand it is
fair
only
that the change he made. But it seems to
us

that, for various

the proper
do would be to rescind tho conthing
tract with the iattter road und
make a
new one in which the interests of the city
are better
be no
guarded. There can
reasons,

to

Advertising Kates*
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for one
one month.
Three insertions
or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other day advertisements, one third less than these rates.
Ilalf square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.60 for one month.
‘‘A square" is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, ou first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Seles, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square eacli week.

Week; $4.00for

$1.60 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
with other paid notices, 16 cents per line each
Insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
26 cents per line eacli insertion.
Wants, To Ret, For Sale and similar advertisements, 26 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, r.o display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advertisements not paid in advance, will be charged
bt regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
ifor first insertion, and 60 cents per square for
teach subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Cortland, Me.

FINANCIAL.

COTTOLENE,

I Doctor and Cook Agree
p

The following
opinions of high authorities on hygiene and cooking, exthe views of all members of the medical and culinary professions.
g press
Q “Cottonseedoil hasadirectdietetic “Vegetable oils (such as cottonseed
fast in favor with
g value; it aids both digestion and as- oil)! are growing

j

W

695

more deer were shipped last
year,
with 9 more moose and 64 less caribou.
The total
amount shipped in 1894 was
1101 deer; 45 moose and 50 caribou and in

Mousam Water Co. First Mortgage
Gold 5’s, Kennebnuk ami Keuuebuukpurt, Maine.
Rockland Water Co. First Mortgage
Gold 5's.
Bangor & Aroostook First Mortgage
Gold 5’s.
Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Baltimore City, First Mortgage Gold G’s.
Penobscot Shore Line Railroad First
Mortgage 4’s, guaranteed by the City
of Bath.
Astoria, Oregon, Municipal Go'd 5’s.
Leadvilie, Colo., Water Co. Sinking
Fund Mortgage G’s,
Berlin, N. H., Water Company First
Mortgage Gold 5’s.

p

||
jjj

12

COTTOLENE

links appetizing food, good health and economy.
question that that contract was
Genuine Cottolene is sold everywhere in one to ten pound yellow
a
misapprehension of vital facte,
tins, with our trade-marks—"Cottolene'' and steer’s head in cottonTHOSE BOTHERSOME HILLMEN.
and does not fairly represent the intention
Vtant wreath— on every tin. Not guaranteed if sold in any other way.
1
©
i
of the city council.
Terms as liberal as
Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
6
Chicago,
St. Louis.
New' York.
Montreal.
g;
are consistent with a proper regard for the They Ars IJnclinrmy Neighbors for the
British in Iml'a.
city's Interests should be given to the
Yarmouth read, hut there will be no injustice nor iliiberality in compelling it to
(Army and Navy Journal.)
—live up to the obligations it voluntarially
The country of the Mohmands, to which
incurred
it
when
obtained
its attention has been called by the frontier
charter
from the
Still troubles in India, is described ns
legislature.
bolng
another
matter
is
the exceedingly dreary; the
important
eye is everywhere
SEE
STEIN
ordinance providing for pensions for tho met
by dry ravines between long rows of
'
police. This ordinance should be prompt- rocky hills and crags, scantily clothed
THE
ly voted down. The policoman’s occupa- with coarse grass, scrub-woof, and the
tion in this city is not extra hazardous, dwarf
palm. In summer great want of
YEW
and
its
than the water is felt,"and tir; desert tracts radiate
pay is better
the ordinary
mechanio
or an intolerable
pay of
heat; this, coupled with
PEASE.
mason. In great cities there is an element the unhealthiness of the
river
lowlands,
of danger in it and a liability to physical
inferior
probably accounts for -the
mgsmssmmim
injury which may justify tho pension physique of the Mohmands to tho sursystem. But it does not exist here. Leav- rounding tribes. The first occasion on NORRIS &
ing out of account altogether the had which the British government came into Transposing Key Board
will
precedent’ it
set, pensioning contact with the Mohmand tribe was AERIOL
of
polioemen here is
unjustifiable. during the first war in Afghanistan, in
But the precedent it will set makes
it 1888-42.' During the early years of British
...
doubly Impolitic. Just as strong a case rule in the Peshawar Valley the MohABTX)

I

]

WAY,

1

HARDSV1AN,

g

FABLER,

STYEES.J

PRESS.'

MONDAY,

it

JANUARY

3.

be made out for pensioning firemen
as for pensioning policemen,
indeed, a
stronger one, for their service to the city
is more hazardous, and attended with
can

The new Cuban government under the
decree of autonomy was formally’inaugu-

greater Lability to’physical injuries. If
policemen are pensioned it will be but a

Jtated on Saturday.

short time before the same consideration
will be asked for firemen, and it is difficult to sec on what ground it can be re-

Had it been inaugurated two years ago it might
possibly
have saved the island from devastation.
__a_r_
'-j--

4bis

— ---

“““

401VIJU

v

__

inic

V.U1UU

Ul

case.

Seal island Is not near tho usual traok
of ocean steamships bound from this port
for Liverpool direct, and the only theory
■which will account for the loss of the
Gerona on that spot is that the captain
lost nis reckoning on account of thick
Weather or did not make sufficient allowance for the
very strong currents that
prevail iu the vicinity of the
Bay of

When his ship struck she ought
been far out at sea, beyond the
possibility of that kind of a disaster.

fused. Furthermore, a pretty strong case
could be made out in favor of the women

The

reoeipts of

the

government in
December exceeded its expenditures by
nearly two million dollars, and the customs receipts for that
month exceeded
those of November by $1,800,000.
This
showlng'is not quitejconclusive as to the
ability of the Dingiey tariff bill to take
care of the expenditures of the
government,“because government expenditures
in December are comparatively
small.
But it is full of promise and goes far to
verify Mr. Dingley’s predictions that
when business becomes normal, and the
stocks imported in anticipation of
the

Fall

River,

January

1.—Tho
Mule Spinners’ Association
decided tonight to accept (he reduction in wages
which will take effect next Monday, the
vote standing 'M-l to 209.
Ballots were

Mass.,

by thejflnanoial members of the union
during the afternoon, and the result was
announced at a special meeting held at T

cast

o’clock.
Tho small vote is accounted for
by tho fact that spinners in the Kerr
Conaniout, Globe
yarn and Sanford
spinning mills were debarred from voting, because they had been told that no
reduotion will be made in their wa ;es
while business remains as at
present.
The policy of the Conanicut mill may be

ohanged,

but the spinners have been assured that other mills which make fine
law
equal and
fancy yarns will not reduce wages
to tbe expenditures, but in excess of
under the present conditions of
trade.
them, provide! Congress indulges in
Tile announcement of the result caused
no extravagant appropriations.
much pleasure among tiie business men
Precisely what the situation is in the as they feci that a strike would have entailed much suffering in the community
Ohio legislature regarding the
United
and would
have been barren of results
States senatorshlp,
can
be
deteronly
mined when a ballot is taken in the Sen- or some weeks at least.
After the vote had been announced in
ate and House. But Mr. Hanna must
getthe spinners’ hall, the faotion which had
more votes than he received in
the Revoted for a strike, expressed great disappublican caucus or he ennnot be

passage

of his bill are used up, the present
will yield not only an amount

elected.

pointment

the result, and some of
neglected to go into tho caucus will re- them ! ogan to make remarks and were
so vigorous
in their denunciations of the
fuse to vote for him is the
question, on
officials who used their influence against
the answer to which hangs his fate.
His
a strike that the friends of the latter took
enemies
that
the
say
absentees
issue over their remarks.
This led to
■will
never support
and that
him,
on
the
defeat
part of the would-be
is
in store
for
him.
His brawling
strikers and they finally emphasized their
friends take a different view
as
to
pushing about their cooler
■ome of them.
What makes tho situation babble by
Vn Ara
nmirmiio fnn
T.l
L
headed opponents in debate.
A
policeman in the street below, atthat the Bushneil faction which is
Whether

all

the

Republicans

..

who

and powerful one,
his defeat.

is

over

a.

a

large

openly fighting for

tracted by the disturbance going

flights above,
Hiuuuir.

lie

went
a

to

on

three

investigate the

was

iijl

peacei ui,
to handle

anil thinking tho crowd too big
alone, about 8.45 hastened to a neighboring telephone and sent word to the central station that u riot was in progress'in
Spinners’ hall. A dozen or more blue
ooats were promptly sent to the scene in
where, and making frantic efforts to at- tho patrol wagon and broke up the rumwhich proved not to be such a seripus
tribute it to Republican legislation.
It ous
affair ns was lirst reported.
must be evident, however, to any
unTwo men were arrestea, the charge preAfter this
prejudiced mind that the cause is one that ferred being drunkenness.
behalf of peace had been
national legislation has had nothing to movement in
effected the debate subsided and tho disdo with, Possibly state legislation wbioh
turbers in thejialls dispersed with threats
reduced the hours of labor may
have of what they would do with the level
had [some
but
the
effect,
classes headed officials when they came up again
that were the strongest advocates of that for election.
Beur was the causo of
the trouble.
legislation are those that are now its While the spinners’ officials expressed
Wtims so
they are estopped from com- annoyance over the fracas, they remarked
plaining of it. The chief cause of the cut that it was better to hear denunciation
beforo an ill-advised strike than to be
down is, however, the competition
of
blamed and traduced after it had proved
Southern mills which are nearer the raw a failure.
material and which can get their labor at
REDUCTION AT CENTERVILLE.
lower wages than is
possible in New
R. I., January L—The
Providence,
This
of
state
no
England.
things
party
Is to blame for, and no party can supply Centerville cotton mill, owned by the
heirs of
the late Lieutenant Uovernor
a remedy.
Enos Laphain, at Centerville, will reduce
The City Council will have a number
The reduction
wages on January 44.
of matters of importance hefore it at its will
probably bo the same in amount as
session this evening
The manual train- at tho other mills in the
vicinity. The
ing school is one of them. At the Decem- mill operates TOO looms and 30,008 spiner meeting the
of
the
Walker
proposition
dles and employes about 350 hands. The
trustees was referred to a committee for mill is
engaged in the manufacture of
consideration, with the understanding doth for window shades and other special
that their report would be considered at
The
purposes,
principally.
delay in
the January meeting.
Since then
the
the out down into effect at this
Some

of the Democratic
papers are
rolling as a sweet morsel under their
tongues tho cut down of tho wages of the
cotton spinners at Fall River, and else-

original proposition of the trustees has
been withdrawn, but with the
understanding that if the council will indicate
that It wants another
proposition and
specifies the kind it will get' it. It can
have the old proposition over again or it,
can have another providing for a smaller
There is conbuilding on another lot.
siderable support for a smaller building
an the ground that it will be
lets expengive for the city to care for, but it would
be unwise. to look only at the needs of
A building}!** enough for
the present.

troons in 1839. whp.n C^nlnnpl

with

contingent of Sikh troops, forced tho
Khyber Pass. There was difficulty with
our
school teachers in
and them again in 1854 and from that time
grammar
onward they were continually
raiding
primary schools, whoso salaries are so and
being fined or blockaded, though, as
small that it is hardly possible for them one
commissioner remarked, “getting
tine out of Afridis is like
to save anything, while the services they
getting blo'ni
out^of a Stone.” During the mutiny the
render the people are of great value.
Afridis also did not take advantage of
their opportunity. In February. 1881, all
COOL HEftbiT
tho Kbyl >or clans finally ratified th^agree
menc with
the British government
to
Leaders of the Fall Itiver Spinners Avert
keep the Khyber open, the terms of which
have
now
been
broken
for
the
^ Strike.
seriously

Fundy.

to have

mands gavo more trouble than almost
any other tribe. During the Sepoy outbreak the Mohmands continued
their
raids, but did nothing of a more formidable nature. The Afridis derive their importance from their geographical position, which gives them command gof the
Khylier and Kohat roads.
They were first encountered by British

putting

a

first time. The trouble with the Afridis
is traced to the policy of bribing them to
make them keep the pence, instead of
punishing them lor breaking it.
A native paper at Lahore, India, recently published an interview with the
Amir’s Mir Munshi, who
was visiting
the city. The causes for the late conflicts
between British Indian troops and the
Afghan tribes on the northern frontier of
British India, is stated by nn
officer of
the Amir of Afgranistan to be the desire
to increase the “wazifa,” os the mullahs
and chiefs call the largess which the Indian government pays to them for keeping
tho ponce.
The size of the “wazia” is a
matter of pride with them as well
as a
of income. Their methods of
scarce
about
a
bringing
“rising” are described
as follows: First, they rouse their friends
and trustworthy disciples, and as soon as
they have collected a gathering of 300 or
400 they attack an I take a post, and send
word to the surrounding
villagers that
they must now either fight together with
them against their enemy or be killed in
a auarrcl that
is not theirs; and thus
obliged the poor villagers, nolens volens
take up arms and follow them. Following this method tiie chief by and by finds
himself at the head of thousands of armed
followers, enough he feels satisfied,
to
make his own terms with the government. Another reason that the Amir’s
officer gave was the interference fwith the
tribal ami other customs
by political
officers. The remedy proposed was that
the government should never allow any
“wazifa or largess to those chiefs or
mullahs who have once opnosed them in
the Held, so that it may be known among
them that those who act treacherously arc
never rewarded.
An Knglish paper commenting upon the foregoing statement,
There is a grain of truth in
says:
this
criticism of the unwisdom of the government policy in paying blackmail,
and
also, we believe, in relation to the.poliiieal officers. But, as a whole, of course,
these views must be
taken, not as the
opinions which Afghan officials actually
hold, but as those which they wish us to
believe that they hold. A Hindu, who
was interviewed, stated that India was in
a state of chronic
revolt, and it reniiired
but Jittlo agitation to set the whole
pen in
sola in a blaze and sweep away English
rule, like the chaff before the wind. The
priests are waiting, with impatience and
suppressed page, for a suitable moment to
begin the agitation. The educated Hindu
appreciates the advantages of British rule,
and this native said;
“Today, if the
English wanted to leave our land, on our
knees must wo imjtlore them to remain;
for India without the
English means
disorder or chaos." Nature is on,’.the side
of the natives, who believe in India for
the Indians; for the children of English
settlers die under the Indian sun, and on
the Ganges and Indus there is no European in its t hird generation.
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First

day,

Bangor

received In

Bangor today

& Aroostook railroad office.
record for December is as follows:

at the
The

7 and 8, Friday and Saturday,

January
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THE

CAT
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Weak Jan. 10, HAWLOM BROS.

Mortgage

DATED MARCH 1, 1897.

anybody to own and enjoy a good Piano.
Mirrsxc 33JE33E=*^aLjFi'E,aa:j5si«-'a?.'
In selecting the goods for this department we have spared no pains or expense to make it
the I.eadius >lugic Ltepot in the State.
SMEail Orders ^Promptly Attended To.

‘.AS1"*

517 EONCSBESS STKEET.
deciedtfnrm

__

Cumberland County,

4’s

Brunswick, Me.,

4’s

Maine Central K. R. Co.,

Co.,

Knox & Lincoln K. R. Co,.
Maine Steamship Co.,

DUE MARCH 1. 1S17

Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co.,
Portland, S'rnstec.

STATEMENT.

(From Official Statement of the Manager),
and
Capital Stock authorized
issued,
$250,00M»0
Total amount of First
Mortgage
Bond, authorized and issued,
250,000.00
Turnings from April 1, 1805, to
April l, u>y7, tli3 time of operation

under present management,
Gross Receipts,
$139,225.77
Operating Expenses,
103,138.68
Net

Original

Earnings,

3G,092.09
722.00.00

cost of this
It is certified to by two engineers
that the present value of the
property is

property,

504,681.50

informed by the treasurer of the
corporation that the net earnings for the
year ending in 1897, will exceed the interest
on the bonds by at least $10,000.
We

nr

BOND

ISSUE.

IfcThe

total issue of bonus is
$250,000.00
Secured by mortgage certified by attorneys
to do a first lien on the entire property and
franchise
of the company, now ownfed or
hereafter acquired. The lull amount of this
has b on issued, therefore no additional first mortgage bonds can be issued.

mortgage

4’s

CBTY

6’s

COMPANY.

&G0.,

Banners.
dec31

positive cure

The legal papers have been drawn under
the combined direction of Charles II. Tyler,
Esq., of Boston, Frank s. Streeter, Esq., of
Concord, New Hampshire, and Drummond
& Drummond of Portland, and they have
passed their opinions favorably upon this
issue of bon s.

lady living in one of the large brass manufacturing cities of
Connecticut, writes: “My ten-year-old daughter, Irene, has been
troubled with terrible sick headaches and spells of vomiting ever since
she was a little tot.
Her father thought she would outgrow
them, but
she didn’t.
She did not chew her food enough, and what she threw
up seemed but half digested. Through the advice of a friend, I
began giving her
A

The

MANAGEMENT.
nagement of the Company

m

follows:
Albert

Wallace,

Hampshire.

land, Me.

Me; H. L.

was

24 1-2 lb. bags Washburn Flour.75c
24 1-2 lb. bags Pillsbury’s Flour.75c
19 lbs. Fine Granulated Sugar.§1.00
4c;u>s lixtra Corn.25c
Choice Aroostook Potatoes.79c bushel
7 bars Lenox Soap. or«
5 lbs. of Prunes.
25c
C hoice Country
do*.
Choice trench mustard. 5c
tumbler

Eggs.aic

k

x ra

line

Maine

Anikeys,

an!Congress

as

C.

r

George E. Macomber, Augusta,
Shepherd. Rockport, Mef, and

-FOR SAFE BV-

WOODBURY

*

0- E. STEPHENSON. Corner Park

is

New

Parsons Boston, Mass.
This corporation is controlled by well
known New England men and the directors
are men of local standing and position.

Berney

benefited at once, and after a treatment of one week the
trouble ceased, and she has not had a bad spell since.”
Since writing this letter, the lady states that she has reduced the
dose to half a Tabule a day and the good effect still continues, and she
believes that the use of the Tabules may soon be wholly discontinued,
for her daughter appears now to be absolutely welL
She

President, Rochester,

Hon. H. L. Shepherd, Treasurer and General Manager, Rockporr, Maine.
Direct rs, Albert Wallace, Rochester, N.
J hn C. Kivel.
1L,
George E. Wall ice,
Rochest r, N. H.; Fred E. Richards, Fort-

RIpans Tabules.

Maine Central E.

4s.

E.,
Portland Water Co.,

liheu-

i matism. Backache, Sciatica, pieu_
A risy, Kidney affections and al^ aches

Sis,

Broken Canny.. .3 lbs. for 25<l
Choice Ham.oc-fb Cor.
10 lbs Boiled Oats.v. 25c
100 Common Crackers..HXCortland Creamery Butter .......1.. a5c
Clioicest St. Louis Flow
155 (55 bbl

&

MOULTON,

bankers,
Middle nnsl Exchange St.,
C’vrtlam!, Me.

pains.

I)

i

OP LONDON.
“A Holiday Trip to Europe." A
o£ intense interest,
profttselv iliusttafled
maEDifleent vi0WS ever thrown on

Subject:

canvas;™091

For sale at Box

TICKETS 35c.
SOc’ C»r, ?5c.

Offilqe Monday only.

dec3o-3Uan^ft *?*<*&*oh, Manager.

airfrjBm

NEW

YEAR’S

WEEK,

«rAiE(r. 3rd.
The

Puzzling—Thu marvelous

CLEO?
—asb—

BILLIE MALLJHATV
Second Baseman

Brooklyn,

N Y„ B B

Club, supported by

A MATCHLESS COMPANY
6—COMIC COMEDIANS—6
20-GAY GIRLS—CO

8—r.KIGRT

UPmiiT

1 ft,'1 Q

O

3-PKEXTY BCULESQDES-2
MATINEE DAILY AT 2.
EVENING AT S.
Orchestra Chairs extra.

Next Week, May Shaw Road Show.

CITY

Saco,
Biddeford,

HALeE,

4s.
an.

4s.

Prices on

application.

4,

GARDINER
vs.
PORTLAND.
Thursday evening, Jan. 6.—LEWISTONS
Games at 8.30. Seats in advance at
Chandler's.

____decaidtf
AUCTION SALKS.

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
186 Middle St., Portland, Me,
at(
jym

ream

of

__

_

we sliall sell
beneht of the mortgagee at our
Exchange St„ a large lot of
household goods consisting In part of one
square piano, parlor sets in plush and hair
cloth, willow rockers, easy chairs, oaa and
marble-top tables, mirrors, pictnres, lace curtains, dining chairs, extension tables, sideboard
painted chamber sets, bedding, mattresses
springs, book-case and books, 20 wool and
tapestry carpets, range, kitchen furniture
crockery, glass ware, ete.
jan3d3t
By order of Mortgagee.

for the
rooms. No. 46

Portland Water Company Gold
4s, Duo 1927.
—

II. i'll.

FOR SALE BY

—

Paygon & Co.
dtf

tloc3l

COtTF»OKTS
of the Municipal Security Company
due January 1st, 1898, from Series D
and Series F bonds, will bo paid up,,a
presentation after that date at the
office of Woodbury & Moulton.

municipal

dec30

*

Security

co.

F. O.

Auctioneer# and Commission Imkeih
Salesroom 46

AND

MASNE,
SURPLUS

MILLION

S. D. KNIGHT.
No. 45
deolO

NOTICE

i

»

I

STEPHEN

tffloolcj Joi

BERRY,

and (paid

Wiinie^

dim

SMALL, Preside*.
MARSHALL 3. GODINS,

I

H
®
is

Cashier.

Sleds, Skates,
Boys’ Tool Chests,
Scroll Saws with choice woods,
Fine Razors and Cutlery,
Pocket Knives and Scissors,
with

kl Carving

P

Plated

.Sterling Silver Handles.

Knives, 75c to $10.00.
aud Forks,

Table-Knives

CALL AND SEE OUE LINES.

IN. M. PERKINS & GO.,
:

i

Hardware Dealers,

8 FKEll

Opposlie Middle.
deciiiiti

ST.,

„|„||’||,

^

1

|nj
Ej

Kg
n

H

jg

I
H

B

ANDERSON, ADAF^S & GO.,
Fire

Insurance

Agency

The only safe, sure and
31 Excliauge Street
reliable Female Pill ever
offered to Ladies. Espe- First Class American and Foreign Companies.
Chas. C. Adams.
cially recommended to Horace ardersok.
married Ladies. Ask for
Tnos. J. Little.
deei8
oocUfip

*

Parents are hereby notified that their children must not play about the premises ot
the Grand Trank Railway or atiy of the
Railroad companies in this city.
All violations of law relating to loitering
about or being upon such property or premises will be rigidlyenforced.
Per order,
GEORGE W. SYLVESTER, City Marshal.
dec23d2w
Portland, December 22, 1887.

Floor.

IX-MAS
i

CITI OF PORTLAND.

S

Exchange St., Hoorn on 8d

Hardware.

Sterling Exchange.

Je4dtf

to Order,

HOLIDAY

Drafts drawn on National Provincial
of Ragland, London, In largo or
6aqk
small omonuti, for solo ui current rates.

b

ALLEN
t:

1824.

DOLLARS.

STEPHEN

Street.

C. W.

Account Books, Letter and Note Paper,
Bill Heads, Statements, &c,

-OF-

DrTmOTT’S

jj

Exchange

BT. O, BALLIiY.
marh4

djw

Casco National Bank
InoGrpsratsd

ec27eocltf

BAILEY & CO.

Paper Ruled

CAPITAL

LURING, SHORT k HARMON

S la of Hous hold Furniiure & Ef ecfs

s

YY/EDNESDAY. January 5th,
*

17 Cents Per Pound

large assortment to select from, or manu-

McrfgagBB

Bank.

E'J. 37 Plum Street.

I

3

EVENING

ROBARTS HARPER

Admission 10c.

Correspondence solicited from Individuals,
Banka and
Corporations,
others
desiring to open accounts, aa well as from
thofra wishing to transact
Banking
baslnes*
of any
description through
ihU

I

Deor,

HALL, JANUARY

4s.

PORTLAND,

factured to order.

a

m.

a.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED LECTURE BY

4s.

JJ. II.,

VT^.14c
Choice i-ountry Chickens.13c lb
<

A

Manufacturers standiiisx 1!
f guarantee of merit. Insist mM)n g
BENSON. Only the genui«le gfj-ec_ h
I tive. Price 25c. Refuse substitutes.
l and

15 25. 35. SOo.
sale Tuesday, 8.C0

Boston Star Course

County,

Merrimack

|

Prices—Matinso, 15, 26o.

SIXTH

dtf

BONDS.

ONE

PLASTER j

for Muscular

ou

—

-—y-

a

LEGALITY

BENSON’S 1
a

Seats

dtf

H. 1. PAYSON

EXAMINATION.

0» 0#

POROUS

*

SUPERBA.

„„AnMI8SION

nov23

We have the favorable reports of two engiwho made a careful examination of
this property.

a

made for

Evening,

5’s

neers

Ida L. Moffli.
Norwich, Conu.

f llo false Claims

CHERUB

A Romance of Goan Hollow.

4’s

This Company is a corporation doing business
under charters granted by the Legislatures of
both Maine and Few Hampshire, and controls
the gas and electric plants which furnishes
municipal and domestic lighting in the cities of,
Cedar Itapids, Iowa, Water ComDover, Rochester and bomersworth, in Few
Hampshire, and iu the towns of Berwick and pany, First Mortgage, gold, a’s, doe
North Berwick, in Maine.
The population of
this territory aggregates about S2.000.
1927.
This Company not only furnishes the light for
Population, estimated, 28,000.
the cities and towns named, but also supplies
the power used in operating the street railway < apitai stock of Hie Water company, §225,000
between Dover add Somersvvorth, and also Total btmded deist,
tso.ooo
DOWwr
U£t*cl for Trisi.Tiiil'n.p.fiiriTiC'
nnninLoo
This company has paid dividends at the rate
This branch of business has never been de- of 8
cent for many years.
per
I veloped, and the next five years will enow a
! very* large iucrease in the
l'OB SALE BY
earning of “this department.
I- IN A NCI AL

Mrs.

are

Saturday.

AlThflafeTtnNTna"y*

The Big Scenic Production,

(Popular

portlanTtrust

FOB THE NEW YEAH.

CCO «SC3» Of IJ*«-=3» 000 «£=» 0C0-C^s»<>cc

lio«on Museani
on

SATIIBDAT.JMCABVSII..
Mat.2p.m. Eve. 8p.m.

4^’s

Five Per ALSO BANK STOCKS

completely cured h^r
in three days.”
(jp*

train

FWANCIAI.

Current Account* received on favorable
terms.
Interest allowed on Time Deposits.

25 and 50c. per box.

i,H.act.

with special Matinee

Sale of seats opens next Wednesday Jan. D.—Prices 25, 50, 75c,
st.OO.

Portland Water

Cent Gold Bonds.

Bessie
had bad scalds from
acid secretion.

NEARLY THREE THOUSAND DEER.

were

*

i^prnpn-

3 Trs. In-London. « Jlos In New York. 5 Wks. i„

Railway,

AEOLIAN.

M. Steiner! & Sons Co.,

CENTS

50
c~*t%TY.v

*

WoriffF^SusSfusical Play,
THE
:
CIRCTJS
s
CURL.
UNDER MANAGEMENT OF A. II. CANlfY

Maine Central R. R, Co.,
5’s
Portland and Rnmford Falls

<11 vv

ELECTRIC GO.

My little

mill is owing to the faot that it pays
next month begins
monthly and the
January 24th.

Bangor, January L—Complete records
of the amount of game shipped from the
various points on tho Bangor and Aroostook railroad during the three months of
tho hunting season, which closed on Fri-

Street

UNITED GAS AND

Onr Liberal Term, of Credit enable

TFMiPUOSF, 818-2.

Exchange

_

|

’

FOR

O. C, TUKESBURY, Manager

MASON&MERRiLL

Wardrooms will convince you that wo are fully equipped to fulfill your
** We are 111 *1>o,iti0u to Stive you better value for your money than can be

our

obtaSed Idre’wdjCTe

~

“

CALL at

A

TOBJIG-2IT

cliarIgs Erohman’s Production of the

-FOE SALE BY-

BRAUIVIULLER, 1

UNIQUE

SEAT

Sterling, 111., Water Co. First Mort-

HYDE,

THE

RESERVED

GOOD

gage Gold 5’s.

Self-Playing

THE

Lessees and Managers.

_

Cottolene.a thoroughG h wholesome combination of fresh cooks.
substitute (Cottolene)
g beef suet and pure cottonseed oil Is The desirable
© eminently worthy to supersede lard is purer, more healthful and eco© for culinary use..”
nomical than lard, which it has supJ. Hobart Egbert, A. 31,, 31. D.,Ph.D. planted.”
Clarion liar land.
Editor Dietetic and Ilvoienic
§*>
Gazette
azell€‘
yo
The famous lecturer and cooking teacher.
5

g

THEATRE"
i

:

FAY BliOS- * HUSFORD,
A

PIANO BOYERS

■

AMESEMmras.

Investments^ JEFFERSON"

educated housewives and intelligent

8iinilation

1895, 1581 deer; 112 moose and 180 caribou.
These records comprise only game shipped
by visiting sportsmen and does not include that killed by native hunters nor
made the large quantity consumed in
camps.

under

AMUSEMENTS.
_

33XSL.

SI

l’BIKTBBS’ EXCHANGE,
1«S Exchange St., I'orilond

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders M mail
attended to.

or

telephone promptly
sept22eodtt

MOTT’S

PENNYROYAL PILLS
and take no other. Send for circular.
Price $1.00 per box, 6 boxes for $5.00.

03. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Cisteland, Ohio
For sale by J. E. GOOLD & CO.

William* It;dian Pile

I Ointment Is

a sure cure

for PILES. It absorbs
Stops itching,
I tumors.
I GIVES RELIEF. SOe.
caxid SI. At Druggists.

For sale by J. E. Goold & Co

iuned&wi!

MUSIC AMD DRAW?A,

DEERING.

THE STAR COURSE.
of Mr. Rabarts
Harper’s
lecture in the Star Coarse on “A Trip to
toEurope,” to be given at City hall,
night, the Woroostor Spy said editorially:
“Mr. Kobarts Harper’s lecture on Europe

Speaking

The filing of the report of the commis-

heartily in favor of

annexation
other firm adherents
were found. Others in that locality while
opposed to annexation did not wish to
was

ner

and

a

number

At Deerlng
sion to arrange the terms for the annexa- be quoted for publication.
tion of the city of Deering to Portland to Center there seemed to be about an equal
were
but none
be voted upon by the voters of the two division of sentiment
cities puts the matter before the people found that had read the report sufficientlast night left many of his hearers home- in a shape whore it may readily bo un- ly to pass judgment at this time.
sick. The education of cultivated Ameri- derstood.
Saturday reporters of the
The regular monthly meeting of Hose 8,
cans Is drawn so largely
from European PB,ESS asked a large number of the citihistory, languago and literature, that zens of Deering for an expression of their Morrill's corner, will be held on Tuesday
Europe scarcely seems ‘abroad,’ but rather views, and^thc interviews are printed be- evening. The members of the company
are also to enjoy an
home
Hawlhorne called
supper on
oyster
‘Our low.

England

Old

Home,’

The opinion generally expressed was
you remember, and England,
whatever international
entanglements that the reports of the commission is an
may arise between the two nations, must excellent one, presenting a fair and feaalways be nearer and dearer to Americans sible plan for the union of the two cities,
than any other .foreign oountry.
But although there were some who dissented
other parts of Europe are nearly as well from this view and thought tho report
beloved and familiar, ar.d over them all should have contained conditions in relie the glamour, the
enchantment of gard to the finanoes, the fire departments,
poetry and art and the immortal dead. etc.
Mr. S. M. Watson said: “As near as I
And that is why seeing
Mr. Harper’s
pictures last night and hearing his de- can judge the matter could not have been
arranged in a more satisfactory manner.
scriptions gave one nostalgia.”
As everything looks now annexation will
THE CIRCUS GIRL.
be
brought about as I thing the senti“The Circus Girl,” which will be prement in favor is increasing.”
this evening
sented at The Jefferson
Mr. Wm.
H. Scott was of the opinion
by Charles Frobman’s company, is said that the report was a simple and concise
musical
of
numbers
be
full
to
bright
statement of how annexation could be
One of the songs, entitled “A Simple
affected. When people realize the small
Little String,” has been an Immense sucproportional difference in the debts of the
and Boston.
cess in London, New York
two cities,” he said, “I feel sure that they
the
are
“The
Master
other
Among
songs
will be anxious to vote for annexation. I
of the Ring,” “Mi-Carere,” “A Nice
find that some who were formerly among
Way to Treat a Lady,” “A Wet Bay,” the principal
opponents to annexation
“A Circus Girl,” “The Barman,” “La
are now In favor of it.”
Women
Favorita”
and
and
“Wine,
Mr. Thomas Johnston of Woodfords, of
Waltz.” The organization it is claimed
the firm of H. J. Bailey & Co., of PortIs very strong vocally. There is a well
land, said that he had not thoroughly
selected chorus of fifty voices, and among
read the report of tho commissioners, but
the principal people are some who arc of
should judge it to be just and fair to
high repute in the operatic world. Among both cities.
“lam personally in favor
them is Miss Mabolia Baker, who was’for
of annexation as I believe it to be almost
many years with the Stetson Opera Com- a
Annexation would be a
necessity.
pany, playing tho leading character roles
great benefit, for what would help Portin operas like “The Gondoliers,” “Rudland would also assist Deering. In iny
dygore” and other Gilbert and Sullivan
opinion it is to come.”
pieces. The title part in “The Circus
Ex-Mayor W.W. Merrill of East Deering
Girl” is played by Amanda
Fabris, a said:
Tn my judgment the commissioncousin of Emma Juch, and for many
ers
are
to be congratulated on the able
years prima donna of the Carl Rosa Opera
report which they have made in so short
Company in England and recently con- a time. The
ward, line question was disnected with the Whitney Opera
Composed of just as it should be. As for anof
“Brian
pany’s production
Boru,” and nexation I have never
taken a stand one
with Francis Wilson’s famous revival of
way or the other as I am not satisfied
“Erminie.” The company comes here
in my own mind as to what tho effect
wccta
uuccixj iiuui,iucH u.»o
would bi.
ment at the Boston Museum.
Dr. S. A. Packard, a Portland dentist
ANNA HELD.
and member of the Deering school comThe most talked of, of all the foreign mittee,
was of the opinion that it was a
Importations seen in Netv York has been good and emphatio report. He said:
the sprightly and famous Anna Held who “There was one thing that pleased me
will be seen here for the llrst and only and that was to note how close the comtime, at The Jefferson Friday and Satur- missioners consider the equality of our
day, January 7 and 8. This attraction own schools with those of Portland. I
will be brought here at an enormous ex- am, however, of the opinion, that Deerpense. Mile. Held will present the same ing has received more in the way of pubentertainment seen both in Paris and
New
York. Another very interesting
feature of the night’s programme will he
the presentation of that .famous London
and Now York dramatic sensation “The

lic improvements by maintaining a seperato municipality that it would be possible to receive for the first few years under annexation. The question, however,
I think, will be settled In the course of

Cat and the Cherub.” This drama is a two years.”
Hr.Andrew Hawes of Stroudwater said
novelty never before seen. It is a serious
Chinese play of life in tho’Chinese quar- he had read the report and considered it
ter of San Francisco and has created the perfectly fair in its terms. “We were in
most profound impression throughout the favor of annexation at the iast election
country and is now running with enor- in this ward,” he said, “and I know of
mous success at the Lyric theatre,London, no reason
why we should not stand for
England. It is to bo presented here by it thls'spring.”
tho original New York company
and
Ira K. Locke, Esq
as follows:

spoke

mounted with all tho original scenic en- “I have been able to give only a
cursory
vironment.
The sale of seats opens next reading to the commissioners’
report,
Wednesday.
but from that reading I received a good
ROMANCE OF COON HOLLOW.
The company with a Romance of Coon
Hollow, which appears at the Portland
theatre Saturday, January .8th,
is much
stronger than tho average travelling company. It comprises Miss Margaret Dibdin
a daughter of tho celebrated actor H.
M.
Pitt, Miss Bessie Beardsley one of California's brightest soubrettes, Miss Lillie
Eidridge a daughter of “Aunt Louisa”
60 well known to th >
profession, Walter

impression cf the faithfulness of the

com-

Popular prices will prevail
duriugithis engagement. Thejsale of seats
the road.

opens Tuesday morning.
GAIETY THEATRE.

Mr. E. L. Watkins of Morrill's corner
has just purchased the property formerly
owned by the late
Forest avenue.

Josiah

Burnham

on

Fraternity lodge, I. O. O. F., No. 6,
have completed arrangements for the dedication of the new hall, Woodfords, Monday, the following being the programme:
From 3 to 4 o’clock, Grand Master A.
F. Pike of

Norway,

and the members
of the,grand lodge will perform the dedication services.
Music appropriate to
the services will be rendored
by the All
Soul’s church oholr, composed of Mrs.
C. K. Hawes, soprano; Miss
Lou F.

Harding, alto;

Mr.

1 believe it to be for the Lest interests of
both Deering and Portland to continue
as they
now are,
each an independent
municipality. I have heard no valid
reason expressed
to the contrary, and
know of none: and as each citv is at nresmt prospering in its individual manage-

exercises are open to the public. A com
plimentary banquet will be served to the
grand lodge offioers and
members of
Fraternity lodge in tho banquet hall at
six o’olook. The newly elected officers of
the lodge will be installed in the
evening

•he

immediately

far the best week that
enjoyed since its open-

at 8 o'clock and this ceremony
is open to members of the order. In connection with tho installation there is to
bo a musical and literary entertainment.

Saturday evening a party of thirty
of the employees of the
Stevens Silver
company of Portland wore tendered a
social and banquet by their employers at
the Riverton oafe.
The party were conveyed in the palatial parlor carBramhall.
There have been no oriminal cases before Judge Hopkins of the
Municipal
court for over a month.
Dr. George H. Bailey, the veterinarian,
has recently sold most of his horses and
other stock, but contrary to reports he is
not to remove to Portland.
Tho
annual election of ohiefs
of

Goodridge

of

Morrill’s

cor-

of

Interest

Gathered

pondents of

the

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Correa,

by

Press.

SOUTH BERWICK.
South Berwick, January 1.—The sanding mill in this village that once was the
centre of South Berwick’s manufacturing
interest and gave employment to a great
number of our oitizens, is now being dismantled and
the
machinery shipped
South for one of the Southern industries
whioh is managed by Mr. Hale, who was
one time the managing agent of the
mill here.
It is currently reported that
the old mill building is to be utilized tor
the manufacture of leather boards, which
will employ quite a corps of laborers.
at

Under the leadership of
Mower of the Baptist church,

a

Rev. Mr.
chorus is

Our

being organized to participate in the
next Maine Musical festival.
Arrangements have been consummated
for a sorios of union ovnngelistio
meetings to be held in our village under the

leadership^ Evangelist

Gale.

In the meantime the churches
ruary.
unite in services duriug the week
of
till Mr. Gale arwho is the popular
school in
Essex,
Mass., a graduate of the academy, and
also of Boston university, with his wife,
are spending the
holidays with their
parents in this village.
Mr. Wesley
of the

principal

High

FREEPORT.

Freeport,

January 1.—Prof. W. L.
Lovell was in town a few days last week.
Edward Cushing spent Christmas with
his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. James E.

Desirable lots of Merchandise in Thirty
Departments, all marked down to a
small fraction of the original prices.

Cushing.

The officers of Freeport lodge, No. 23,
F. and A. M., were publicly
installed
Monday evening by Worshipful Brother
P. S. Burr.
The following oilioers wore
installed;
W. M., F M. Grant; S. W.,
C. W. Bennett; J. W., J. W. Amick, S.
D. Tim Pratt; .1 I)., Benjamin Coffin;
secretary, W. C. Fogg; treasurer, P. 8.
Burr; S. S.. W. J. Parker; J. S., John
mar
Stowell; F. T., Royal Champlin;
C. M. Chase, and W. M. Curtis,
shal,
tyier. A banquet was served in the lower
hall.
About one hundred members and
their lady friends were present.

WESTJJHOOK.

neru

cuusen:
Ml. elected tho following officers yesterday:
irrupnet,
r-ugar
Watkins; sachem, George F. Grant; Superintendent, Hugh A. Craigie; assistsenior sagamore, Georgo F, Alden; junior ant
Linwood Abbott;
superintendent,

sagamore, Silas E. Strout; ohief of rec-j ■ ibrarian, Win. H. Holsten.
ords, H. B. Seal; K. of W., George A. | Tho choir of St. Joseph church of BidSmall, trustees, John H. Card, James deford, consisting of 22 voices,
l3. L.
Fickett, B. C. Peabody; representatives Painchuud, director, sang at St. Hyato great council, James Fiokett,
George cinths’ church in this city yesterday
A. Small, E. M. Watkins, H. O. Mermorning.
rill.

At the close of the election the
warrior’s
on
degree was conferred
several members. A public “raising [up
of chiefs”is to be held
January 7th.

on

Friday evening,

Twenty-fourth Grand

Annual Clearance Sale
ins Today.

The meet-

ings will begin about the middle of Feb-

Rookameecook tribe of Red Men was held
on Friday evening
and the following

•**%%%•<>#%%%

B

OWEN, MOORE & GO.

The week of prayer will commence at
the Congregational church this evening
at 7.80 o’olook. Following is the
proMonday, topic,
gramme for the week;:
“Sinners,” a meeting for conviotion and

Tuesday, “Unburdening thy
Soul,” a meeting for relief from sin.
Wednesday, “Saved Through Christ,” a
meeting for tho way and tho joy of salvation.
Thursday, “Cnonged Into His
Likeness,” a meeting for the
way of
Christian growth.
Friday, Christian
Endeavor meeting. Topio, “Our Temptations and Their
leader,
Conquests”;
Percy Kicker.
Thursday, the King's Daughters will
'meet with Miss Abbio Libby,
Bracket
street, at 2.30 p. ill.
Tbu regular monthly meeting of the
city council will be held.this evening
The annual parish meeting of
the
Universalist society will be hold this evening. There will be a supper at 7 o'clock,
followed by the annual reports and election of officers for the coming year.
confession.

SOUTH PORTLAND.
Sad Death of Charles

A.

Fllishuiy.

A sad accident occurred at Pleasantdale about 4 o’clock Saturday afternoon,
and one that has cast a gloom over that
quiet little village. Chester A. Pills-

bury, the 13 year-old son of Mrs. Frank
G. Pillsbury, wus playing polo with some
companions in the loft of a barn belonging to Mr. William Fickett. The boys

house

by and Dr. Spear called, hut
the boy only lived a few minutes after
reaching the house, dying before the arrival of the physician.
The South Portlands are now in
first
place in the amateur polo club standing.
near

Mr. C. C.

Brooks of the Brooks Arms
Co., formerly of South Portland, has
been in the
village. He is in hopes to
make arrangements for the manufacture
of a guu he has recently patented, at the

bicycle factory.
The wooden sidewalk the whole
of Dyer street has
been replaced
gravel one.
Work waa suspended yesterday

ment

Mr. E. L.

Items

beginning

length
by a
until

spring at Fort Preble.
The following board of
agreeably to its own elective choice
officers has
and decision, I doubt the wisdom of in- been elected by the People’s Methodist
the marvelous, wonderful
ing, when
dulging hope of greater prosperity nnder church Sunday school:
Who is Aleo? What is
Cleo
appears.
union government.
a
Each city, howSuperintendent—J. F. Merriiran.
Cloo?
Everybody is guessing, but any ever,
Asst. Superintendent—C. W. Griffin.
should even cordially co-operate
Treasurer—A. E. Thurrell.
one
can see at the matineo Monday and
with the other in the many matters of
Librarian—Wm. Seyford.
be surely a rush; standing mutual need and interest.”
there will
Asst. Librarian—Annie Fickett.
room will be in demand. Billy HallnSan,
Mr. J. S. Kicker, a well known citizen
Superintendent of Primary Department
the second baseman of the Brooklyn base and
Fickett.
—Maggie
heavy tax payer, was asked for his
ball club, and his partner, Mack, wiil
Willard Hose Company will give their
“I believe that the
opinion and said:
make you laugh until you can’t laugh commissioners have offered us fair terms fifth annual ball at Willard pavilion 'lues
Hart will please with
any more. Fred
upon which to annex. Annexation Is for day evening, January 11.
his wonderful voice and some new songs the best interests of
Mr. Alfred Thrasher, Jr., won the
It also
Deering.
The Evans
never
here before.
sung
means a good deal for Portland.
It is turkey at Trefethen s bowling alley for
team is the one which set all Philadel- bound to come and that
total on three
consecutive
being the case it the highest
the score being 110, 119, 194.
phia talking a short time ago, and the might as well come now as ten
years strings,
people here are lucky to have them, as hence.
I believe that the heaviest tax
it is only by chance that the managepayers, at last so far as I have had a
GORHAM.
a
ment
secured them. Alma Howard,
chance to talk with them, are of the
Californian, with a voice as soft as the opinion that it should come.
There are
The annual meeting of the shareholders
climate she was raised in, will render a improvements that we need whioh if we
few of her beautiful ballads.
Together fail to annex now may mean that It will of the Cumberland County Agricultural
and Horticultural Society will bo held.ai
with a number of pretty girls in the bur- be a
more'diflicult thing for the Greater
hull, Tuesday at 10 o’clock.
lesque it wiil be the largest and beet cos- Portland to giant at a later day.
The Harding’s
The reports
of the various officers will
tumed company that has ever appeared greatest
objection that wo hear is from
be made and the officers for the ensuing
here.
some local
politicians and office seekers
NOTES.
year elected.
as they are unwilling to
yield so long as
The Normal school will reopen Tuesday
Hanlon’s
“Superba” company will there is a chance for personal gain in
after a ten days’ reoess.
bo at the Jefferson Theatre tho week of office.
Mr. C. H. Lowell has the contract for
January 10, with matinee on Saturday.
Col. Edward Moore believed the terms
Tho sale of seats opens Friday, January of
the sidewalks from snow this
annexation fair and was of the opinion clearing
winter.
7 at 9 a. m.
that it should come at once.
It is expected that tho new theatre at
Gorham
lodge, No. 98, I. O. O. F.,
Mayor Henry J. Davis said the report
Peaks island will be completed in about was about
elected the following officers Friday evewhat he expected,to see under
four weeks.
the circumstances. They tell tho public ning:
N. G.—C. H. Lowell.
that there is only a small difference in
V. G.—B. C. Fogg.
NEVADA WRECKED. the
SCHOONER
indebtedness of the two cities. Had
Recording Secretary—C. N. Hayes.
Kockiand, January 3.—Tho schooner Deering reckoned her public buildings
Permanent Secretary—Lewis McLellan.
Treasurer—G M. Parker.
Nevada, Capt. Stanford, bound from Bos- as assets as Portland did then our debt
F. W.
Trustees—F. D.
Scaminan,
ton
to
Sandy Point, went ashore on would be much smaller than it really is.
G. B. Emery.
Harding,
Griffin Island,
is
Friday night during the Deering
doing well enough as a sepasevere storm.
Tho Nevada is a schooner rate municipality and is
capable of conTwo million Americans suffer the tor6 6 tons
burden loaded with feed.
A ducting her affairs for some
time to
turing pangs of dyspepsia. No need to.
large hole was stove in the bottom and come.
Burdock Blood Bittc»s cures.
At any
filled.
This will be by
has
theatre

this

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

TOWNS.

George E. Smith,
and following
tenor; John Shaw, Portland, bass, and prayer
rives to take the helm.
Miss Gertrude Buxton, organist.
These
Goodwin

missioners' labors and of their undoubted had on roller skates and all were intent
wish to submit an equitable plan. Be- on the game,
flying about with all posing myself opposed to annexation, I am sible speed, when young Pillsbury, in
liable to fail quite to appreciate the re- trying to muse a quick stop,
jumped with
port In some particulars, and cannot both feet and suddenly fell backwards
therefore justly
criticise it until after through a hole in the floor, striking on
careful
reading and reflection. I may his head on the floor below and breaking
say, however, that their conclusion as his neck. He was picked up by his comto wards, for instance, while undoubted- panions and carried into Mr Pickett's

ly reasonable today, having regard to the
Kelley for seven years Clara Morris’s respective populations, is unwise in my
stage manager, Mr. W. D. Ingram late judgment in view of the rapid rate of
Deering’s population. Of
starring in the Ensign, tho sterling actor increase in
lines could afterwards be
Mr, J. W. Girard, Mr. Maurice Breman course the
but would it not be wieep to
Who is the"typical Southern gentleman, changed,
and the very funny singing comedian.Mr. leave as little need of change as possible
Eugene Powers a nephew of the present to the future? Should union be effected
all foreseen occasion for possible friction
Governor of Maine. The company
also
be eliminated.
oolored men in the near future should
carry a troupejof genuine
and women. Ail the scenery used in the
production and Is one of the largest on

Thursday evening.

L.

MAINE

of

drug

store.

Polioeman
lame knee.
bis beat.

Dresser

is laid
Officer Megan is

lip

with

THE BEST VALUE

SLEIGHS.

The proposed visit of Cloudman Post to
A. Warren Post of
Standish,
which was to have taken place last evening was postponed on aocount of the
snow
stcrni until some
future timo,
notioe of which will be given later.
At the last regular meeting of West
brook lodge, K. of P., tho following

1

SPEEDING SLEIGHS.

I

DRIVING

“

I

BUSINESS

“

Is

XV

P

T7»

K

2

jb vve &

44

The latest and best double
Easy to turn, easy

runners.

IM>IJRLE SLEIGHS.

T>—-

has attracted
a great deal of attention
from the young folks for the past weak.
It is arranged in German
fushion, a
small
tree on a music box.
When the
box is wound up it not only plays a tune,
but the tree rovolves at the same time
than a thousand different articles on the tree.” Taken all in all,
the lively music, the revolving tree with
its many candles and fancy articles, it
is a sight worth seeing. Mr. Gerhart
are

!R

ubjSj

As easy and comfortable as
a Turkish chair.

44

more

brought the music box from his native
country, Germany.jig
The anniversary and first annual meeting of the Cleaves Rifles will be held
this evening.

|1

Rl«vS“ers-

TAKES PLAGE THIS WEEK.

Pony SleigSss for Children.
SSeighs strong and safe at very low
prices.
in Ena*
assortment and

Every thing

Keinnants

thins*

Robes. Largest
lowest prices^.

THE SiST VALUE III SLEIGHS

Opposite

Post Office.

§

ley camp, No. 4, will be hold
at their hall.

on

Tuesday

The officers

are

to

bo installed by Division Commander A.
M. Soule.
At tho olosc of the installation tho newly elected officers are to furnish supper for the camp and the officers
of Bosworth and Thatcher
who are

posts,

expected to attend
ALBERT

as

invited

guests.

ROBINSON.

fSrSCIAL TC THE IKESSJ

Oxford, Me., January 1.—Mr. Albert
Robinson of the Robinson Manufacturing
company died very suddenly this morning, with apoplexy or something akin to
it. Ho was as well as usual last evening
but was taken with convulsions and died
in a very short time.

passioned singing.
Miss Plummer is working diligently
under Vannuocini’s oareful instruction,
Italian
and lias sung
before many
celebrities, who are enthusiastic in praise
of her voioo and style, declaring that the
divine spark is hers, which, joined to her
indefatigable Industry will surely create
the great artist.
She will remain abroad a year or more
with different masters, and on
her return it is to be hoped her Portland
admirers will have an opportunity to
hear and judge for themselves the ad-

studying

vance

shejhas

made.

Kirkley, treasurer of Benton
county, Ind., has committed suicide.
His accounts were $17,000 short.
•lames

Odd hots of every-*

the store at half

The sale
tinues

price

or

MARRIAGES.
In New Gloucester, Dec. 11, by Rev. E. M.
Cousins, Christopher S. Low and Blanche Megguler.
In Eastport, Dee. 26. Harry Anderson and
Miss Peace Piper.
In Blddeford. Dec. 28, Thomas Lord of Kennebunk and Della B. Davis.
In Bath, Dec. 27. Eugene R. Spear and Miss
Lida Footer.
In Naples. Dec. 26, Howard G. Burnell of
Haverhill and Miss Anna K. Wight of Naples.
Iu Livermore. Dec. 26. Frank C. Morrison of
Farmington and Miss Louisa C Fuller of Livermore.

In West Durham, Joseph Johnson and Miss
Edith Nelson, both of Durham.
In New Gloucester, Dec. 26, Willis Merrill
and Miss Maud M. I'lummar.
In Old Orchard, I).-c. 26, Llewellyn L. Bryant
and Miss Edna Donahue.
In Lewiston, Dec. 26, William E. Sanborn and
Estelle Ida Davis.
In Wells, Leonard M. Dockham and Miss
Lulu M. Mason.

begins Tuesday morning at
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.

9 o’clock and con-

Sale in different departments different days.

f

SONS OF VETERANS.
Tho installation of the officers of Shep- A PORTLAND MUSICIAN ABROAD. FUNERAL OF EDWARD R. M’CANN.
The funeral of the late Edward R. McThe many friends of Miss Minnie A.
Ladies’
ley
Aid
camp,
society
will
occur
this
by the Plummer will bo gratiflod to know of the Cann took place yesterday afternoon.
evening
division mustering and installing officer, rapid progress this talented musician is There were services at
the family resiMiss Carrie C. Horr of this city.
An making in Florence, Italy, where she has dence at Knightvilie at two o’clock, at
entertainment is to bo furnished in con- gone to perfect herself in her chosen art. the close of which the remains wero taken
nection with the exercises. Tho members Miss Plummer’s debut before Portland to St. Dominic's church where a large
of Shepley camp have received an invita- people as a singer was made at the first number of the young man's friends had
tion and will attend the exercises.
Kotzschmar recital, when she electrified gathered. Rov. Father E. F. Hurley was
The installation of the officers of Shep- the audience with her rich voice and im- the officiating clergyman.

evening

in

and

less.

AT-

F. 0. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO.’S,

AT ANNUAL

Red figure
Remnant Sale

PultaanncaroasMon0Sy'

riding.

M. at A.—William Beatty.
Mr. Ernest Gerhart lias a Christmas
tree at his home on Brackett street which

There

E Wll a

w

officers were elected:
G. C.—Albion Sector.
V. 0.—Dexter Hamilton.
P.—William Shaokford.
K. of R. & S.—A. M. Meserve.
M. of fS.—Ernest Gerhart.
M. of F.—K. A. Carter.
P

TH

a

covering

Charles

Hf

j

»-

l

Watch the

Papers.

EASTMAN BROS,& BANCROFT,
In
Miss

Bangor, Deo. 25,

Oscar T. Goodwin and
Drusilla D. Frost, both of Glenburn.

DcAIHS.

In this city. Jan. 2, Sylvester Marr, aged 67

years 7 months.

[Funeral

on Wednesday afternoon at 2.30
o’clock, from Ids late residence, at No. 12 Walker

street.

In this city, Jau. 2, Charles M. Smith, aged

31 years.

[Funeral Tuesday afternoon, at

2

o’clock,

from No. GO Free street.
[St. J tin papers please copy.
In Pleasantdale. Jan. 1st. Chester E., youngest son or Mrs. A. Maria Billsbury, aged 13
years 4 months and 8 days.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock.]
In Llgonia, Jan. 2. at the residence of his brother, Patrick Hines, Dennis] Hines, aged 44
years o months.
[Notice *d funeral ereafter.1
In Providence. K i., Jan. 1. Katharine Leonard Devine, wife, ol George A. Devine.
[Funeral on Tuesday at me residence of Mrs.
Mary Devine. No.Bond street.
In Lim.ngton, Dec. 10. Atkinson Seavey, aged
74 years; Frank Moody, aged 47 years.
In Bath, Dee. 20, Barker McKennoy, aged
78 years.
In Bath, Dec. 25. David B. Mitchell, aged 82

years.

In Georgetown, Dec. 24, Washington Heal,
aged 86 years.
In Bidaelord, Dec. 28, Joshua Moore, aged

78 years.
In Bath, Dec. 30, Hartley Jackson, aged 71
years 9 months.
In Saco, Dec. 26, Mrs. Mary A. Downing,
In Saco, Dec. 28, Mis* Betsey Littleheid.
In Gardiner, Dec. 26, Albert Newell, aged
81 years.
In Gardiner. Dec. 28, Mrs. Abbie Stone, aged
68 years.

In Roulton, Dee. 20, Mrs. Mary Manson, aged

75 years.

In Farmington, Dec. 28, Obed N. Collins, aged

71 years.
In Farmington, Dec. 28, Mrs. Helena True
Wright, aged 89 years.
In Williinantic, Dec. 26, Peleg Weston, aged
91 years.
In Brooks, Doe. 20. Carrie M., wife ol George
B. Roberts, aged 38 years.
In Bath, Dec. 21, Joseph S. Berry, aged 88
years.
In Westport, Dec. 20, Mary D. Mitchell, aged
76 years.
In Amlover, Dec.20, Miss Bliza P. Farrington,
aged 77 years.
In Augusta, Dee. 23. Mrs. li. ,T. Weatherhcad.
In Augusta. Dec. 23. JolmO. Weston, aged
44 years.
in Hailoweii, Dec. 22. Marie Yarrlor, aged
31 years.
lit Bangor, Deo, 23. Betsey L. Jones, agep
S3 years.
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THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
Baker Pleads

A

Story of

BY

ARRANGEMENT.

CLOUD.
Lost

a

HERBERT

Memory.

RUSSELL,

“A Conflict in a Railway Tunnel
Author of “Shot in the Back,”
“The
Haunted Room in the Forester’s Arms,” “The Mystery’of
Dumpton Gap,”
“An Attempt at Blackmail.”
(ALL RIGHTS

Chapter XI Continued.
“I have just lefc Mr. Rawdon,” said
she, presently. “He has been telling me
his whole story since the time
when
he was rescued by the
Strachnairn. I
need scarcely say that the news he
has
given me was a great shock. Before I
proceed any further give me leave to in
quire, Miss Marston, whether you are

RESERVED.)
“His mind has beon weakened
by bis
terrible sufferings. I cnn see that. You
have evidently obtained a very considerable influence over him, and what X had

hoped was that, on my representing
things to you, I might have counted upon
your generosity to go to him yourself and

tell him he must consider his engagement
with you at an ond.
But if you retuse to
of the relations
which exist
be- do this, and to withdraw from a
position
tween Mr. Rawdon and myself?”
which you no longer have any right
to
“I am aware that he was engaged to be tin,” she cried, with a
momentary outmarried to you,” answered Marian. “But break of passion, “then X must
appeal to
only since yesterday afternoon have I Cecil, and ask him to break off the—the
learnt this. You
must
recollect that i'also engagement; yes, I say false
engagedown to that time Mr Rawdon’s memory ment, for neither of you had
any
right
was all a blank, and he had consequently
to make it under such circumstances
quite forgotten your existence until the
“And suppose he refuses to do so?” said
sight of your face and the sound of your Marian, who in trim womanly spirit beback his powers of came cool and almost
voice brought him
tantalizing in manrecalling.”
ner, as she perceived that her adversary
that
is
Ye*;
true,” said Clara, pen- was growing hot.
sively. “Such an excuse must bo an un“What?” exclaimed
Clara in a voice
answerable argument in justificaton
of that quivered with indignation at the
you both.”
suggestion.
‘‘1 say suppose he refuses to break off
“Forgive me,” exclaimed Mrs. Murray,
“but may I inquire what is the nature of the engagement?”
the relations you speak of
between Mr.
“Marian, my dear, this is un-ChrlstianRawdon and yourself ?”
like,” interrupted her aunt mildly, for
“1 am engaged to he married to him,” her own sympathies went rather with
answered the girl; “and he was on his Clara Lambert, as the injured ono in the
way out here to bring mo to England as singular complication which had arisen;
his wife when the wreck of the ship he though of course she knew
only the truth
was a passeng r in brought
about
the of the matter as she gathered it from the
which
disaster
befel
him.”
and
had
no
strange
more
girls’ talk,
suspicion
The widow’s eyes grew round with as- than Clara herself at that time of the
tonishmehi.
actual state of Rawdon's feelings.
“Do
“You never told me this,
Marian,” not add to the unhappiness which this
said she.
poor young lady must already have suff“I only lnarnt it myself
yesterday, ered, by attempting grievously to wrong
she answered.
aunt,
her.’
“But do you know, Miss Lambert, that
“What is it that you wish me to do?”
niece
is
also
Mr.
Rawmy
engaged.to
said Marian turning towards Miss Lamdon?”
bert.
“He has just told me as much, and
“No, Miss Marston,” exclaimed Clara,
that is what I have come to see Miss “I would rather put it thus: What do
Marston about.”
you think you ought to do?”
“I do not think there can be any blame
“You know quite well the kind of anattaching either to him or to her,” con- swer yon expect me to make to that questinued Mrs. Murray. “The whole thing tion.”
lias been brought about by poor Mr. Raw“Then since you will force me into
dnn’s practically irresponsible condition
plain speaking, and oblige me to dictate
whilst he was without his memory.”
to you "what I should have thought your
“Oh, I do not blamo either,” said own sense of fairness would have suggest
Clara, auiokiy, “What has happened has ed, I a k you as a lady, to break off your
been done in all innocence, although 1
engagement with Ceoil on your own acmust admit that I think both Cecil
and count, and so relievo the
poor fellow of
Miss Marston would have done well to what he admits is a
painful embarrassconsider far more than they did the proba- ment,
brought about—well, you know
bility of his being already married or en- how even better lhan I.
gaged.”
“And suppose, Miss Lambert,”
an“Did not Cecil tell you that we became swered
Marian, “that I have already
engaged subject to the condition that he preposed such a couise to him, and he reshould prove to be a free man when
his fuses to hear of any such thing?”
identity had been established?”
Impossible l gasped out Clara.
“You think so. It is not for me to say
about that. But, of course, it stands to
anything likeiy to wound or arieve you.
reason that he could not
have deiinitely But I
heartily wish that before'coming to
pledged himself to marry you at n time discuss the matter with me you had
when, for aught either of you could tell, talked it over with Ceoii. If be Wants
ho might still have a wife living, with
the oourage to tell you the truth himself,
out adding the condition yon have
just it is hardly fair to expect that you should
mentioned. I presume I may take it,
get it from me.”
Miss Mnreton, that suoh a condition ns
“What do you mean? Will you please
was understood between you would exexplain yourself?” exclaimed Clara, in a
tend to a ease of engagement, although low
agitated voice.
von might never have
contemplated the
“Miss Lambert,” answered
Marian.
possibility of this existing when you Bterdiiy meeting her gaze, “you no doubt
made your agreement?”
think me acting a very dishonorable part
“Why.” answered Marian, rather puz- ior not at once withdrawing from the enzled by the clever reasoning of this reguwhich I have contracted with
lar little female lawyer, to whom all her gagement
Cecil. But I can see that you do not
self possession had now returned, and not
know the truth of the
and it
quite knowing how to deal with such would pain me to have tomatter,
be the one to
'ogic as she found herself confronted tell it you. Will you do this,
with, “to tell you the plain truth, Miss you little know what it costs mealthough
to make
Lambert, we never dreamed of the proba- the
ask
proposal; go yourself to
bility of Cecil proving to be engaged— him whether he still loves Cecil,and is
you,
iot married, but merely engaged—nothprepared to marry you? If be savs yes,
ing was said about it.”
it that I shall not stand in
“But,” cried the other, “surely you depend upon
would not consent to be betrothed to a your way.”
“But you talk as though you had reason
man who was already engaged?”
to believe he might not say yes,” said
“I must beg you to bear in mind that
Clara, peevishly.
my niece became encaged to Mr. Rawdon
“You are certainly very mysterious,
at a period when both were in ignorance
Marian,” exclaimed her aunt. “To beof your existence,” said Mrs.
Murray, gin with, you evidently knew before of
who felt it her duty to act a motherly
the existence of this young lady, yet you
part towards Marian by making some have never mentioned
her name to me.”
little demonstration of supporting her.
“Miss Marston can only have known of
“Granted. But suppose now that inme within the last
twenty-four hours,”
stead of being engaged to
Mr. Rawdon
said Clara. “But all I aBk of her is this:
I had been married to him at the time
to tell me why she wishes me to go to Mr.
when Miss Marston agreed to pledge herRawdon with a question which I should
self to him, what then would have been
have thought it an insult to his
sentiher position when I came
upon the ments and his honor to ask ? I am sure
scene?” said
Clara, rounding briskly there must be some reason in it. Is
it,
upon the widow.
Miss Marston, that you have cause to be“Why, there would have been no other lieve Cecil may have changed in his
course open to her than simply to with- affection?”
draw,” answered Mrs. Murray, shuffling
“I can only repent that it is not for me
in her seat.
to answer for one who is now quite able
so.
And
is
what
I
that
have
“Exactly
to answer for himself,” replied Marian.
now come here to ask her
to do. A con“I must go to him
again at once,”
ditional engagement such as this is must cried the poor girl,
starting up. “Can it
undoubtedly cease to hold good when the be
possible, then, that the suspicion
terms upon which it was made prove to which half came into my mind whilst he
be false.”
was talking
to me just now is true?
“But who rays the terms have proved Goodbye—forgive me for
having troubled
falsef” demanded Marian, in whom jeal- you.”
now
ousy was
bginning to rise like
She made for the door. Marian brushed
a mounting passion.
“Pray remember, past to let her out, feeling heartily sorry
Miss Lambert, that the condition upon for her. But love, as the old poets found
which you are dwelling so much
was
out even befcre they knew bow to write
simply to the effect that if Mr. Rawdon down the truism they had discovered, is
was not already a married man, I should
the most seliish of all emotions; and as
become his wife. Well, h<^is not a mar- Marian Marston stood watching Clara
ried man, and therefore 1 must say that Lambert climbing into tbe saddle of her
tail to see wnat rlgnt you cave to make
horse, her feeling of sympathy was to a
your request that I should withdraw.”
very large degree neutralized by the subAt this speech the pale cheeks of
Miss tle workings of that passion to which the
Lambert became flushed
with sudden world has given the name of
jealousy.
anger. She controlled her temper admir(To be continued.)
ably, however, and said without any al
teratloD in the tone of her voice: ‘‘I had
SAVINGS BANK MEN.
hoped you would not drive me into appealing to your sense of right; but since
of
the Maine Association In This
Meeting
you chooso so deliberately to Ignore my
City Saturday.
claims, not indeed as a wife, but us a—a
—well, a sweetheart, I must ask you
whether you consider it very honorable to
A m?eting of the Savings Bank Assorefu-e to relinquish a man who has pieged
himself to you, at a period when ho was ciation of Maine was held Saturday at
really in no fit condition of mind to do the Portland Savings hank.
Delegates
he came from all over the
so, and on the understanding that
state, among those
should discover himself to be single when
of
he was in a position to make enciuiries— present, besides the representatives
whether you considur it very honorable, I the two Portland savings banks, being:
on
finding Phillips, Bank Examiner Timberlake;
say. to refuse to withdraw
that you have become betrothed to a man
Bangor, John L. Crosby; Augusta, Edacwho was engaged at the time, and
Cornish;
tually on bis wav out to marry the girl win C. Dudley, Leslie C.
whom a rare and ex raordinary misfor- Brunswick. Weston Thompson; Brewer,
tune had caused him to forget?”
B. K. Farrington; Gorham, John A.
Her eyes sparkled, and her fine figure
=eemed t-o swell with righteous iniiigna- Waterman; Saco, E. P. Burnham; OakMorrison Libby, J. E. Harris;
ion as she spoke. Marian kept her gaze land
bent upon the carpet whilst she listened, Bootbbay, A. P. Nickerson; Auburn,
hut her aunt looked wonderingly at Clara
J. W. Stetson, J. E. Boothby, Daniel
and she was clearly
impressed by the
girl’s appeal, delivered as it was in a Lara, Dr. Sturgis, E. E. Paul, D. W.
was
voinp, the rich volume < f which
Verrill, George H. Brown, S. S. Herheightened by her sense of the justice of sey; Sourh Paris, Henry E. Hammond,
In r demand.
M. Atwood; Farmington, J. W.
A pause of some few moments followed George
is speech ; then Marian looked up and Fairbanks;
Gardiner, Henry S. Webd:
ster; Haliowell, Major E. Rowell, Chas.
have
Cecil
know
that
come
'Does
you
Augusta, M. V. B. Chase,
Dudley;
to see me?”
George H.
I told him I was coming. He wished W. G. Boothby; Bangir,
ccompany me, but I preferred seeing Hopkins; Waterville, E. R. Drummond;
alone
Biddeford, Edwin Stone.
about
Did you say anything to him
An informal address upon savings bank
breaking oil the engagement which
matters was made by Bank
Examiner
ts between ub?”
No.”
Timberlake which was
valuable
and
not
whether
did
(ind
out
it
you
Why
timely. The old officers were elected.
as his intention to keep faith with
you
with you, who down to yesterday have
Impossible to foresee an accident. Not
had no existence for him during the time
Dr.
that I have known him; remember that! impossible to be prepared for it.
Monarch over
—before coming straight here to challenge Thomas’ Eelectric Oil.
aware
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ORNITHOLOGISTS.

of tlie Men

Who Know All About

GUNS
A

Welcome

Maine Birds.

outi'11

furnishing it,

he

was

remanded to jail.

RESCRIPT FROM LAW COURT.
The

following rescript

from the law court

Cumberland,
John

F.

received

was

Saturday:

ss.

Cusiok

Ralph W. Bartlett.
J.—A careful examination of the testimony in this case satisfies the court that the transaction of November 9, 1816, between the plaintiff and
the o her directors of the New England
Milk Company on the one hand, and the
managers of the Elm Farm Milk Company on the other, though in form a sale
of all the issued stock of the former company, was in substance a sale of all the
business
and property of the corporation, exoept the choice in action assigned
to the plaintiff. Suoh we think was tho
real intention of the parties. Such was
the purpose of the purchaser, and that
understood and its aeoom
purpose was
plisnmenl aided by tho plaintiff.
The
purchaser took possession of the property, as direoted by the plaintiff; it carried
out the contracts with the
milk proit oontinued to run the milk
ducers;
car; it obtained the good will and trade
of the
corporation.
Evidently the purpose of transfer of stock was to wind up
the business affairs of the corporation
and take it out of the Held of competition.
Tho
effect of the transaction was to
utterly destroy the value of the capital
a
stock,
subscription for which it is
sought to compel the defendant to pay in
this cm;
As apart of the same transaction, cne ptaincm, by assignment, obtained
his title to this subscription.
If
the corporate property had been
sold in
form, as it Was in effect, the proceeds
would have gone into the treasury of the
corporation, and would have enured to
the benefit of all the stockholders, of
whom the defendant was one. As it 'was!
the plaintiff received the entire benefit of
the trade.
The plaintiff’s Hcts were in entire disregard of the rights of the defendant as a
stockholder, and were a breach of the
trust duties which the plaintiff as a
director owed the dofondant as a stockholder.
A director may sell his stook
freely.
But a board of directors may not seii all
the property and business of the corporation under the guise of a sale of their
stock, and thereby receive the entire proceeds of the sale of the corporate property to their own private use. A director
must
exercise the power with which he
is entrusted for the common interest of
all the stockholders, and not for his priinterest.
The ciaini assigned canvate
not bo enforced.
The defendant is not estopped to avoid
the assignment.
The evidence fails to
show that the defendant was informed of
all the facts,or how his rights were affected, until after the trade was consumed.
Besides he is not seeking to avoid anything which the plaintiff has done under
tile assignment. He is simply resisting
the attempt to enforce it against him.
This is the first opportunity he has had
to resist.
Judgment for defendant.
vs.

Rescript, Savage,

A PLEASINC KECEPTION.
The

Young

Men’s Christian Assocatlon
held a reception at the hall Saturday
evening from 8 to 10 o’clock.when a most
delightful musical concert was furnished
by the blind musicians, Messrs. Maynard and Coffin of Boston. Mr. Maynard
gavo some choice selections on various
musical instruments, accompanied on the
Mr.
oflin
piano by Mr. Maynard.
also sang several songs in a sweet baritone voice, perhaps the most pleasing of
his rendition

of

“The Mocking Bird,” with whistling chorus. There
was a large attendance, every seat in the
hall being taken and many were standing. The applause was hearty and frewhich

was

quent.

,

«

Uio

keeper

light

station,

which lc will be remembered is located off
the mouth of the Kennebec river,
was
present and read a paper entitled “Migration of birds at Seguin light station.
He referred to the fact that birds were
attracted by the light under certain atmospheric conditions and that it had
come under his personal observation
that
hundreds of them were killed sometimes
in one night by flying against the very
light of which he was the keeper and that
it was a matter of record that as many
1400 birds were found dead at the foot
of the Bartholdi statue,
having been
buffetted against it in a single night’s
storm.
If such mortality as this can bo
as

adduced in a single night “what,” asked
the aggregate
the speaker, “must be
slaughter in one year at least at all the
on the coasts of the
Uniited
States and Canada.”
“Birds as Home Covers” was the subject of a paper by O. W. Knight of Bangor, while Prof. A. L. Lane of Water-

light houses

a
talk
on
ville gave
“Our Common
Birds.” J. E. Mead of North Bridgton
took up the subjeot of “Loons
on our
Inland Waters,”’ and gave a life history
of the bird during its building season.

Maniy Hardy of Brewer
an

honorary

mombershiD

was

in

elected to
the society

and letters expressive of regret at their
inability to be present at the meeting
were read from Everett Smith of Portland, H. D. Boles of Waterville, Prof.
J. Y. Stanton, Bates college, and Walter
E. McLain, New Vineyard, Me.
Prof. Hntchings extended an invitation
to the society to meet next year in Waterville and the matter was token under ad
visement by the executive committee.
The meeting then udjourned sine die.

to

tho

Second of the

World’s Cities.

Saturday morning

John A. Baker, who
has been wanted by the polioe since MonThe second annual
meeting of tho
day on a charge of wife beating, went to United
Ornithologists of Jlaine, which
the station and gave himself up. He will
opened at the rooms of tho National
be remembered aa the man who struck hiB
History society on Elm street, Friday
wife several times in the face, the affair
night last, continued its session Saturday
taking place on Congress etreet, near
morning, about fifty members being
Dow, and being witnessed by County present.
who
Attorney Libby,
Interfered and
The meeting was called to order by the
notified the polico.
presldeut ol the society, A. H. Norton of
When the Municipal court
convened
We tbrook, after which the reports of tho
Baker was arraigned on the count of
treasurer and auditors
were
read and
“having cut, struck, bruised and ill approved. The names of Arthur H.
treated Mercy Baker.”
The respondent,
Merrill,the fish culturist at Uobossee Fish
who was not
represented by counsel, Hatchery, and W. E. Russell tho soienoe
pleaded guilty.
teacher at Gorham Normal school, were
Mrs. Baker, who was present, testified
presented and they were elected members.
that at the time of the assault, her husThe report of the committee on lines of
band rushed up to her and hit her with
work for the current year consisting of
his fist across her right cheek.
Prof. L. H. Lee of
Bowdoin college,
“Did you do anything to provoke him?”
Prof. E. F. Hutchings of Colby univerasked Judge Robinson.
sity and Mr. O. W. Knight of the experi“Not that I know of,” answered the ment station at Orono was
accepted. The
woman, who in reply to another query by
report of the committee on resolutions
the court, said that she had not lived
consisting of Prof. Lane of Watervllle,
with her husband for three months.
Prof. Hutchings of Watervllle and Mr.
Baker, on being given a chance to tell Knight of bangor was adopted as folhis side of the story, said:
“I had been lows:
Resolved, that the thanks of this
sick for three or four days and had gone
society are due and are hereby tendered
and taken a number of glasses
beer
of
to tho president of the Society of Natural
which went straight to my head.
When
History for the use of their rooms and
I struck my wife, I did n )t know what I other
oourtesies; to the friends in Portwas doing. We have three children whom hind and
especially to Dr. H. H. Brock
1 have to support. On account of some who assisted in
making our stay pleasant
trouble which 1 had with my wife a long and to the Maine Central
railway for retime ago, we do not live together.”’
duced rates.
The court Imposed a fine of $10 and
The next in order was the reading of
costs, which Baker was unable to pay but
papers and talks on subjects of peculiar
which he was in hopes of being able to interest to tho
W. L. Powers
society.
pay later in the day.
principal of the High school in Gardiner,
Edward Joyce, who was on Friday senMe., read a very carefully prepared and
tenced to the reform sohool on the charge
thoughtful paper on
“Ornithology in
of having stolen two oans of eroam, was the
The whole tenor
public schools.”
again in court. The mother of the young of the paper was to show that education
fellow claims that the court was in error was
nor.jcomplete which does not train
in sending her son to the Cape Elizabeth the
perceptive faculties of the students
institution, she contending that ho is to observe the world of nature in which
over 17 years of age, whioh age would
they live. In closing ho animadverted
preclude a reform school sentence. Sinco very strongly on the prevailing habit
she
had
to
the
Friday
gone
pains to re- among many boys of ruthlessly collecting
tain C. A. True to fight the ease.
the eggs of birds.
The boys having no
Judge Robinson was acquainted with Idea of the irreparable loss of life and
these facts and accordingly sent for the
Ninebeanty which their mania causes.
boy and intended to impose a sentence in tenths of the eggs token from the nests
jail. In the meantime, however, Deputy are broken and lost and the one-tenth
Marshal
Sterling had been making a
IJCUUO
UIC puux UiTuri
lUXgwutJH
quiet investigation. He had looked up whose homes have been destroyed have
the records of the Center street school
gone south to become the targets of huntwhere young Joyoe
formerly attended ers hired by the millinery establishments
and there found that the parents had said of our
largo cities.
that the boy was born September 4, 1883.
Hon. George A. Boardman of Calais,
The mother maintains that he is 17 years the oldest
ornithologist in the state, who
of age while the boy himself says that he has
devoted a good portion of the 88
has always been told that ho was born in
years of his life, to the study of birds and
]S84.
their habits, was unable to bo present but
The case is the most peculiar that has he sent a
paper which was read by one of
come to the attention of the authorities the
members, taking as his subject “How
for a long time. It will he heard in court he became an
Ornithologist and Naturalthis
morning and Deputy Sterling ist.’’ It dealt with personal reminissays that he will have as one of tho
wit- cences covering a large extent of
country
nesses on the stand, Principal Milliken of
and was received with almost pathetic
the Center street school. Bail was fixed interest.
in the sum of JSOO for the appearance of
Capt. H. L. Spinney of Seguin, second
the boy on Monday, and in default
of assistant
at the

UOAKEl).

How the

Greater New York Was Ushered

In—Sixteen

Words

Comprised

the

Major’s Speech.
New York.
January 1.—New Year’s
day and the natal day of tho Imperial city
of New York,
the second on earth in
wealth and population,
was, from a
weather
point of view, all that heart
could wish, with a celar sky, crisp, bracing air and tha earth as firm as adamant
in its wintry frosts.
The roar of 100 guns fired from GoverIsland by the regular army post
stationed there under orders from Washington as a salute from Unole Sam himself to the new-born city and the newborn year, awakening the echoes at the
nor

s

ed

__MISCELLANEOUS,

I

|

|M

|
^

Invention Sorely Needed,

SI. Louis. New York. Boston.

FOK
hud

or tne new

city.
Tho
most important
of the midday
events was that at City hall, when
Mayors Strong of New York and Wurster of

Brooklyn

and Gleason of Long Island
City, should wait upon Bobert A. Van
Wyck and surrender to him their official
to his keeping as mayor of
arms, and
New York, the municipalities over which

they

had presided.
As tho hour of noon approached, John
F. Carroll made his appearance at the
City hall as the herald of the Incoming
chief.
Former Mayor Strong, with his friends,

modestly retired into his private office
and only emerged when
word was received athat Mayor Van Wyok was enterthe
ing
building.

At 11.15 the now mayor, walking beside his brother, Justine Van Wyck, and
followed by
a orowd
of faithful Tamentered the room.
ilianyites,
Mayors
Wurster
and
Gleason
had ranged
Strong,
themselves
about the mayor's desk to
greet and congratulate Tammany hall’s
representative.
Mayor Van Wyck approohed former Mayor Strong with extended hands.
•‘How are you? Glad to see you,” was
Mayor Strong’s greeting, slapping his
palm into that of his successor. Former
ayors Wurster and Gleason next shook
hands with the new mayor, and immediately afterwards he was congratulated
by Gen. ColUs, Anson G. McCook, Polioe Commissioner Andrews, Commissioner of Parks McWilliams, Police Commissioner Moss and Supreme Court Justice Smyth.
The-room was by this time paoked to
suffocation, and the eager crowd pressed
so oioscly about the mayor’s desk that tho
prinoipal actors iu the oeremony found it
difficult to raise their elbows.
It was then 11.56,
and the last few
minutes that remained of Mayor Strong’s
administration were passed in small talk
between Col. Stiong and the representative of Tammany.
Col. Strong pointed out the various
floral pieces, pointing particularly to a
gorgeous tiger which had been presented by Charles Krombaok of the borough
of Brooklyn.
As the hands of the big clock on the
office wall pointed to noon Mayor Strong
straightened himself up, and, looking
his successor squarely in the eye, said:
•‘Mr. Van Wvok. the noonle
of Greater New York, which is now made
up of live great boroughs, hove named
you as their choice for mayor. You are
about to descend from your position on
bench to the mayor's chair. You
the
to rule over this magniilcent
are about
city of 3,300,000 inhabitants, where you
lived about the same length
and I have
of time.
“This great city, with its great numof commercial and manufacturing
ber
enterprises, its 1230,000,000 of banking
surplus and its $11,000,000 of bank denow be committed to your
posits will

ohaniberA. Wilson,

on«

we««k for 35

cents,

aader this head
cash in advance.

*

street,

LET—Graphopliones; just the tiling for >n
evening s entertainment. For terms etc
call or address R. H. DARKER at E D.’
Reynold’s trunk store, 598
Congress
Portland

MITCHELL.

3-1

CHANCE—For sale, the stock
and lease of a small country store;
good
tenement and stable connected; 1 >w rent: ituated In village at R. It. station; good
place for
one with small capita ;
satisfactory reason for
selling. Bo v 596, Portland, Me.
31_l

BUSINESS

s

St.,

Me-__

3-1

of double house No. 271
isracKeti St, near Neal, contains
SALE-On Hampshire street between
eight
ha,b a,1‘1 all modern convenience*,
Newbury and Federal St., a thoroughly
at 269 Brackett built 2 1-2 story house in excellent repair 'two
inquire
st
RIN lS ^‘n.ng Office, «Ex- tnne eets rents for $30 per month, 12 rooms
and bath, cemented cellar, large lot and
change St,
sunny
exposure. A good home, cheap; terms easy.
pOR KENT—Lower tenement of “Kimball W. F. DRESSER. 80 Exchange street. 3i-l
Clark St., head of Bradford
ST
11 £<’0(1
8ALE—A thorough built house. 9 rooms
repair, possession given
T0m«20,1898.
about* .Tau.
and bath, in complete repair, heated wftfi
Price $11 per mouth Furat a reasonable not water, set tup^ and lavatories with hoc and
price. BENJAMIN SHAW, 611-2
water, large stable, nearly 500) feet land,
Exchange cold
goodcen ral location: price $2,200.
W H.
29-1
vV Ai-DRON &CO.. 180 Middle
____
street.
31-1
TO LET—For boarding house,
easily
STICKS, Skates. Skate Straps, Snow
rbhovate<1
Steam lleat' bath tub, set
t..h_
Shoes, Ice Creepers. Ankle Supports foi
tubs.
Call or address No. 221 Cumberland St.
Skates, Pocket Knives, Razors, Safety Guard
29-1
for Razors, fits any razor, Carving Knives
____
and
Forks. The best assortment of Polo S.icks in
fTO LET—Furnished rooms; steam
heat; with the city; wholesale and retail. G. L. BaILEY,
A
or without
board, at No. 11 MYRTLE ST 263 Mingle street.
3i-l
opposite
Hall.

F^OR

n^t

IJ'OR

Tho “Lex Talionis Piano Fiend Pulverizer. ”—When the girl next door has been
torturing Wagner for five hours and is enjoying a well earned repose, you just wind
up the L. T. P. P. for oight hours on your
own piano and slip off for an evening at
the theater.—Ally Sloper.

orffie6 °BENlTAxfiIViblHUU«!lt

_

H °y?E

now

These oeremonies were fixed for noon,
beoause the law made that hour the moment for the official birth and beginning

SALE.

rro

calling,

merged into the one resplendent,
unequalled city of Now York.

Philadelphia,

pOR RENT—Upper rent No. 80 Myrtle St. POR SALE-New and second hand
sleighs at
Price, $12.00. Inquire
nfF^SMiTH0™?5'
SMITH, 170 Cu berland St.
? bargain, call at Amer can Express Co.’s
3-1
Stable. Cross
B. M.

annual

gramme, hut the town was most interested in tho inauguration ceremonies aooompanying the surrender of their autonomy
by the live independent municipalities

f
|W

Forty words inserted

of 1. S.

or
a
sermon on the new conditions.
There were entertainments,
receptions,
the usual amount of New Year

dinners, game feasts and just
plain banquets on the pro-

inched

LET.

word» insorted nndu this
week for US reato on. I, in

aids,

board'- Patrick Keenan, city
lain- Edward Cahill, Thomas

|

Chicago.

F,r*y

There were the customary servicos in
all the churches, to be sure, but in every
service there was a prayer for tha guidance in wisdom of the first
mayor and his

Crosbv,

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,

TO

separable.

ordinary

S

advance.

statement that the
custom
is more honored in the breach
than
the observance, and there
were

1

A beautiful 6-sheet art calendar
given ewav free to nur
chasers of FAIRY Soap. This
a
is
size,
designed by some of America’s best artists, lithographed m 12 colors and can be secured only through your
grocer during the holiday season. Ask him for particularIf he does not sell FAIRY
seud us fais liame and we will tell you where
you can get a

So.AP-pnre," hiL!Ct"n‘- i

|M

Tho New Year celebration was so interwoven with the ceremonies and celebrations connected with the inauguration of the new city that the two are in-

turkey

MISCELLANEOUS.

caE

|

by the ties of oity hood.

despite tho

|

I SUSSSSIa

WIT AND WISDOM

dawn of day. Those who were aroused
from
sleep by the roar of the guns,peeping out, saw a brilliant sun rising out of
tho Atlantio and tinting the spires and
domes of the five boroughs that nestle
about the great harbor and are now unit-

care.’’
Col. Strong paused and looked keenly
at Mayor Van Wyck. Then he continued:
BURGLARY AT NEWFIELD.
“I have the pleasure of graduating
Newfleld, Jan. 1.—This quiet village from this honorable place and of giving
ohair to you. I welcome and
over my
was startled yesterday morning by the recongratulate you.’’
of
a
committed
dnrdaring burglary
port
The mayor stepped baok a pace, and a
ing the night. By the light of the moon hush fell over the crowd m anticipation
of
a speech from his successor.
and within a stone's throw of two housen
“I aocept this office at the hands of the
burglars skillfully removed a pane of
people and to them I will answer.”
glass from the window of Frank WoodThat was all. The crowd looked surstore
and
an
ward’s
en- prised and there was some murmuring.
easily gained
soon as
the ceremony was over,
As
trance.
They then coolly packed together
Mayor Strong and his officials took loave
aoout $100 worth ot goods, consisting of of the office,
and the new inoumbents
coats, Gvercoats, shirts, fiannsls, eto.; took charge and settled down to business.
also many smaller articles, knives, scisTHE OFFICE HOLDERS.
sors, cigars, tobacoo and numerous fancy
York, January 1.—Mayor Van
New
articles. Alter tying the goods together
this afternoon officially announced
Wyck
the
window,
and
they departed through
the following appointments:
as since proved, walked to Eollandville,
Maurice Holahan,
president of the
about one milo below Limerick village.
On discovering the robbery Mr. Wood- board of pubiio
improvements; Jas.
ward immediately started for Limerick to McCartney, commissioner of street cleanSheriff Keachsecure the co-operation of
commissioner of
ing; John L. Shea,
am; and by their careful work the burglars were traced to Cornish and arrested. bridges; Dell Campbell, commissioner of
Three were two of them,one a young man buildings in boroughs of Riohmond and
about IT years of age, whose name is Will
Queens; Daniel Ryan, commissioner of
Towne. The other’s name had not been
in borough of Brooklyn; John
learned at this writing. The stolen goods buildings
W. Kellen, president board of charities
were all found in an old shop at Hollandvilla, where the burglars have made their in Manhattan and Bronx; Adolph Sirals,
home for the last two weeks. A fur robe
commissioner of charities for Brookstolen from the stable of L. O. Straw of Jr.,
Edward
C. Hoddy,
lyn and Queens;
Newfleld was also found there.
Arthur C. Salomon, Thomas J.Patterson
TERRIFIC STORM IN VERMONT.
and William Grott, commissioners of tax
Hnrtle
and Edward
January 1.—A terrific board; John C.
Chester, Vt.,
commissioners of accounts; ChaH.
Owen'
been
in
this
has
section ot
storm
raging
E.
and
Robert
William
JJeyo
H Knox,
the state today. Snow to the depth of N Dicknian, civil service commissionN.
Strauss, president, Dr.
several Inches fell during the night and ers- Nathan
T. Jenkins and Dr. John B.
was followed
by wind which caused all William commissioners of the health
of the roads to be blocked and shutting
out communication with interior towns.

John Delrnar and Edward Mi;Cue, members of the board of assessors; John Purcell. commissioner of jurors for Manhattan and Bronx: Harry Payne Whitney,
Rlohard T. Wilson, Jules Kugetman,Fred
A. Crube and Thornton N. Motley, commissioners of municipal statistics; John
H. Seannel, Are commissioner; John T.
Nagle, ohief of bureau municipal statistics; Bernard J. York, John B. Sexton,
Thomas L. Hamilton, William E. PhilThe Arst
lips, police commissioners.
two are Democrats and Messrs. Hamilton
and Phillips are Republicans.
Harry Payne Whitney is a son of exSecretary of the Navy Whitney. He marof Cornelius
ried Gertrude, daughter
Vanderbilt. Richard T. Wilson, Jr., is
the brother of Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt,
Jr.
The police board met later In the day
and Mr. York was elected president. An
executive session was held from which
the public and reporters were excluded
This proceeding was unusual, as the old
board had always transacted its business
in public.

Fac-simile
is

City

signature of CHAS.

the wrapper

on

H. FLETCHER
of every bottle of Castoria.

we gave her Castoria.
Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Mis3, she clung to Castoria.
When sheha-f Children, she gave them Castoria.

When she

28-1

was a

McIntosh

Galvanic

*
Battery, cost $40. good as new. 1 Oxygen
Generator, Lot medical books. F. O. BAILEY
& CO., 46 Exchange street.
31-1

SALE—Restaurant centrally located in
pOR
*
Freeport village; all newly fitted up and
doing a good business; wish to sell on account
of poor health. A great
bargain will be given.
For partmuiars address P. O. Bo£
523, Fiveport, Me.
VQ.J

WASTED.
Forty

word*
luitorted under thu
h«<\<3
wac-k for 25 coats, cash In advABoa.

on*

SALE—1 18 ceil

FOR

rro LET—A very desirable tenement of six
J*rooms centrally located,
newly painted
and impered througlioirt. Price SI6
per month.
■). E. W oODMAN, 98
Exchange street.
28-1

Baby was sick,

When

POLO

t'OR SALE—First etas* detached
residence,
*
16 rooms and bath with a. modern imWANTED—To purchase an old fashioned
Pervading Injunction.
twowhee ed chaise; must be in fair con- provements; nearly 9000 feet land and choice
“I s(\b that Corbett is to try a new plan dition and price reasonable.
between Neal and Walker
Address P O iriut; located
BOX 254, Yarmouth, Me.
street8; one minute frbm Congress st. electrics.
to force Fitzsimmons to fight him. V
30-1
offeredA great bargain. W.H.
Sl?i&5e
“What is ft?"
VV ALDRON & CO., 180 Middle stx*eet.
30-1
house suitable for a lodging
“He is going to apply for an injunction WANTED—A
”
house, all furnished. Want a house in a
SALE OR EXCHANGE FOR FARM—A
restraining the redheaded scrapper from good location and adapted for a boarding or POR
*
two family house in center of
city: all
ignoring him.”—New York Sunday br‘fnUA,!1wi'3<G^,,Ar;.3*e,r 3ta,‘bE terms, etc., modern improvements
and desirably situated,
LODGING HOUSE,” Box 1657, City.
1-i
write for full particulars. W. P.
World.
CARR, Room
No. 5. l«5 Middle street.
30-1
WTANTED—Burnham’s Jeliycon best desert
”
out- No sugar; made in a minute. For
"But lei ns Hence, my sovereign, to provide,
SALE—Near Cumberland street between
|7'OR
no
For sale by grocers
economy
A slave for every sore that, may betide.”
equal.
Franklin and Smith streets, 21-2 story
—Henry III., Acc IV, Some 6. Raspberry and assorted flavors in stock at H
amu beuemenus
rent
8. MELCHKIt CO.’S and jobbers
tier month.
$24
Price $2200. By W. F.
of
generally.
to
*he
wonderous
course,
Referring
Jor
qaulim/uiuot,
JU-I
DREfcSER, go Exchange street.
ties of Pond’s Extract Ointment.
28-1
IV ANTED-At once a stenographer in a man- li'OJl SALE—Farm of 125 acres of excellent
land in North Falmouth. 9 miles from Portufactnring concern. Must be accurate.
Peaches and Pears.
ancl. (Jut about 40 tons hay tills
State age and experience. Also
year, two story
wages expected.
The

••

partments of

DUTY FREE.

January

gratutiously distributed.

ANNUAL

as
the permit was in the shape
letter from Sir Julian Pauncefoto,
the British
ambassador here, transmit-

telegraphic

a

Governor General of Canada, and Bince
It was sent the Canadian Secretary of the
Interior has conferred with Acting Secretary Meikeljohn, with full knowledge of
the intentions of the War
Department, It
is believed that the Canadian
government will not interpose any
objection
to our government re-couping itself as
far as possible by selling supplies at cost
to miners able to pay for them.
It appears that the plan of
using reindeer to transport relief supplies from the
seabord to the Klondike does not
promise success owing
to the inability of the
government agent, Mr. Kjellman, to get
the animals lrom Lapland in time to be
"*"1.01.
« im »ne
present
'“‘Z
purpose or the War Department, tbereto
ro.e,
push through
the mule pack
trains as
far as possible, and old campaigners assert that they can got to Fort
seikirk at least, having the reindeer to
rollow up the trail if they come
along at
all.
The deer would be of great
use
if
they could be gotten through to Dawson
aven without a pack
load, as they could
be slaughtered for fresh meat.
1'OUF. NEWSPAPER

CANAL

year in advance.

a

The

uuoiucsa

mat

iuaj'

NATIONAL

week-day

an
pastry. It is winter wheat
snow, and every barrel warranted or
money refunded and only $5.75 a barrel.
vYHITNKY, the Grocer, 291 Congress St. 31-1

white

DEWAUD wll be paid for top of gilt butter
dish lost on Fort Preble road if left at

month, or $0.00
PRESS is the

ANNUAL

mortgages or real escity and suburbs, at 5 and 6 per
cent.
Notes discounted on reasonable rates of
interest. Real estate for sale and rented,rents
collected. Care of real estate. 25 years in the
business.
N. S. GARDINER, 1S5 Middle

street,

legally

together, delivered at your door
morning in the year, may be ob-

in

tear

scribe
17

advance.

send

a

month,

If

or

you want

postal card to

Exohange street, and

our

our

$7.50

WE

BANK.

1st.
2nd.

address,

3rd.

will

Household goods
every
to be found t
alwa
CONSIGNED
scription
Au tlon Rooms. We often
of

WANTED

AT

ONCE.

JOHNSON BROS. S. M. COM.,
(anl d3t
Hallow©!!, Maine.

a.

de-

s

LOAN-On first and

second
on real estate, stocks, bonds
and life insurance i olities or any good securities. Notes discounted at low rate of in erest,
dec7-4
I. 1‘. BUTLER, 48 Exchange St.

MONEY

TO

l'l

mortgages,

IV

ANTED—All

11

persons

In

wanr

of trunks

and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
563 Congress street, one door above Shaw's
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
bottom prices.
give
and can therefore
We frame
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.

pictures23-3
Vi

M

t.tl-M I II \

IV

VST ANTED—Situation in small family bv
V?
middle-aged American woman;
no
children; good plain cook.
Address, BOX
140, Gorham, Me.
1_1
SITUATION IVANT1 I>- By a young lady;
p
has had experience in office work and as
ravelling saleswoman; good penman; willing

President.

To choose a Clerk and other officers
for tlie ensuing year.
To act on any business that may legally
come before them.

THE ANNUAL MEETING

Forty words

Shoe cutters for women's work.

To choose

NATHAN D. ROBERTS, Clerk.
dec27dst

MALE HELP VVAJXTKD.
inserted under this head
week for 45 cents, cosh in advance.

are
our

have articles less than half the cost to manufacture. GOcS & WILSON, Auctioneers, 18
11-tf
Free street.

MEETING-NOTICE.

Portland, Dee. 27,1897.

loll and take your subscription.

wo

27-4

will

private sale at

owing articles;

a

to sub-

agent

room 4.

advance money on any kind of
mere andise
unsigned to us, or will
store
pay cash for household furniture,
stocks and fixtures of any description. GOSS
& WILSON, Auctioneers, 16 Free street. 11-tf

The Proprietors of the Union Wharf Corporation a- e hereby notified that tlieir animal meetng will be held at the office of he wharfinger,
m Tuesday the fourth day of
January 1898. at
i\vo o’clock in the afternoon to act on the fob

TIMES

a

24-tf

ONEY TO LOAN—On
l|j
lfJ
tate in the

under this head
Forty words snsortod
one week f«*g 25 fonts, cash in advance.

paper in the world for your breakThe PRESS and SUNDAY
fast table.

tained for 65 cents

as

office, Preble house.

best

avery

purposes,

bread, biscuit

Merchants’ National Bank.

PRESS, delivered in Portland, Deering
morning, costs 60 oents

VAILL._31-1
have got the best flour in PortT\TOTIOE—We
land for all
It will make raise

The ai.nual meeting of tlie stockholders
Merchant’s
National
?/
hank of Portland. Me., for the election of seven
itrectors for the ensuing year and the transaction of any other business that may
legally be
presented, will be neld at tlieir banking house
mi Tuesday the 11 tli
day of January, i898. at 10
i’eloek a. in.
C. O. BANCROFT, Cashier
December 9, 1897.
decl9dtd

This is the season to subscribe for
your
tho
coming year. The

every

FREDERICK S.

held at tlieir banking ho se on
'luesday, the
11th day of January, 1898, at l! o’clock a. m.
for the election
of seven directors and ior
Hie transaction ot any other business that
may be legally presented.
GEORGE C. PETERS, Cashier.
December 10, 1897.
Ueclldtd

FOR THE COM-

Portland,

on

s
others desiring 10 place or renew mortgage* will find our facilities equal >o any. and
our charges very moderate
Apply to Real Estate Office, First National Bank Building,

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Canal National bank of Portland will be

newspaper for
South

negotiated—At 5 ande
Mortgages
real estate security.
per cent
BuHdand

e

before the meeting.
CHESTER II. PEASE, Cashier.
Portland, Me., I>ee, 10, 1807.declOilid

ING YEAR.

and

uwici

to

MiSCKLUANEOTTS.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Chapman National Bank will be held at Us
hanking rooms on Tuesday the llth day of January, 189s, at 10 o’clock a. m.. for the election
ol directors for am ensuing year, and the trailcome

Apply

__(16c23tf

Chapman National Bank.

ouonuu

team for

JO&IAU a. GOULD, Freeport.

dec6dtd

The

SALjET

ami workers. A good
either form nr woods

The annual meettng of the stockholders of
the First National Bank of Portland for the
election of Directors for the ensuing year, ami
tile transaction of any other Business that may
legally lie presented, will be held at its Banking Rooms on TUESDAY, the llth day of January, 1898, at 10 o’clock A. VI.
J. E. WE NGEEN, Cashier.

acquiescence by the

for

com-

pair bay horses weishing
about 3,600 ills., good drivers
A

ANNUAL MEETING.

a

ting

FOR.

MEETINGS

dec9_dtd

Still,

of

..

mencing Friday night. January 7; 12 lessons,
10 assemblies, Thatcher
Post Hall,
also
pupils, 12 lessons, 12 assemblies for advanced
pupils, commencing Wednesday night, JanuTickets at HAWL.s’ Music Store, 414
ary 5.
Congress street,
pg_3

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Portland NationaTBank of Portland for he
election of dieutors for the ensuing year and
the transaction of any other bu inesn that may
legally be presented, will be held at their banking house on TUESDAY the llth., day of January, 898, at 11 o’emok A. M.
CHARLES G. ALLEN. Cashier.
Portland, Maine, December 9,1897.

sanotion this not-

&T'O

SALE—Tickets to dancing school
FORbeginners,
anehester teacher,

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK.

that where the miners are able to pay
for
food the money Is to be applied to
defray the expenses of the relief expeditions. A strict interpretation of the Britnot

S^OR

waited to put de
goods in best dry goods

__27-1

Under
the Sec-

28-1

SALK—One

15 horse power engine
and boiler; also 2 radiators All in good
condition. Enquire ot H. H.NEVENs
398 Fore street, C ty.
decitf

A GENTS—$7 daily, to sell Specialty Soaps
and give custome s double their value m
Handsome Pre ents; exclusive territory; sample outfit free. Mudoc Soap Co., Cincinnati. O.

the terms of the act of Congress,
retary of War is permitted to give supplies to suoh persons as are unable to pay
for them, but the act seems to require

ish permit would
ion.

our

excellent repair.
New barn 40x70:
barn. W.F. DRESSER

in

cellar under house and
no Exchange street.

genera and millinery stores. Large sales; ex
elusive territory; high, straight con miss on
or commission and
exp-uses.
Highest references requir d.
ELYSIAN MNFG. CO., 40-50
W. Lamed street, I etroit, Mich.
27-1

1.—It has been
discovered
a
careful inspection
upon
of the permit granted by the British government for the taking of supplies into
the Klondike country, free of duty, that
the exemption extends only to such goods
are

house

28-1

(SPECIALTY SALESMAN

ONLY GIFTS TO BE

as

uov

WANTED—AGENTS.

pair.--Chicago News.

Washington,

.....

Address L. I).. Press Office.

Young Mother—What do you think of
tlio baby?
Isn’t it a little peach?
Bachelor Brother—Oh, yes, of course,
and you ought to be thankful that it isn't
a

—v.

1

)f the Cumberland County Agricultural and
lortioultural Society will be held at Harding’s
tall. Gorham. Me., on Tuesday, jau. 4, xsas. at
0 ’clock a. m.. for the purpose ot choosing a
“r sident, a secretary, a Treasurer and six (6)
ice Presidents for the ensuing
year and for
lie transaction of any other legalbusiness.
0. H. LEIGHTON, Secretary.
T
dee27dtd

I

1

o do almost any kind of work that will
air remuneration.
Address M. E.,

yield

Box‘l759,

lity-

30 i

WAN TED—I'EMALK HKLP.
ci amber girls, at once,
W'ANTED—Two
l'H E SHER WOOD, No. 88 Park St.

at

27-1
LOST AND FOUND.
usortod under this
forty word*
head
mo week for 35 font*, cash in advance.

POUND—On Spring street, Friday, a sum of
l
money. Loser can have same by calling at
l 2 Winter street, proving property and paving
i or this advertisement.
27-i

HOSPITAL.

THE INSANE

The Annual

FINANCIAL AN# COMMERCIAL

Report of the Trustees Makes
a

Good

Showing.

Augusta, January
Insane hospital

M av.

23%
22%

Jan
Retail Grooon'

the

OATS.

Dec.

Opening..
C'oslng...
„.22Vs

1.—The trustees of
in
their 'annual

report, say:
Tho official administration of the affairs
of tho hospital during the past year has
the usual attention from the
members
of the board of trustees, and
our monthly and quarterly meetings are
received

duly recorded, and set forth.that.wo have
endeavored thoroughly and faithfully to
discharge the various duties which have
been
There

sutrar

May.

9 CO
8 97

opening.

itar,*«.

Closing.7

Portland market—cut loaf 7: confetion : a y
‘c; pulverised 6ct powered, 6sj granuJatcti
5Va •, coffee crushed Be; yellow 4^.

77

Friday's quotations.
WHEAT

Dec.

.May
92Vi
92%

Owning.

Hides.

Closing.

The following quotations represent the pay-!
in this market:
.7 c 3? lb
Cow and ox hides
O-ientng..
Pulls and st gs.6c
Ciosiig..
Coali skins, trimmed,.1 Cc
9c
do
untrlmmed.
Lamb skins.60 to 80c each

05

cons

ing prices

Dec.

May

29%
29%

26%
OATS,

Dec.

May
23%
23%

Opening.
Closing..

Exports.
LIVERPOOL. ENG. Steamship Mongolian32,524 bush wheat 14,754 do peas 6y64 bids of

incumbent upon us to perform. apples 1160 cs eggs 160 do rubbers 600 do apples 100 cs splints 46 do organs 11 do paper 1.has been a desire to keep
up tho 105 do meats 1 do whiskey ;i do macliuy 6 cs
good character of the 'hospital by several 16 bales leather 3589 r»xs cheese 964 pckgs of
butter 1763 bxs 103 tes hams 7a2 pcs hoards
judicious improvements. At the same 225 sacks flour 321 d wheat 9
ngks sundries
exerof
.we
have
1009 bdls sliooks loo tes 1650' ps lard 206
time,
felt the necessity
starch 250 do sugar 100 bids co.tolene 67
bags
cising tho greatest economy in the expen- horses 412 cattle 147 seeep.
ditures for outside work, in consequence
Portland Wnonsan wane**
of tho lack
of means occasioned by the
PORTLAND. Jam 1.
reduction of
the price of board and the
The following are to-days wholesale prices of
increased price of many of the articles of Provisions. Groceries; etc
>«Ut*
ura»food. Wo are, however, able to say that
Smefflno S
Corn car
3S§39
there has been no change in the quality
I'jw grades.4 00®4 26
do ban lot* .... 4o
Meal nag lota
of the subsistence depart* Biirius Wueat bas@3»
or character
su
era.ci auu
46©l05 Oats, car jots 3l®32
ment, and wo are able to report that the Ialcnt io*
Oats, bag iota
@34
Wneat... 6 75go 30 Cotton 8«cc.
patients are well fed and clothed and have vinili.
su’an.
ear lota. 00 00® 23 00
bad an abundance of material comforts,
roller.... 6 253-5 40
baa lot* C000&24 00
clear do... 6 log 5 r 6 Sacked Ur's
which render hospital life more easy to
tl.oins st’g
car lot*. 13 60®14 BO
bear.
5 35.615 50
roller...
baa lots 14 50@16 Bo
clear do. .5 20®6 36 Middling »16*i@17 Oo
The dilapitated condition, as the result
w nt’i wiieai
bag ots. .817,1*18 00
of constant wear, of several of the porpatents.. 5 65B5 75
FISE.
Coffee.
tions of the inside of the hospital has been
(HuyiDgii selling price) nio, roasted
llgu.
restored to a normal and respectable ap- Coe—l.ar go
Java&Mocha do26a28
.4 75A500
Snore
Molasses.
and there has been expended
pearance,
-mal, do.. 2 ongs oo Porto Hico..... 26@30
outside of the hospital buildings, ou tho Pollock
.2 25jc3 60 Barbados*.
265*20
l 76®2 oo fancy.80®)38
Haddock...
amount
a
sufficient
walks and grounds,
i.nko.2 00(g,2 26
Tea.
to make the necessary
of our earnings
Herring. box
Ameys.15@20
Scaled....
9® 14c Congous.16@oO
repairs of this important factor of hos- Mackerel,
bi
Japan.18@35
Shore is S22 OOJj$26 tormoso.22@60
pital property. In extraordinary repairs
2s *16 00*820
Snore
Sncsr.
has
there
been
and improvements
expendI.arge Ks
B 34
*12#jl4 StandardUran
ed ib.h.0; but there is need of still furthrrocuce.
Exettue Quality
6 34
er
a 96
Extrac.
expenditure of money and labor in Cco C anrreate 00®
do bbl
60
Yellow
725®J7
Extra C. ...4Va
this direction to meat the requirements Maine.
6 50
Reed
I'ea Beans.l 30®r 40 Tlmotav.
of a well cared fur hospital, which in
3 66®3 75
Yellow aves.l 56*1 65 Clover.West. eVi!ga
due time should be made.
Cal Pea.... 1 56*1 doi
do
N. Y. 8*i@lo
The demands of strict economy have in- InshPouifs.oussoaeS: Alslke.
in®i0Vs
QO. bD12. 25 *2 35 Ked lop.
16® 17
fluenced our deliberations, and we have
Provisions.
StveersJersey376@t 00
ao Norrout 2 75ia>
Porkendeavored to meet ail the requirements
do Vlneland.4 25**406
lieavy
@12 60
and
expenses of the institution within Onions, Kgps.i OPgO 00 medium U 26B11 Bo
uo Natives 2 76(3:3 00 medium
®
reasonable
boundF.
The salaries of the
Ubionons—.
12(3)13 Beef—light..9 oo®9 26
dinners 01 mo
insuiuuon, auu un rnose Turkevs, Wes. 14*160
heavy... 9 76® 0 26
who have heretolore received wages for Northern do.... 17® 18 Ernests Vi DS B 75®
Fowls,..
10®ll i.ara. tos ana
their labor, have been satisfied and paid
Apples.
Vi bbl.Dure 6Vi<®6%
doeom’ua. 4Vi® %
for at
tho lowest practical rates; and Eating apul’83 50®4 50
do common S2(£3 00
aaits.compa BHBBVi
there has only been an increase in tho
Baldwins 3 50*4 25
pailR, pure « Vs @64-*
»
n>
tvap
«giOo
pnreiU
8Vt®83/.
number of attendants and additional extemeat.
9
Bams....
@9 Vs
pense therefor when the safety and com
3 50®4 00
Messina
aoeov'rd
orac res.
OIL.
fort of the patients demanded it.
F'lorida
3 50g4 25 Eerosenel20t*
8vv
Tho purchase of all the materials used Jamaica
3 61 rads 76
Lipoma. 8Mi
<'«nr«nnlul
ww.
in the hospital by the steward and trea- Culifornia, 3 60.34 26
Pratt's Astiiu ..10va
has been under the Inspection of Nearer....
2S3S0
surer,
custom extra.. 26(£.2<5 In hall bbls lc extra
a committee of the board of trustees and
PresliVvestern.. 23 52 4
Raisins.
found to be made at the lowest market Reid
lS@19j Musctl.50 lb bxs5®0Vt
London laj’rll 76O20C
Kutrei.
prioe.
Creamery.nicy.. 21 ® 2 2
Goal.
We should be grateful for the watchful GilthuEe vr’aiLl8®20!
Ketatl—delivered.
so
of a kind Providence, which has Choice.14® 15 Cumberland ooo@4
rare
Cheese.
Chestnut..,.
m,«o(j
N.\.
00
the
institution
8
and
tcrrylO’ABll
i
FranKiln..,.
guarded
protected
Vermont ...lo^ssll
Lehieli....
*6 00
during the past year. No epidemic, or Base.12 ® 12 Vi!| Pea.
4 00
Brand
unexpected casualty, has disturbed the
VTmanr
Pilot sup....
@7’i4i White wood—
peace or happiness of the inmates, so that
do sq.
@o vs I No 1&2, 14n*32®*35
in this respect the past year has bean one (lackers....
©a
| Sans.l-in. ®2B@£2S
Com’n.l-in *23®*26
Cooperage.
of prosperity and usefulness over several
II Rlid shooks £ hda—
l1/*, lVi&2of our past records.
MoLcitv. 160@175
ln, Nol&2883®*35
Sug.count’y 85 gl 00 LV*,lV%Si2-ln
The snperintende-net of the hospital and
Sans.
ouatry Mon
828*930
all of his medical associates, also the othhhd snooks
Squares,
836*838
hlid
Cypress—
kdgml
er officers and
attendants of the institu1 In No l«i2 |3u@$33
32 n. 3-l@26
1V4.1V4 & 2tion, have been loyal to the requirements
8ughd35in 213)23
In.Nol&a $32®S34
Hoops 14ft. 25g80
of their several responsible engagements,
12 it. 2£®28
Sve, 8&4-m$.(6®$TS
8
8
S’th
t.
has
been
no
occasion
for
that
there
mapine.... $36,1836
so
@9
Cor dacre.
Clear pine—
terial complaint, but we are gratified to arcer’iiutn 10 ®it
Uppers.155305
Select.34 5*65
s1-®;*
listen from all sources to a general ex- Manilla...
Manilla bon
Flno common. .£4a®4»
0033
pression of satisfaction.
repo.
Snruoe. $13
©14 oo
More patients than ever before have en- Russia do. 18 gl8Ap HemlocK.J11®12
Sisal.uVi @7 Vi
Clapboards—
tiruas and Dyes.
joyed the benefits of the hospital, reachSpruee. X.333635
Acid Oxalic-12®14 Clear.828® 30
ing at one time the population of 737.
Acid tart.33®86 2a clear.425*27
The superintendent has wisely exer- Ammonia.103,20 No 1.*16(320
ones. pet... .e»4® 8 Fine.*36<g)60
cised his usual foresight in relieving the Bala
coDabla.. .56*80
Shindies—
hospital from its burdensome condition Beeswax.37@42 Xeedar_* 76(£3 25
Rich
powders...
7<s9 Clear cedar.2 60®275
by sending to their homes as speedily as Borax.lOgll X No 1.1 85®2 25
possible all cured cases of previous in- Brimstone. 2 @2Vi No 1 ceaar..l 2531 75
Cochlneai.4034.8
26® 1 60
sanity, and others that appeared harmless Copperas.... Iti® 2 Spruee.1
Laths.spoe.,1 S0®2 00
be well cared for elsewhere, Crtamtartar... .2
Lime—Cement.
and could
Kxloewood.... 12gl6 Lime.# cisk.H6<a
in order that the vacant apartments could Gumarabic.. .703.1
22 Cmnent.... .1 20®
20
®7b
be occupied and used for the more urgent Glycerine
Matches.
66
Alocsicapo.15325 Sin.,# gross
;,r.d dangerous applicants.
Camphor...... .444147 Dtrlxo...
® 66
Vytrh.... ... .62356 iForest City.60
FINANCE.
Opium,... .301® ini) 1
Metals.
An abstract from the treasurer's report Shellac........36@401 Copper—
com.... ®lnVi
11
141^48
IndtEO.85c@S
shows the receipts and disbursements for
28
Follsnea copper.
...

...

....

..

POBK,

Opening.
Closing.

...

May.

Jan.

9 07
9 22

8 97

LAUD,
„.

Closing.

May.

Jan.
4 72

87

4

Saturday—Holiday.
Portland Daily Press stock
Quotations.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett. Bankers, 186
Middle street.

STOCKS.
Par Value.
Description.
Canal National Bank...100
National Bank.100
Cumberland National Bank.. .40
Chapman National Bank. (q
First National Bank.100
Merchants’National Bank—75
National Traders’ Bank.loo
Portland National Bank.100
Portland Trust Co.100
Portland Das Company.50
Portland Water €0.100
Portland St. Railroad Co..100
Maine Cenifal B’y.100
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. 100
Casco

Bid. Asked
114
116
102
x02
By

34
jOU
99
111
gy
102
125
8u
103
130
12H
50

97
109
97
100
120
73
100
126
3 26
43

118
.3 02

120
103

Portland 4s. 1918, Funding.106
Bangor 6s. 1899. R. it. aid.103
Bangor 6s. 1903., Water.115
Bath 6s, 1S98. R. R. aid
.101
Bath 4Vjs, 1907, Municipal.101
Bath 4s. 1921, Refunding.100
Belfast 6s. 1898. R. R. aid.101
Belfast 4s. Municipal.100
Calais 4s. 1901—1911 Refunding_loo
Lewiston Os,’1901, Municipal .106
Lewistou4s, 1913, Municipal.lol
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal ...100
Maine Central R R 7s, 1898,1st mtglOl
••
7s. 1912,cons. mtgl82
"

108

Portland 4a. 1902—1912

Funding.

104
117
102
103
102
102
102
102
ion
103
102
I02
134

107
4s eons, mtg_102% 108Va
106
ges,l9oo,exten’sn.l04
Portland & Oga’g g«s,’900, 1st mtg 104
106
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.... 101
103
106

■'

Pnrtlnriri

1 Ht>7

Bouton

.103

IfliU

Produce Market.

BOSTON. Dee. SI. 1897—The following
to-day's quotations of Provisions, etc. :

are

spoor.

Spring patents. 6 26:35 85.
Spring, clear ana straight, 4 30@6

26.

Winter

patents. 6 15@C55.
Winter, clear and straight, * 40@6 25,
Extra and Seeouds 00.
Fine and Supers —.

Michigan

Wool

delaine.

29

@30

Fine unwashed & unmerchantable. 17
Unwashed combing.23
Medium unwasned.17
Fine Texas and territory.13
Ordinary Texas and territory.12
Oregon.13
California spring.12
California fall.10
Kentucky, Indiana, etc.20
Georgia.19

@21
@26
@22
@18
@16
@18
@19

5 uper

at

Northern

pulisd.26

Extra puiled.24
Western super (and extra.20
Scoured wools.30

Cape

Good Hope.17
Australian and New Zealand.23

MontJV.doo.17

European Market*.
3y Telegraph.
LONDON. Dec. 31, 1897.—Honsols closed at
113 1-16 for money and 113 5*17 for account.'
LIVERPOOL, Dec. 81, 1897—-Cotton market
steady; American middling at 3Vid; sales
30.000 bales, including 500 bales for speculation and export.
LONDON. Steamship Gerona—8431 bush rye
70.000 do oats 42,600 do corn 10,315 do peas
143 pk radiators 200 bbls apples ii00 cs canned
goods 22 do hats 427 bags asbestos 224 boxes
meats-436 do butter 16,760 bdls shooks H4/
pcs deal9 378 do birch 13,932 boxes cheese 609
Imports.
Girgenti. Steamship Peconic -2000 tns brim-

stoue to A S Malcomson.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOP.

Caracas'.New York.. Laenmyra
Jan 4
Irrawaddy —New York. .Trinidad... .Jan 4
Kaiser W de G New York. .Bremen,*-Jan 4
Vancouver-Portl nd... Liverpool ..Jan 5
Germanic
.New York.. Liverpool:... Jan 5
St.Louis.New York. .So'ainpton...Jac 5
Aurania.New i ork.. Liverpool... Jan 5
Westerniaud ..New York.. Antwerp.... Jan 8
Parisian.Portland
Liverpool... Jan 8
Yumuri.New York. Hav & Mex. Jan 8
Trinidad.New York. Bermuda.. .Jan 8
Bretagne.New York.. Havre
Jan 8
Veeudam.New York.. Rotterdam].. Jail 8
Prussia.New York.. Hamburg... .Jau 8
Trave.New York.. Bremen
Jan 11
Teutonic.New Yrork. .Liverpool .Jan 11
New York... .New York. .So’ampton. .Jan 12
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp. ...Jan 12
Laurentlau —Portland
Liverpool ...Jau 16
Grenada.New York. .Trinidad^
Jan 16
Mobile.New York.. Loudon
Jan 15
Talisman.New York. .Demarara....Jan 12
New York..Prnambuco Jau 15
palecarlia....
Niagara.New York. .Cieniuegos. .Jan 13
Venezuela
.NewYork. .Laguayra
.Jan 18
Spaarndara... .New York. .Rotterdam ...Jan 15
Gascogne.New York. .Havre
..fan 15
umpria.New York. Liverpool.. .Jan 15
Patna.Now York. .Hamburg.. .Jan JS
Wera .......New York, .lienoa.Tan 15
Britannic.New York..Liverpool... Jan 1!>
Paris.New York. .So’ampton..Jan 10
Berlin.New York. .Antwerp
.Jan 19
Scotsman.Portland... Liverpool.. .Jan 10
VVerkendam .New York. .Amsterdam. Jan 20
Massachusetts.New York.. Loudon.Tan 22
F Bismarck.. .New York..Hamburg
..Iang2
Servia.New York.. Liverpool... Jan 22
Normandie.... New York..Havre.Jan 22
..

—

—

...

@14

@20
@24
@48
@89

@31

to52

@27
@37
©32

..

....

New York. .Kotterdam ..Jan
.New York. .lAguayra.... Jan
..New York. .Hamburg.. .Jan
Lahn.New York. .Bremen... .Jan
—

Philadelphia
Pennsylvania

MINIATUttK ALMANAl
Sunrises. 7 14Ittim.

...

Sunsets.
Moon sets.

FALL RIVER. Mass. Dec. 30, 1897.—The
print coth market is duli at 244 o.

22
22
22
25

j_

MAEINE

N'EVe

PORT OF PORTLAND.

SATUBDAY, Jan 1.
Arrived.

Sell Annie M Preble, Hinckley,Boston, to load

for Aoclison.

Sell Lucy A Davis. McKown, Wiscasset, to
compfete carge for Demerara.
Sell Annie Gus, Calais lor Boston.

iodine... .3

tbs year as follows:
Balance cash on hand December
1. 1806,
8
fnr

VP.ir

hncnifnl

*«<•»_

count,
account appropriation from State of Maine lor
boiler house, coal pocket and

Received
steam

4,200.76
173,455.74

on

chimney,

15,000

$192,716.50

Cr.

Db-hursements,
count,

hospital

Disbursements,account
priation,

Balance,cash

on

ac-

$170,311.98
appro-

hand Novem-

16,142.16

3 86

Ipecac.175462 OOi
Clconce. rt.... 15320
Morphine...3 1 i>& 2 0
Oil PerEamot2 76®8a0j

Bolts.;1612
12
t M sheatn....
YM Bolts..
Vi
Bottoms.S2®24
livsxii

ingot...,

American do Sl®i 251 Tin14%@15%
Lemon.1 752 3651 Straits*..
Olive.1 0008 80 English. •••••••
m5 60
Peppt.25002 75 Char. I. Co..
@7 26
Wmtorgreenl 15©2 00 Char. 1. X.. 6 0008
60
Potass or’mtle. 51 p f>> Xerne
i2@I4
Chlorate.,0 a 24i Antimony. •.
.4
u
760600
Iodide.2 68 2 8u| C >K»*
Quicksilver... .708,80 Spelter.... 00'K®6oo
CJulnlne..
12® 14
35® u8
Solder
Nalte.
ShauDart). rt.76o®l 601
Rt cnake.SoS AO Caslc.ct.Dasel 86(01 96
•nre.. 1 96(02 06
Saltpetre.8 ©121

Senna...85080'
seed....
4®oi
Cardamons .1 5002 *5

ciauarv

Naval Stores.

Xar ^bbl. ..2 7603 00
Coat tar... .6 0C&5 26
Pitch.2 7f>0»OO
Wii. Pitcn..a7503oo
Roam.. 0004 00
Tupentme. tf&i.. 31.049
7
Oaitum....
&8

6,262.36 Soda, tij’-carl>3%,fc<3%
Sal.2%@3
$192,7:6.50 Suphur.StHSiVj
Sugar iead.20022
At the annual meeting of the trustees VV kite wax.... 50@65
on.
uoi. pine
6V408
in December, it was voted to make a Ar
anllla.Dean.. 8160201 LlnseeG.42044
Boiiea.,.44 048
Duck.
reduction in the rate of board of 25 cents
60077
No 1.32 Sperm.
per week, to go into eSeet March 1, 1897. No 3.28 Whale.4&®5+
From this reduction our earnings have No 10.20, Banc.36040
ber 30, 1897,

been

reduced

and our financial
decrease of $7,192,

$6,200,

a
statement shows
which is accounted for by tho reduction
of our income and the increased cost of
supplies, which is fuily 10 per cent more

than last year.
The farm and garden as earning departments, show a reduced profit of nearly
Crops
$3,000, due largely to the season.
were light
and poor; potatoes an entire
failure.
The new boiler house and heating apto
paratus have been sufficiently tested
justify the large expenditure. The steam
chimney of 180 feet^in height attracts the
attention of the public who visit Augus-

ta, and, while it is ornamental,
by its purpose in an economical
Its mechanism, ail combustible
materials are consumed; and

it fulfills
sense; for

gases and
in conseof
its
the
of the
inmates
quence
height
hospital are not disturbed by any debris
that usually passes through the chimney.
'■Vo are proud oi our work, and consider
it one of the best monuments of good
judgment that has entered into our official administration. Tho report is signed
by Frederick Kobie, president, K. B.
Khcpherd, Mrs. A. B. Smith, J. S.
(J. S. Pearl and P. O. Vickery,
trustees.

lOoz.13 I Shore.. 80035
8 oi.16
I Porgie.. .80®35
60(006
Gunpowder—Shot. Lard.
Blasting; .3 2603 50 Castor.l 1001 20
,4 6u06|25 Neatsfoot
46C006
porting.
Cropsnct.25 fcs. .1 26 Klarne.igj
Buck. b. BB. :
Palate.
I. XT. 9.150
LeadPure groimd.5 6006 00
6 oi)®6 oo
Pressed.tl4®lb Rea...
Loose Hav
®3%
*1O0$14 Eng Yen Red3
Zinc-a
Am
straw, earlot5*lo®12
0007 00
Iron.
Rochelle...
.2%
...

...

Common_i%®2
Refined
1%®2V4
Norway.... 8S404
—

Last steel..
8 a 10
Herman steel.(B3V*

shoesteel.©g
sneer

H-C.

£ron_
.4y~@»

Rise
Domestic. 4% @7
Salt.
Tks ls.lb hdl 7502 25
i 60®1 80
Liverpool
Dia’md Crys. bbl 2 26
Hftleratut.
Saleracus
.6@5%
...

Hen.Ruosial3Vi®14
Spice®.
Amerl'enRusslaii(ffll2 Cassia, pure.... 19@20
Mace.
1 00
Kalv.5VS07
leather

New York—
l ight...25®26
.Mia weight... .k5®2«:

Nutmegs.65® 65

Pepper.14® 16

Cloves.14® 16
Gtn.ger.i7f§j81
Heavy. ..2ri@2<sj
Starch.
used d’me.... .230241 Laundry.4%®5
Onion packs.. .360371 Gloss.6%®7%
am. call.... fioffil.ooi
Tobacco.
**
1
Btst brands... .50@G0
load,
Sheet.
@7 Medium.30®40
6108.
061 Common.26®30
7%®8 Naturaiat
..60&70
Zinc..
Gram Quotations.

Steamship Mongolian, (Br) Braes, Liverpool
U & A Allan.
Steaihsuip John Lnglis, Bragg, New York—
J B Coyle.
Sell Independent, Case, coal port— J S Winslow & Co.
SAILKD—Steamer Mongolian* schs Alicia B
Crosby, William Johnson, Mattie J Alles, and
Charlie Bueki.
SUNDAY. Jail 2.
Arrived.

Steamship Arcadia. (Ger) Pietsch. Boston, to
load for Hamburg.
Steamship Manhattan, Bennett, New York—
passengers and mdse to J i> Coyle.
Tug Kate Jones, towing sciir Lila M Willey,

3 35.
Cattle—recetms 13,000: steady, firm; beeves
3 80@6 25 cows and heifers 2 00@4 60: Texas
steers 8 30 04 26: Btocaers aun feeders 3 20@
4 26.
Slicep—receipts 7,COO: strong. I

Boston. Jan 1—Steamer Rockland, owned by
the Boston and Bangor Steamboat Co, has been
p rchased by Capt O A Crockett, and will be
placed .in service between Rockland and Binhill.

Markets.

EXCHANGE DISPACHTES.

Cape Race 31st. steamer Quesenmore.
Cross, Portland ior Bristol.
Passed

Portland and feoothbay Sieamooai Os Boston & fviss.ne
OFFICE

GOING WEST.

Cashier's Office. (Sundays excepted.) 7.30 a j
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as folm. to 7.30 p. m.: Money order department. 9.00 ! lows:
a. in. to 6.00 p. m.: Registry department, 9.00 a.
EAST BOOTH BAY for PORTLAND, Monin. to 6.00 p. in.
days aad Fridays, at 7.15 a. r.i.. touching at
South Bristol, and Booth hay Harbor,
General Delivery, (Sundays excepted.) 7.30
for PORTLAND, Wednesdays!
a. m. to 7.00 p. m.
Sundays 9.00 to lo.oo a. iu., atPRMAQUii)
G.00 a. in., touching at above landings,
1.00 to 2.00 p. m.
GOING K AST.
Carriers' Deliveries, (Sundays excepted.)—In
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Thursdays j
business section of the city between High and
India streets at 7.00. 9.oo and 11.oo a. m.T 1.30 and and Saturdays for
•Boothbuy Harbor, South Bristol,
5 p. m.; in other sections at 8.00 a. in., 1.30 p. in.
and Kast Gouthlmy,
Sunday delivery at Office window, y.oo to io.oo
PORTLAND at 7.uo a. in. Tuesdays
Leave
a. m., 1.00 to 2.00 p. in.
Collections from street
boxes at 7.00 and li.oo a. in., 4.oo and 8.00 p. m. for PEMAQUID and above landings.
ALFRED RACE, Manager
octSOdtf
Sundays, 6.00 p. m. only.
ARRIVAL

AND

DEPARTURE

OF

MAILS.

Boston, Southern and Western, intermediate
offices and connections via. Boston & Maine
railroad (Eastern Division.) Arrive at 12.20,
5.00 and li.oo p. 111.; close 7.45 a. m., 12.OO m.,
Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.
5.15 and 9.00 p. m.; Sundays, arrive 1.00 p. m.,
Week day time table, commencing Sunday,
close 3.30 and 9.00 p. in.
Nov. 28, 1897.
Boston, Southern and Western, and intermediate offices and connections, via Boston^ el F'-r For^ht Cltv Lanrtiua, Peabs' Island.
5.30, 6.40. 8.00. a. m., 2.16, 4.20 6.15 p. IE.
Maine railroad. (Western division)—Arrive at
For Ponce's Lauding, Long island, 8.00,
10.45 a. ill., 5.30 and 8.30 p. m.; close 6.00 and 7.45 !
a. m.,2.15 p. in.
a. in. and 2.30 p. m.
For Trefetlien’s Landing, Little and Great
Kastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
Diamond Islands 8.00. a. 1U.. 2.15, 4.20 p. m.
2.00 and 4.00 a. in., 12.50 and 0.15 i>. m.; close
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboat Co.
10.30 a. in.,12.30 and 9.00 p. m.
line discontinued for the season.
sept24du
C. W. T. CODING. Gen. Man.
Augusta, intermediate offices and connections I
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
9 00 a. m, 12.50 and 6.15 p. 111.; close at 0.00 and
10.30 a. m.,12.30, 4.15 ana 9.00 p. in.
Farmington, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at
1.00 and 6.30 p. m.; close at 7.45 a. m. and 12.30
p. m.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP USE.
Rockland, intermediate offices and connections via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive
12.50 and 6.15 p. in.; close at 6.00 a. m. and 12.3 >
1

close at 12.30 p. m.
Island Pond, Jintermediate offices and
connections, via Grand Trunk Railway-Arrive at 8.45,11.30 a. in.. 6.15 p. id. ; Sundays 8.45
a. m.; close at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and 5.30 p. m.
Sundays 5.00 p. in.
Gorham, N. II., intermediate offices and connections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at
8.45 and 11.30 a. m., and 6.15 p. m.; Sundays 8.45
a. m.. close at 7.30 a. m., 12.30. 5.30 p. m.
Sundays at 7.00 a. m. and 5.00 p. m.
Montreal—Arrive at 8.45. 11.30 a. m. and 6.15
p. m.. close at 12.30, 5.30 p. m.
Sunday close
5.00 p. in,
&wanton, Vt., intermediate offices and connections, via Mountain Division M. C. R. 11.—
1.00 p. ni.;

DOMINION LINE.
Royal Mail Steamers— Liverpool Service.

From

From
-Steamers.Portland.
Tlnirs. Jan. 1, Scotsman, Wed. Jan. 19 1 p.m
Tliurs, Jan. 15, Labrador, Wed. Feb. 2 1 p.m
Boston Service,

Liverpool.

TO

LIVES! POOL

VIA.

QUEENSTOWN.

CANADA, JANUARY

15.

First Cabh), $50.00 and upwards.
Return
$ico and upwards according to steamer and accommodations.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Return $66.75 and $78.40, according to steamer
and accommodations.
Sie«ra«ie, to Liverpool, London.
London,
derry, Glasgow. Queenstown and Belfast
$22 50 and $25.50 according to steamer.
Apply to J. B. Keating, 51 1-2 Exchange
street, T. P. McGowan, 418 Congress street, J.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Torrance & Co., general
agents, foot of India
street.
<leo2Sdtf

THOl SO MU JM jj.
PORTLAND
LONDON j_ DIRECT.
S. S.

Geroaa, 5000 tons, Pec 31st
Jan. 7tli
Fremona, 4500 “
“
“
14th
Ccrvona, 7000
And weekly thereafter.

Special attention given to the carriage of
Cheese, Butter, Apples and Perishable Cargo.
For all

Saturday.

u.-io

t*.

aii.

information apply to

Thj HOBERT REFORG CO., Limited,
Commercial St, Portland, Me.

septas

close 6.80 and 11.30 a. m. and 5.30 p. m.
South Portland and Willard—Arrive at 7.30.
11.00 a. m, 8.00p. m.; close 6.30 a. m., l.oo and
3.00 p. m.
Pleasantdale and Cash Comer—Arrive 7.30
and 11.15 a. m. and 4.30 p. m.; close 7.30 a. m.
and 1.00 and 6 00 p. m.

f'APT

p. m,;

Liverpool

MAIL

Portland, tailing
Londonderry.

From

Liv»rpool_Steamshlp

2 Dee.
■1 Dec.
16 Dec.
20 Dec.
HO Dec.

Numhiiaii.

Is
the

18 Dee.
U2 Dec.
1 Jan.

18 Jan.

i'ansisn.
i aurentian.

15 Jan.

Staterooms

The Saloons and

tricity

_Portland.

Carthaginian,
Mongolian,

tral part, where
out.

From

lea t

in the cenis felt.
Elec-

are

motion

iightlr.;: the ships throughlights being at the commaud of the
ased for

passengers at any hour of the night. Music
Rooms and Smoking Ponies on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam.
Kates of pa;,sago $52.50 to;$7U.GO. A reSuction Is made on Hound Trip Tickets.
Second Cabin—Xo .Liverpool, London and
Londonderry, $84-.oO and $36.25;
return,
$66.76 and $09.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for the voyago $22.60 and $23.50.
For tickets or ltrailer information apply to
T. p. McUOWAft. 41S Congress St., J. B.
KEATING, 61Vs Exchange St., II. & A. ALLAN, Montreal S3 stalest., Boston,and Portland.
Jly31dtJ

May
92V»

2*4
May.
29%
29%

3rd. 1838.

fTIA«

If

Bucksport.

8.80 a m. For Danville Jc. fPoland Springs.!
Mechanic
Falls. Ruraford
Lew.
Falls.
tston Wlnthrop, Oakland, Readfleld. Water*
ville. Livermore Falls. Fannini'Can and-Philhnu
n.iua. m. tor Gray, New
Gloucester, Danville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
ll.2b;i- m. Express tor Brunswick. Bath, Ai>
Watervllle. nttsfleM. BjfingonBuoksport,
arbor.iGreenvllle and Aroostook County*
via
B. & A. R. R. for Houlton. "Woodstock*
St. Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vanoeboro
and St. John.
l.io p. m. Meehanlo Falls, Rumford Falls,
Bemis, Dahvllle Jc„ Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington. Kingfield. Carrabasset, Phillips
and Rangeley, wtathroo, Oakland,
Bingham
Watervllle and SkowhegaJn.
1.15 p. m. For Freeport, Brunswick,
Au
gusta.
Bath.
Rockland and
Boothtvvy.
all
stations
on
Knox
the
and
Lincoln division, Watervllle, Skdwhegan, Belfast Hartland, Dover and Foxeroft, Greenville, Bangor, Old town and Mattawamkeag.
6.10 v.
m. For Brunswick. Bath.
Lisbon
Falls, Richmond, Gai diner, Augusta and
Watervllle.
5.16 p. m. For
New Gloucester, Danville
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick, Bath. Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
via Old Town. Bar HarDor, Bucksport.
county
St. Stephen, SL
Andrews, St .John and
Aroostook County via Vanceboro, Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxeroft
or beyond
Bangor. Sleeping cars to 8t Johil.

HftW

STAGE MAILS.

Bowery Beach—Arrive at 5.30 p. m.; close at
p. ra.
Cape Elizabeth and Knightvillc—Arrive at
7.30 a. in. and 5.30 p. m.; close at 6.00 a. m. and

For further particulars apply to
j. h. McDonald,
158 Commercial street,
Tclephole 46-3.
decijidtf

touching

at all

n

landings.

2.00 p. m.
Duck Pond, Pride's

Corner, Windham., No.
Windham, Raymond and South Casco—Arrive
a. m.: close at 2.00 p. m.

at 10.30

ISLAND MAILS.

Peaks Island—Arrive at 10.00 a. ra.;close 1.0
p.

ra.

Long on/T Chcbeague Islands—Arrive at 9.00

in.; close at 1.30 p. ra.
Cousin'8 Island- Arrive at 9.3
1.30 p. ra.

a.

0

a.

m.; clos

THE DAILY PRESS
One, Sundays Excepted.

THIS

at

January

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 10.00 a.
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for
Lowell’s Cove. Orr’s Island; Card's Cove. Poor’s
Point. East Harpswell; Small Point, Ashdale
Sebasco, Phippsburg aud Cundy’s Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
7.00 a. in., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,

dtf

SKAMERg.

In effect Nov. 14. 1897.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a m. For Brunswick. Bath, Rockland,
Augusta. Water ville, Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls.
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

in..

I>ax!y

and

MAINE CENTRAL R. R,

i.-w <iuu u.uy

ALLAN LINE
_ROYAL

jSConuects

Steamer “Percy ^7”

Cumberland Mills. Gorham and Westbrook
in.

after

Can always bn found at tha periodic,
stores

J. H.

Vickery,

221

Spring

AXD PALATIAL STKAMBK9

BAY STATE AftQ PORTLAND,

of:

leave Franklin Wharf. Portland. every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving hi
for connection with earliest trains for

alternately

E. W. Roberts,
3 00 Congress street.
A. B. Merrill.
247
M
406
E. K. Sprague,
*'
K. G. Fessenden, 626
604
W. H. Jewett.
660
I. A. Libby.
F. A. Jeliiaon, 935 Congres street
Chas Aslit n..947y3 Congress street
J. i*. Ilaimen, 135 Congress street.
J. J. Beardwcrth. 87 India street
P. H. Erskiue. 43 Middle street.
L. 1). J. Perkins, 2 Exchange street.
S. P. Dennis, 419 Commercial streot
i. 3. Colo, Cor. Boyd and Oxiord street
J. W, Peterson, 177 Middle street.
W. L. Crane, 76 Exchange street.
Westman Xt West. 93 and 96 Commercial
Join 11. Aileu, 3Siyi Congress street.
Deiinel&Co, 646 Congress
G. J. Hodgson, 961/2 Portland street
T. M. G ienuening, Long island.
F. L. Brackett Peaks island.
J. V. Hannon, 1116 Congress street
J. II. Whitmsn til hoc, 422 Congress street
II. M. Butler, 68 Pine street.

White Mountain Division*

For Brldgton. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis
8.45 a.

season

points beyond.

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Wortest*New York, eto.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. E. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Sept. 1. 1897.

International

Steamship

FOR

SU3DAY TRAINS.
Paper train for Brunswick. Augusta. "Waterrille and Bangor.
12.50 p. m.
Tram for Bracswtck, Lewiston,
Bath. Augusta. Watervllle, and Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeping cars
7.20

Co.

---

[or

and all parts ol New Brunswick. Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Capo Breton. Tilt
favorite route to Campobello and SL Andrews,
N. B.
Winter As'i'smgisfnscnr.
On and after Monday,i>ec. 2oth. steamer will
leave' Portland on Mondays at 5 p. m.
Returning leave St.John aud Eastport Thurs-

a. m.

all points.

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans. Brldgton.
6.25 a. m.; Lewistcm and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
"Waterviile and Augusta. 8.35 turn.;
i.m.:
Bangor, and Augusta dally and week days from
Sockfauid. 12.23 p. xa.; Kingfield.
Farm

Phillips

ingtou. Bemis. Klimford Fahs. Lewiston, 12.30
o. m; LewLiou and way stations 3.25 p. m.: 8t
John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County.Moosenead
Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.m.; Rangeley, Farming*
ton.RumfordFaUs, Lewteton, 6.55 p. ntiChioago
and Montreal and all white Mountain points
3.10 p.m.; dally Dora Bar Harbor, BAngor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. ro. daily-, Halifax,
SL. Jouu. BarHarbur, WaterylUe and Augusta, 3.60 a. m., except Monday

days.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination. [^“Freight received up to 4.00
p.

m.

and all points west.
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Cornish. Fryeburg.
Bridgton. North Conway. F'abyans, Lancaster,
Lunenburg, st Johnsbufy. Newport, sberbrook. Montreal and Toronto.

Eastport, Lufcsc. 0a‘al3, St. irn. N.B.,Kalitax, N.S*

street.

Mrs. A. McKenzie, cor. Spring and Clark
DEC 31, 1897.
Cap;. Long. 4S Portland Pier.
NEW YORK—The Flour market—receipts
W. Hunt, 8 Custom Douss Wliart
G.
sales
3000 packages; market is
33 563 bb!s;
Memoranda.
John Cox. 28 Monument souare,
quiet.
the Florist 663 Congress street
Dennett,
Gloucester.
Jan.
1—A
frozen
Mass,
herring
Fiour quotations—city mills patents at 5 66®
J. F. Hutchinson. 12 Elm street
6 86; winter patents 4 60@6 lb:city nulls clears scheme, which promises to be a most profitable
rail.ro ads.
Peter Tliims. Forest Avenue.
venture,
is
on fool and will soon be put in opera6
ents a 4Usp> 40; witer straits 4
@4 75 ; Minn, tion.
Also at the news stands in the Falmouth.
The reirigerator barque Tillid, owned at
pats i> lows ,0: do bakers 4 20@4 iO.
Preble, Congress Square and Hutted States hoport, will be sent to Newfoundland fora
Wheat—receipts 19,066 bush: sales 740,000 this
and Grand Trunk and Union Depots.
tels,
of frozen herring.
It
The Consolidated
bush: opened sironge, and advanced; Mch »s cargo
can also be obtained ot Chisholm Bros., A
Refrigerator Company have the enterprise In
gams
(aOtO-ic; May 93 it-i6c: July ateBs/s@5fcc.
on
all
trains ol the Maine Central dm„i
hand and will procure a tug to tow the barque
Bye steady— o 2 Western —.
ana Portland is Bochester railroads and of
to Newfoundland and back.
Corn—receipts 18,625 bush: sales 40,000 bu;
agemson any of the Boston Trains.
Rockland. Jan 1—Sch Nevada, Spencer, from
nuiet, strong; May 34Y3 0.3GC.
The Pitsss can also betound at the
Boston for Sandy Point, went ashore on Griffin
following
Oats—receipts 150,000 bush; sales 00.000 Island
Auburn—J v. Haskell.
night of 31st, during a snow storm, and
SUt!sort S'oot of frctole St.
bush; steady;Jlay —; track white 29@33y2e.
bottom
and
F.
remains,
broken
hold
of
water.
full
Augusta—J.
Pierce,
Beet s*eaav; family 10 00@11 rO; extra mess
On and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger
She lias a cargo of feed, which is ruined.
Batli—.John O. Shaw.
8 00B8 50; packed 9 00010 UO.
will Leave Portland:
£3
Berlin Falls .N. H.—C. S. Clark.
Vineyard-Haven. Jan 1— Brig Arcot, Dins- trains
Pork steady; new mess at 8 6o®9 00; tamlLor
Worcestei, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Biddeford—A. M. Burnham.
Kitir\!7i +1 A r.V,
more, from Black River, Ja, for Boston, which
at
7.30
m.
Windham
and
a.
and
12.30
Epping
W. T. Bardsiey.
arrived at this port to-day, reports heavy gales
Lard stronger :prlme western steam $ Bnom.
p. m.
tne past seven days from all points of the comBrldgton—A. W. Ingalls.
For Manchester. Concord and points North at
Butter—receipts 3.422 Dcltages; steady; state
Brunswick—F. P. Shaw.
lost
feresall.
pass
;
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
dairy 13.»20c; state leream at 16@21Vic; WesSch Wm KPark, Lake, from Boston for Phila- For
Cape ElizabelU—Dyer & Jose.
ern do 15®2ac; Klgins at 22c; lactory at 12
Rochester, Spriugvale, Alfred, WaterCumherland Mills—II. G. start
delphia, while getting under way from Nantasboro
and Saco River at 7.30 a m., 12.30 and
Bl£c.
Camden—Fred Lewis.
ket Roads 1st. drifted ashore on Toddy Rocks.
3337
6.36
m.
Cheese—receipts
pekages; steady; large She was towed off a few hours
p.
J. B. Gould.
later, apparently For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.46 a m., 12.30, 3.00,
white atavse: small white 9 as Vi
Cornish—E LBrown.
and proceeded,
uuiujured
m.
6.35
6.20
firm'
and
State
p.
Eggs—receipts 4,043 packages;
Deeiinst—N.
J. Scanlon,
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
and Penn S2@26Vic; Westoru t20<aS24c.
Deerling Center—A. A. McCon*.
Domestic Ports.
Junction and Woodfords at 7.30, 9.45 a.m.,
Sugar—raw strong; fair refining 3 3-lKe; CenDamariscotta—E. VV. Dunoar.
12.30, 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. El.
trifugal 96test4Vic; refined strong: Crushed at
NEW YORK—Ar 30tb. sch Druid, Hutchins,
Fairfield—E. H. Evans.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
5% c; Powdered n 7-lGc; Granulated 6V*c.
Thomastou; Thomas Garland, Colemau, South
Farmington—B. P. While Si Co.
at
Junction with "Lloosac Tunnel Route”
Petroleum dull.
Ayer
Amboy for Boston.
Freeport—A. W. Mitoiieu.
Coffee dull, steady; No 7 at 6%.
Ar 31st, schs .John K Souther, Carver, Port for the West and at Union Station. Worcester,
Fryeburg—A. C. Frye.
for lh'ovidence and New York, Via “Providence
Spirits Turnentlne easier.
for
Kdw
SaStewart.
Tampa
Carteret;
Kent,
Fryeburg—J. T, Whitmore.
Molasses steady ;New Orleans 26@31.
tilla Kivler: Win E Downes, Marshall, Newport Line” lor Norwich and New York, via “NorGardiner—Bussell Bros.
Rice quiet; domestic 4Va@6i4c.
News; Wm Jones, McLean. Norfolk for Port- wich Line” with Boston and Albany R. R. for
Green's Landing—8. W. Fifielfi.
tile West, and with the New York all rail via
Freights quiet,
land; Edith L Allen, Darrab, Port laud for PhilaGorham—L. J. Lermoud.
ltosln steady, quiet.
“Springfield.”
N. H.—8. M. Leavitt St Son.
delphia.
Trains arrive ill Portland from Worcester
Tallow quiet; city 3 9-16@3% ; country SVs
Old 31st. barque Rose limes, Colcord. Rio JaKennebnnk—J. H. Otis.
at 1.30 p. in.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.. 1.30
@3%.
sch
Laura
C
neiro;
Kennebunkport—C. E. Miller.
Anderson, Potter Fernan- and 5.52
p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
dina.
Livermore Falls—C. Newman.
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
10.50 a. 111., 1.30. 4.15, 5.52 p. m.
Shi
firm.
Lewiston—Chandler & Winshin.
Flour
1st, ships Chailenger, for Chefoo; Benj
For tickets tor all points West and South apWheat-No spring 88c; No 3 do at 75®8ec; Sewall, lor Baltimore; schs Estelle Phinney, ply to T. F. MeGILL1
Long Island—Hughey Bros.
CUDDY, Ticket Agent,
Edith
L
2
Corn—No
at 27fs27M)C. Baltimore;
Limerick—S. A. C. Grant.
No 2 Rod 93@96c.
Allen, Philadelphia; Mag- Portlond, Me.
Falls—Merrill & Denning.
Mechanic
Oats—No 2 at 2 % a23c: No 3 white fo bat gie C Hart, Fernamlimp: Edward Smith, NorJ.
W.
PETERS. Supt.
jeSodtf
folk
J
W
;
2
f
o
b
at
Hawthorn,
No. Doering—A. Noyes.
Charleston; Geo E Dudley
23%@2 VSr ;No White
24v«@2t%c; Norfolk.
North Stratford HH.-J. C. Huohtlns,
No 2 rye 4«Vic. No 2 Bariev fob 27Vs@3sc
Passed Hell Gate 31st, schs Ella Francis, fm
Norway—F. P. Stone.
No 1 Flaxseed 1 18@1 22; Prime Timothy seed
New York for
A. 0. Noyes Co.
2 <',6. Mess pork at 7 B7 %(g,8 to. Lard 4 72
;
Rocklana; John J Perry, do for
Salem.
4
70.
Old
Orchard—Fogg & Libby.
sides
salted
meats—
short rib
46@4
Dry
BOSTON- Ar Slst. schs .T W Belano, Wilson,
Kicnmond—A. K, Milled.
shoulders 4%@4% ; short clear sides at 4 75a
Falls—H. L. Elliot'.
Bumford
4 3j
Jacksonville; Edward Rich. Paschal, Rockport.
••
—C. A. Clifford
Ar 3St, sch Geo F Keene.Getchell. New York ;
Butter firm; creamry at 15@21c; dairy at 12
New Mexico,
a
To
& Carr.
California.
Ariuui
ltocklar.d—Dnnu
Kinney, coastwise.
®i8c. Cheese quiet SioiBVaO. Eggs linn; fresh
r
Arizona and Texas.
A. J. Huston.
cm 1st, sell Sarali E Palmer. Wliittier. coal x
22C.
leave Washing- X
X
Sunset
Excursions
H.
Tourist
Sanford—F.
Wingate.
port;
Young
Brothers, Kaynor. Norfolk.
Receipts—Flour, 16.000 tibia; wheat 78,000
X ton, D. <J., every Wednesday and Saturday, x
old 1st, barque Clara K
Skowhegan—BIxby & Buck.
MeGilvery, Halifax;
bus; corn 368,000 bush; oats 489.000 bush;
Through sleepers to San Francisco without C5
South Portland—J. F. Mernman.
Arlington, for Axlm. Af; sells Ella F Willey, Y change through
New Orleans and the semi- •
rye 17.000 hush; barley 38.000 hush.
"
H. Bicker & Son.
the South. Personal Con- +
Shipments—Flour 22,000 bbls; wheat 2,000 Portland: Josephine Ellfcott, southern port;
Louth Wiudham—J. W. Bead.
rters through. 5 days to San A
coal port; S E Palmer, do.
bush; corn 66,000 bush; oats 491,000 bush;
to
Los
D.
Angeles, 8X days to X
i'H
South Paris—A.
Sturtevaut.
LKUNs WICK—Sid 3ist, sch E C Yarnell,
rye soon bush; barley 22.00'j bush.
id Arizona,
days to Texas, x
South Paris—F. A. Shurtleff.
Bowen. Philadelphia.
for occupancy Tuesday night y
8T. LOUIS—Wheat—No 2 red cash elevator
South Waternoro— G. C. Downs.
eel,
S
National
BALTiMOKE-ArSlst.
John
Deering,
>\v
the
capital
(with♦
at afic; track at 96c; Dee C bide; Jan 95v<e;
Saco—H. B. Kendricks lit Co.
vvoodland, from Jacksonville.
:e) on Wednesday morning.
4>
2 Hard cash 87c.
E. L. Preble.
May at 96% : July at 81 Vs ;No
on, tickets and reservations, a
M Haynes, for Clenfuegos.
Sr
r0,11
Flour very amet: pats at 4 70@4s6; straits
South Bristol— N. W. Gamage.
BLUEHIU,—SM 31st, sell Hazel Hell, for
X
at * s5@4 50; clear 4 00'«4 26 imedivm at 3 60. New York.
Pac.
Co
Thomaston—E. Walsh.
E. A. So.
9 State Stroet, BOSTON. X
Vina! Haven—A. B. VlnaL
@3 76.
HAl’.IEN—Cld 31st, sch Carrie A Norton,
T. P. A. So. Ry..
2
W aldoboro—Geo. Bliss.
Corn—No 2 cash at 28Vic; Dec at 26%: May Wylie, New
228 Washington St., EOSTON. ^
York.;
Waterville—W. D. Spalding.
—c; July 28VsC.
.TT. Eaat'n Pass. Agt. So. Ry.
$
EEKNAND1NA—Sid
sch Normandy,
31st,
track
at
elev
2
oash
23%
28c;
@
NEW
YORK.
Westbrook—VV.
B. Booth’,iy.
Oats—No
271 Broadway,
^
Merry, Barbados; Alice Archer, Gibbs, New
24c; Dec 23 ;May 24V*4s24%0: No 2 white 25. York,
Woodfords—Chapman & Wyman.
Varmouthvllle—G.
Howard Humphrey.
KEY WEST—Sailed 31sr. barque Levi S Ar.DETROIT—Wheat—No l Whttet 91 %C; No 2
<od4m
nov29
Red 91 ‘k c: Doc —c; May 91 % c. |
Wheeter. Apalachicola.
Corn—No 2 mixed at 30c.
MOBILE—Sid 31st, sch Kate S Flint, laplcy,
Oats—No 2 white 26V40.
Y<irk Scotia, lor New York.
-N«'y,
Eve—No 2 at 48.
NOitEOLK—Sid SUtli, sch Lizzie Carr, PortTOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash and Dec 93%e; land.
WHERE WILL YOU CO
Cld 31st, sch Nellie T Morse. Goldtlnvoite, for
why not try
May at u ¥*c bid.
THIS WINTER?
Martinique and Demerarn.
Corn—No 2 mixed cash 28c.
NEW
Dat™,
L
LONDON-Ar
B
2
mixed
23c.
sell
oats dull—No
31st,
Grearson. Now York for Calais; Hattie H Barlive—No 2 at 460.
bour, Er8kiue, Port Heading lor New Bedford;
Cloverseed—prime cash and Dee —.
Mary E Morse, Newbury fm Newport News Mow runs SEMI-WEEKLY between CHICAGO,SI'. LOUIS, and SAX FKAXCISPO
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—December at 89c; for
do.
Via Chicago & Alton It. It.—St;, tou s, Mon Alt. & Southern K. tt.—Texas k
May at 898*@69% ; July at 88c; No 1 hard at
Sid 31st, sells Decora, Berry, Lubecfor N’ew
1
at
Northern
90%c.
ylVtc; No
Pacific it. It and Southern Pacific it, It.
York; Nellie Eaton, Gal Is fordo; Charles E.
Flour unchanged.
For full information, free illustrated pamphlet*, maps and time tables, also '.invest rates,
Balch, Crocker. Allyns Point for Baltimore.
HasDULUTH—Wheat—No 1 Northern cash at
and
tickets
baggage checked, apply to nearest agent of intv of *li ; »bov«
NOBSKA—lYissed 1st. sch J B Holden,
sleeping-car
ltCCl3 Sl&Tliti
fi-iuieti cjinjifuiieSt
SOVisc; Dec 90ysc; May 91 Vs ;July 89c.
-kell. from Darien for Boston.

NKW

New York,

Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. O.P.S1 A.. Boston.
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, Porkland.

STEAMBOAT CO.
ana

Newbury,

tOoniieets with Ball Linos for

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT
On

Portsmouth.

South and West
TUaily except Monday.
with 8ound Lines for New York.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union

commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. JB. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
General
Manager, 8S) State Stn Flslte Building, Boston,
Mass.
ocn&dtf

Arrive at 8.40 p. m.; close at 7.45 a, m.
Bartlett, N. II, intermediate offices and connections via Mountain Division M. C. R. R.—
Arrive at 9.00a. m. and 8.40 p.m.: close at 7.45
a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
Rochester, N. H., intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Rochester railroad—
Arrive at 1.45 and 6.00 p. m.; close at G.30 and
and 11.30 a. m.
lownit/ujtjjt.i

Blddeford.

port. Salem. Rynn. Boston. 2.00 A m_ 1.00
p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.57 A m.. 4.16 a to.
Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 A to., 7.00
p. in.
Arrive, In Portland, 1S.2S,
10.80
p. ra.

From Central Wharf, Boston. 3 p.m. From
Fine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. H. R. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

2.00

TO

EASTERN DIVISION.

Way Stations, 9 A m.; Eiddefnrd,
Portsmouth, Newturyport, Salem, Rynn,
Boston, +2.00, t9.00 A m., {l.Oo. +6.10
1). m.
Afrive in Boston, 6.57 A to., 12.50,
4.1.-).
9.25
m.
p.
Leave
for
Boston,
Portland, 7.80. 9.00 A m., 12.30, 7.00,
p. ra. Arrive Portland, 11.50 .a. m.. 12.15.
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

From Boston ectj Wednesday and Saturday,
from Phtlafe piUa eery Wednesday and

in.

effect Oct. 4th, 1897.
Trains leave Union
tor Scarbor*
Station,
Ci-oasing, lo.OOa. m« 6.15, 6.20 D.m.; Scarbo*
ro Reach, Pine Point, 7.00. 10.00 a. m.. 3.3(1
5.16, 6.20. p. m.; Old Orchard. Saco, Bi«fe
dcford, 7.00, 8.4U. 10 00 a. m., 12.45, S.3Q,
6.15, 6.20 p. in.; Kennebcnfe. 7.00. 8.40 &. nj.f
12.45.3.30. 6.16 ,6.20 p. ni.; Kennebnnkport,
7.00.
8.40. ;uTn.. 12.45, 8.30, 6.1
p. nu;
Wells Beach 7.00.8.40 a. m., 3.30. 5.15 p.
North Berwick, fjoinorswo th, Dover.T 4,06.
7.0V, 8.40 A m.,
12.45, S.30, 6.15 a m.|
Rochester. 7.00. 8.40 a m., 12.45, 3.E0 p. m.;
Farmington. Alton Bay, 8.40 A ro. 13.46,
”■30 p. m.; North*- n oir., Rakeport. Leeonia. Plymouth, 8.4o A m.. 12.46 p. m.:
Worcester, via Somersworth. 7.00 A m.;
Manchester, Concord. Tla Rockingham
Junction,
7.00 ft. m..
3.80
p.
m.;
Rockingham
Junction, Rxeter, Haver.
itllJ. Lawrence. Rowell, Boston, +04.05.
+7.00.
+8.40 a.
m„ 612.45,
3,30 p. m.
Arrive In Boston, 7.25, 10,16 a m..
12.60,
4.22. 7.25. p. m. Leave Boston for Port*
land, 5.69. 7.30, 8.00. 8.30 a. in.. 1.00, 4.16,
Arrive Portland.
p. m.
10.13, 11.00 A
m., 12.00, 12.20. 5.00, 8.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Searboro
Beach. Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Bindeford, Kennebunk. Weils
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. m.; North Uerwiok,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence. Rowell, Boston. 4.05 a. in.. 12.65, 4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. in.. 5.28, 8.46 p. m. Reave
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Portland 7.10 a. ni.
For

BOSTON and PHILADELPHIA.

Skowhegan, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at

STEAMSHIPS.

BAY STEAMBOAT GO.

CASCO

p.
OCEAN

HOURS.

R.

ft.

1;

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

m.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other imormatiou, at Company's Office,
Railroad Wharf, loot oi State street
j. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
H. P. C. HEItSEY Agent
sep20dt£

GEO. F. EVANS. C
F. E. BOOTH
PorUand, Nov. 14.1827.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

Portland & Rumford Fads

?Jew York Direct Line.

R'y.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships Manhattan and John fEnglis
alternately leave Franklin whart Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at G p. m., for New
York direct. Returning, lleave Pier M, East
River. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
5

In Effect Nov. 15, 1897.
DEPARTURES.
M. and l.lo P. M. From Union Station
for Poland, Mechatflo Falls. Buckfleld. Canton, Dli Held, Eumlord Falls.
8.30 a. m„ 1.10 anil 545 p. m.
From Union
Station for.Meniaiilo Falls and intermediate
stations.
l.io train makes close connections at Bumford Falls for Bemls and all stations on K. F.
& R. L. R. R,
8.30 A.

u. in.

These steamers are superbly fitted .and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
convenient and comfortable route between
Portland and New York.
Fare, one way, $4 00; round trip, ,?6.00,
Merchants’ and Buyers’ round trip tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of
N. Y.,ouiy $5.00.
J. F. LISCOMB.General Ageut.
oot-ldtf
«!. it. OOYLE. Treasurer.

Through Tickets

on

Sale.

••

IIARPSAVEEL STEAMBOAT CO.

••

a

|Tourist

Sleeping Cars!

I;of
The

Luxurious

Beginning October 1st, 1SD7, steamer Aucociswill leave Portland Pier, Portland, dally, Sundays excepted, as follows;
For Long and Chebeague Islands, Harpswell,
Bailey's and Orr's island, 2.00 p. m.
For Cliff Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays, 2.oo p. m.
Return for Portland-Leave Orr’s Island, bv
way of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive Portland, iu<o a. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Mgr.
dtf
sepii

R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,

Falmouth and

MONDAY, October
On and after
trains will run as lutiows.

Portland, Maine.
E. L. EOVEJOY, Superintendent.
jel8 dtfRumford Falls. Maine.

co

Freeport

Steamers.

For Auburn and Lewiston 7.05. 8.00 a. m ;
l. 80. 4.00, G.OOp. m.
For Gorham, Berlin and Island Pond 8.00 a.
m.
1.30 aud 6.00 p. nt.
For Montreal and Chicago 8.00 a. <n.; and
0.00 p. m.
For Quebec 8.00 a. m. and.6.00 p. in.

Freeport

So.

lie turn—Leave Fa •mouth. *8.15 a. in., leave
Cousen’s Island, 7.45 a. m.; leave Chebeguo,
7.35 a.m.; leave Bustin’s. 7.15 a m.; leave So.
Freeport, 7.00 a. m.; Porter’s Landing, 0.45 a. m.
BENJAMIN M. SEaBUUY.
octodtf
General Manager.

ARRIVAL*.
and
From Lewiston
Auburn 8.30, 13.15
and 0.40 p. m.
a. in., 3.1f>. 6.00
From Island Pond. Berlin nod Uorlram 8.8!)
ana 11.15 a. m.. and o 00 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal 3.30 a. 111., and
o oo d. m.
From Quebec 8.3o a. m.. and 0.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TliAINS.

_

O21

“SUNSET

Tssesdiiv.
9t?a, 1897, t$ie‘

ami

ai'ivOi’

will jeave Franklin Wharf. Portland.

days, Thursdays
for !:opii;tlll
and W s<*at*sf5>t.

and

Saturdays.
St.Ui,

■

UI.fUTEO”

Touching

Tuesdays and Satuidn;

at

';■>

t

'and.

Touchiiin

on

Tues

7.30 a. m.
H.U :’!»«»

ai

r

v

Mondays,

a.
m

Joe

in

o.t

Weather
mlttia •:.
It v Kit, Tt
novouii
CJJAS. It. LEWIS, Treasurer.

Mondays and Fridays.
1

For Montreal,
0. 110 p. ai.
For Lewiston
p. m.

■>.

>*' n«ee
Iteiurnmg Leave
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00
I *. Pop
!. a fh »r.
15«.otnl>rvs

an

Wov.

Uooi M hay
at ;• .v«- is

u.

C

4th, 1S'.17

LEAVE.

On and after Oct. 4th steamers leave Portland
Pier for Mackworth’s and Falmouth. Consents,

Chebeague and Bustin’s Islands,
and Porter’s Landing at 2.00 p. m.

ORm,EX,CO?

WHEAT.

Terrible plagues, those itching, pesterCOUN
ing diseases of the skin. Put an end to
Dec.
Doan’s Ointment cures.
At
misery.
27%
•••.
opening..
Closing....c* 27
any drug store.

Spoken.
Jan 1, off Block Island, sell Annie E Rickerson, of Franklin, Me, from Gonaives Dec 9 for
Stamford.

RAILROADS.

STJEAMISRS.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

CALIFORNIA

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADK
xhursday’s quotations.
Dec.
Opening.'". 94
94%
Jiosmg..

Foreign Forts.
Melbourne Dec 29. barque Sea King
Pierce. SHn Francisco.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres Nov 24th,barque Lillian.
Delano. Rosario and Delaware Breakwater.
Sid fm Montevideo Dec 2, barque Tillie Baker
Ryder, New York.
At Port au Prince Dec 17th, sell Morancy.
Torrey, trom Wilmington, to sail luafewdays
for Port de Puix and North of Hatteras.
At Montego Bay Dec 16, barque Alice, Frost,
for New York.
Cld at Port Marla, Ja. Dec 16, sch Willie II
Higgins. Cole. Pascagoula.
Ar at Havana Dec 32, sch Phineas W Sprague,
Dunn, Newport News.
Ar at

Cleared.

..

..

sick.

“

Chicago Live snook Market.
iBy Telegraph!
CHICAGO. Dec. 31, 1897.—Hogs—receipts
26,000: left over 1836; active.geuerally and 5c from Boston.
Soli Henry Wilson, Gloucester.
higher; c slug weaker slight 3 36 -4 3 66; mixed
3 4':,<A3 tO; heavy at 3 8003 60; rough 3 8U@
SAILED—Sch Independent.

(By Telegraph.!

Monhegan,

for Newport.
Ar lstn, brig Arcot, from Black River for Bos
ton; sch J B Holden, Darien lor Boston,—mate

JANUAliY 3.

water f-7 45
Wdtel
4 25
g 15
3 381 Height.0 0—
00

Print Cloth Market.

Domestic

Sid 30th, sch

PORT TAMPA

Murphy, Baltimore.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 31st, schs Helen Montague. Adams. Jacksonville; Wm H Swan, Da- j
vidson, Brunswick; Sarah C Ropes, Kreger
Boston.
Cld 3lst, sch Jas B Jordan, Hempel, for Port
Cotton Markets.
Spain.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 31st, sch
<By Xciegrapn.
Herald,1
s.
DF.C. 31, 1397.
Craig, Demerara.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 30th, sch Etta A StimpCotton market to-uav
NEW YORK—Til©
do
at
gulf
son, Hogan, New York.
Quiet; middling uplands at 6 15-16c;
6 3-iGc; sales 23 bales.
Ar 31st, sch Cumberland, Littlejohn, New
CHARLESTON—lne cotton maiket to-day York.
was steady;Middling 6 3-1 Cc.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 1st. schs Cora Dunn, for
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was Jacksonvile; Cactus, for Philadelphia.
At Black River. Ja, —, sch Golden Sheaf, for
firm; middling SVac.
MEMPHIS—Tiie Cotton market to-day was New York.
steady; middlings 6 5*16c.
STONINGTON, ME—Ar 29tli, schs Charles A
MOBILE—The Cotton
market to-day was Hunt, Elizabethport; Jeremiah Smith, Portland
to lo (1 for New Haven.
quiet; middling 6V4C.
•■'AVAN NAll—The cotton merket to-day was
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 31st. sch Jennie S
Hall, Watts, Apalachicola tor Boston.
steady; middling 5 3-!6e
NEvV OKLEA MS—The Cotton market to-cay
Sid 31st, schs Laurel, and Sea Bird.
Passed 31st, sch Kathlirlne D Perry. Boston
was easy; middling 6%c.

Amsterdam

Market,
BOSTON, Jan. 1, 1897.—The quotations
on wool for this market are a little stronger ot>
fleeces and teiri lory, with other cl sses fully
sustained; ranges at:
Ohio and Penn XXX.31
332
Ohio and Pa X X and above.29
@30
Ohio andJPenn. X.27
@28
Mich, and Wis. X Jand above.24 @25
Ohio and Penn. No 1 clothing.30 to32
Michigan No 1 clothing & combing 29 @31
Ohio delaine, tine.30
@31
Boston

l

...

BONDS.
Portland 6s. 1907.

MILWAUKEE—Wheat—No

91% c; No 2 Spring 80c; My 91% nominal.
CINCINNATI—Hogs at8 00£3 60. Cattle at
2.26,0,4 t.5 and steady.
Sheep 2 76@4 #5. Lambs steady 4 00@5 66.

Qu bee. Toronto
aud

ForGorhamand

Auburn,

Borin,

and

7.30

7.80

a.

a.

in.,

Chicago,
m„

0.00

and e.nij

1. m.
AliKJVAI.S,
From Island Pond. Ilaliii, Gorham, .Men re:t
uni Wen:, s.30 a. lit.
From Lewiston aim Auburn 8.an a. m.
Gars >a
N
Puiu.-iMi l'a'""!'- ‘■.'■a '.'u
| Iran.s and na,. lor car-, o
iay.• ram.*.
ilFr'iC’i Hi'.'’,if j'f FOUi'
TICKET
I'-ilil 1 STKKKl.
CliAfi. M. IlAfi. <iiQ 1
l'ortiaacu Ouiotie *ui. lc>»7
1
uctil

j

THE

ENGINEER’S

PRESS.

Railroad Men at

ABVKKTISKMJiJlIS TUBAS.

NJC1V

J. R. l.lbl'V Co.
Kastman Bros. & Bancroft
a. Hay & Son.
Owen. Moore & Co.
C. I>. B. Fisk & Co.
Z. Thompson & Bro.
F. O. Bailey & Co.
Cured.

F. O. Bailey Carriage Co.
AMUSEMENTS.
Jefferson Theatre.
Portland Theatre.
New Wants, To I.et, For Sale. Lost.. Found
amt similar advertisements will oe found under
their appropriate heads on page 0.
“Mrs. WInlow's booming ul cyiup.

Fifty Years oy millions of
mothers for their children while
Teething
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wiud
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
teething or other causes. For sale by Druggists In every Dart of the world. Be sure and
ask for Airs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts
been used

Has

a

over

bottle.

When

Albert

B.

signature of CIIAS.

IT.

FLHT(5y,i5fl

wrapper of every bottle of Castoria.

Baby war. sick,

gave her Castoria.
she cried for Castoria.

we

Child,
W’hen she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria,
When she

was a

WILLISTON

BRIEF JQTTWGS.
Tho regular monthly meeting of the
Woman’s Maine Indian Association will
of
bo held in the vestry
High street
church on Tuesday at three o’clock, p. m.
Central
A small boy in front of the
fire station early Saturday evening, made

CHURCH.

.The Originator of ilio Christian Endeavor
in His Old

Baptist

church.
Singing was furnished made the theme'of a sermon in which at
quartette of railroad men composed the outset the speaker referred to the
of David H. Drake,
G. Fred
Newell, unique title of a new book “fear-thought
James R. Hathaway and C. E. Lord. versus fore-thought,” which to his mind
They sang “Go. Bury Thy Sorrow” and was very suggestive,
and
led him to
dwell upon fear as the evil genius of all
“Gathering Home.”
The pall bearers were Joseph A. Sib- mankind and ever
present nor less in the
ley, Frank H. Keunard, Fred A. Allen business man than in the babe itself.
and William A. Keinpton, all
railroad Worry is a form of fear and.what is jeal-

by

a

many were from railroad men. From the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,
No. 61, there was a broken column, and
from the engineers of Boston and Maine

“cruel as
ousy which the Bible says Is
the grave,” but fear that something will
To get away from
get away from ns.
himself is the inspiring cause of most

high

was

mass

celebrated by Rev. D.

The

J.

eloquent sermon. Similar services were held
at the Church of the Saored Heart and.at
St. Dominic’s.
Saturday the employes of the First
National bank enjoyed their annual dinO’Brien.

bishop preached

at the banking rooms.
The rehearsal
for the

an

ner

Wheel

Club

Yankee,”

Arthur

Johnson,

Herman Bar-

in

the

Captain Pietsch is her comEverything aboard the ship Is

motto for the year,

“I will fear

tween them for selfish purposes, but God
is in it, and makes use ot man’s greed

The Parisian of the Allan line and
Fremonia of the Thomson line will probably be In today.

The steamer Manhattan arrived at 2 p.
She was
m.
yesterday from New York.
somewhat iced as a result of the trip.
The tug Kate
Jones towed
in the
schooner Ellen M. Willey, light from BosThe
Willey will load with empty
barrels for Glen cove.

ton.

ferred to the way in which in European
cities at the midnight honr of the old

A

of the

Portland Past Chancellors’ association
will be held this evening, January 3,
at E. of P. hall.
The total number
of arrests for the

Week ending Saturday night
which 24

were

was

35, of

for drunkenness.

the case. If. however, a person earnestly
desires to become a Hebrew and makes
application that is a different matter.

sailed early yesterday.
The schooner St. Thomas sailed from
Charleston, N. C., on November 21st for
Portland.
She
encountered
terrible
weather and put into Wilmington. N. C.,

Curtis

Spruce Gum Factory Bought

By Alderman Leighton.

very important real estate deal was
consummated Friday afternoon when the
large spruce gum establishment of tne
ate

John

derman

B. Curtis, was bought by AlThe price paid is not

Leighton.

The factory has been closed for
given.
two weeks for the purpose of stock tok

Half Price Sale of REMNANTS
Jan. 4th.
©BESS GOOBS.

All

Short

Remnants,

our

Goods will be sold

W- L. U.

Tuesday

After the reading of the paper, which
held the attention of the audience for
more than an hour,
the
ladles
of the
Travellers’ club served tea and dainty

SILKS.

All

Silk

our

Tuesday

Remnants,

at Half

LASHES’ GARMENTS.

temporary duty.
Mrs. E. Orr Williams, of Boston, formerly of.Maine, is having a most successful
lecture tour in the West. She lectured
for the Chicago Ceramic Art Assoc ation
recently, and was entertained by Miss

Brodwell, daughter of Judge Brodwell of
the Chicago Legal News; also in
Minneapolis. Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Hunter,
of Minneapolis, gave a reception for Mrs.
Williams. Mrs. Dr. Fulton of St. Paul,
gave a luncheon in honor of Mrs. Williams
who was afterward a guest of the Art
Club, consisting of four hundred women.
Other engagements will keep Mrs. Wilname in mat

vicinity
winter season.

wen into

me

mid-

CONCERT AT SEAMEN'S ROOMS.
A concert will be given at the Seamen’s
room, 303 Fore street, tomorrow evening by the crew of
the Vancouver, to which the public are cordially
invited without further notice.
At the reopening of the rooms in
the

recreation

fall, the public were very much pleased
with the singing by Prof. Spotter of the

Vancouver,

of the song entitled
“The
Wild Man of Borneo,” and by special request it will be repeated at the next concert.
Next Sunday evening
the
floating
society of Christian Endeavorers will opeu
a series of Sunday evening “Praise
Song”
and the

singing of old hymns will be a
feature.
At the concert on Wednesday
last 76
sailors were present, and the rooms were
taxed to their utmost capacity on Friday
last when coffeo was served to all present.
In this connection it is worthy of note
that every evening from seven to
nine
coffee is served to ail visiting the rooms,
free of charge.

Nervous

Thousands are in
this condition.

They are despondent and gloomy, cannot
sleep, have no appetite, no energy, no
ambition. Hood’s Sarsaparilla 3oon brings
help to such people. It gives them pure,
rich blood,
-appetite,

cures nervousness, creates an
tones and strengthens the
stomach and imparts new life and increased vigor to all the organs of the body.

A

All

HOOd’S Sapar1iia

Is the One True Blood Purifier. All druggists. $1.

Hood’s Pills

cure

all Liver Ills.

2o

cents.

last. At
had her cargo
Saturday
board ready to sail. This is the quickest record for loading yet made.
IONA
The

ARRIVES IN LONDON.

steamer

Iona

arrived at London

yesterday from Portland.

fore marriage. Miss Libby, daughter o(
Deacon Libby of Limlngtdn—a daughter.
Mrs. Mary O’Brien of Somerville, Mass,,
and a son, Mr. Fred H. Marr, with King
& Dexter. The.notioe of the funeral will
bo given later.

I

of

Bress

at HALF PRICE.

BLANKETS.

All

The enthusiasm

and interest of the
at the meeting, it is hoped, may
be taken as In earnest
for the future,
that the work of the union may develop
in warmth and vigor throughout the
Mrs.
after

B

Clark

If.
the business

presided,

routine—the
balanofe of

the

“expressions

Two

Re III Hants.

desirable

of

disoussion it

opinion,”

and

day

The

week,

in club ciroles this
to the expected presence
Orpba Marie Conklin, a

women

owing

here of Prof.
brilliant parliamentarian

teaoher from
This afternoon, the ladies
Washington.
of
the
Savoir Faire club, through
whose influence Prof. Conklin is here,
are to give her a
reception In the Sherwood parlors. The members of this club
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ductors, firemen, policemen, teamsters,

of doors workmen.
The 38 cent klDd at
The 75 cent kind at
The 81.25 and 81.00 kind
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opening three lots attractive Jewelry.
Brooch-pins, 50c and 75c kind at
at

jyc

Tempest

for

Monday.

About

Like

none

girls

infants,

some

of them worth less than 25c.

Nickle

ure.

one

Price

12!c

lie

Was

Chief

Officer of

tho

pit

or

kettle.

Monday.

J. R. LIBBY 00.
Snow-Snow, Come to Stay?
Good Sleighing Kvery I>ajy.

Mongolism

Officer John W. Slater of the Mongolian,
who was violently insane. On the way
to Portland on hor last trip, Capt. Slator,
called ny courtesy, was taken
as ho is
violently insano when the ship was six

days from Portland. On the arrival of
the ship here the unfortunate man was
sent to the Preble house and several doctors called to examine him. He grew
rapidly worse and it became necessary for
to request the
the Allan line officials

department to safely caro for the
officer until it was decided what should
be done with him.
At the house of correction whero Capt.
Slater was confined, his oondition did
not improve, and Saturday night it was
police

HOT WATER

SLEIGHS!

BOTTLES.
« 3 GRADES. >
The

his unfortunate condition.

SLEIGHS I

SLEIGHS!

Double, Single, Speeding Sleighs,
Physicians’ 'l op sleighs.

Bargain Kind,
37 and

38c.

RUNGS!RUNGS!RUNGS!

Good Quality,
63-7S-85C.

Pur Robes, Horse Blankets

The Very Best,
»l.oo, 1.10, 1.30

GREAT VARIETY.

Middle

St.

Z.
J3113

■

THOMPSON

&

BRO„

Cor. Elm and Cumberland Sts.

SAMUEL H. LISK

M,Tu,Tii&S 5ttlor8thp

AT;LIBERTY.

Samuel H. Lisk, the aged Westbrook
oitizen who was pardoned from
on

Neuralgia
Mr.

Cured.

Editor:

jail
Having seen several testimonials in favor o
Friday by the Governor and Counoil, was
Chase's treatment, i would add mine to the
released from the Portland jail Saturday Dr.
number. About two years ago I began to have
noon.
Mr. Lisk lira, learned of hiB nor
It grew rapidly worse
neuralgia in mv eyes.
don from the morning papers and
star andweeallei.
physician. I was t. rated by
in the forenoon was taken into the jail him for awhile and then called another, but no
office where Sheriff Plummer read to him benefit was received from either.
The pain
the pardon which had been
granted by was so great 1 lelt I should lose my mind, ouo
the Governor and Council.
He was con- eye was about blind, could only distinguish
! called Dr. Chase, Cum
siderably overcome when the document light from darkness.

King.

I. G.—Harry O. Randall.
O. G.—Daniel S. Strout.
M. of W.—Henry C. Leary.
Trustee—George E. Barbour^ for three
years.
Agont of Hall—Augustus B. Brown.
Representatives to Grand Lodge—Henry
C. Leary and Daniel S. Strout.'

Harnesses.

ALWAYS LOWEST PRICES,
AT

HAY’S PHARMACY,

determined to send him back to EngTRINITY LODGE, K. OF P.
land by his own ship, the Mongolian.
At the annual meeting of Trinity lodge
insane man made considerable
The
the following offloers were
trouble for tho officers of the Mongolian Friday night
eleoted:
before the ship sailed, but was at last
C. C.—Richard S. McWilliams.
confined in his state room and will reV. O.—Alverdo Leavitt.
main there until the Mongolian reaches
Prolate—Lester B. Bragg.
M. of A.—Henry Johnson.
Liverpool. Capt. Slater has always been
K.
R. and S.—George W. Pennell.
officer
and
effioient
has
a
most
many
M. of F.—Augustus B. Brown.
this city who will greatly
friends in
M. of E.—Warren C.
over

all in

W. SLATER INSANE.

Just before the steamship Mongolian
sailed Saturday night the patrol wagon
to the Grand Trunk docks
rolled down
and two officers helped therefrom Chief

grieve

$1.25

on

5fec

J. R. LIBBY CO.
CAPT. J.

a

pict-

plated

Flat

piece.

bottoms

of them worth 50c, 39c,
All go on sale Monday at

that

Handle

copper.

12Ic
and

hundred

a

“Rome” Teakettles.

Two or three hundred pair iadios’ misses’ and children’s wool, merino, and fleeced Stockings. ManuHalf and Less.
facturers' samples, some of them worth 50c and 37c.
none of them worth less than 25c.
Price Monday.

Stockings at

For women,

25c
2^c

Three for 25c.

Tea Kettle

Mittens

out

at

Stick-pins, 25c kind at
Hat-pins, 37c and 2-5c kind

81-69

MONDAY’S BARGAINS.

Mrs. Nellie Peterkin of New York has
neglected—thousands
found guilty of manslaughter in
been
sacrificed
voar.
Dr. Wood’s
of lives
every
shot and killed Mrs. CatheNorway Pino Syrup cures little colds— Boston. She
of whom she was jealous
cures big colds too, down to the
very rine Murphy,
verge of consumption.
some time ago.

“Little Colds”

of men’s leather,
Plymouth, buck
cordovan, horse hide and wool mittens and gloves. Lined
and unlined, wool wrists. Admirable for
motormen, con-

at half.

4Su

$1.69.

tint
that

Manufacturers’samples

Jewelry Bargains.

have very courteously issued invitations
for the reception to the presidents and
officers of all the clubs of the Union, and

Sample
garments
J B Garments

tts&rvfs.r.is.ssiiMatsv,M

English! Gloria Umbrellas, warranted fast colors, 89c, 85c and 75c kind

Have been $4.50, $4.00, $3.50 at

Price.

Gray, scarlet, white, camel’s hair and natural wool, §1.50, $1.25, §1.00 Garments

l

Lot III.
48c.

at Half

One great lot Undershirts, Undervests and Drawers.
have been used to sell monster stocks by.
420,38c and 25c Garments at

Gloves for
Motormen

den, natural wood, celluloid, horn and silver-trimmed handles, some
steel rods, all have paragon irames.
$1.39, $1.25, and $1.00 Umbrellas at

Patterns,

36c.

natural

Hut il'
ft Qn
*

Odd

than

Ladies’ and Gents’ Umbrellas. Silk Corola covers, steel rods, Dresden and
wood and Congo handles.
$1.75 and $1.50 Umbrellas, Tuesday at
98c

i*

and

More than two thousand pieces, manufacturers’ andwholesalers’ Sample Undershirts for men and
boys. Un
dervests for women, girls and children.

and Glove

four lots.

Ff.f
Jive
0^0

Tuesday

at S.3© o’clock.

Underwear

as

1’
these 19C.

half

at

are

sold

2

Tues-

sell

higher grades

Half.

executive board to appoint a committee
of five with power to carry out the affair.
The engagement for Ur. Bolles’s lec-

sold

J

out.

twice

remnant

will

we

Umbrellas.

after

was

Spreads

shore

our

have

On

many.)

be

price, Tuesday.

Umbrellas

along

to

(We expected

and

at Half

extra-

when the Christmas tide went

voted to have a
“Social Evening,” to whioh gentlemen
and the teachers of the publio schools
should be invited, and it was left to the
some

hundred

Umbrella

left

somereporting a
thing over $312—the subject of the “Gentleman’s Night” came up for disoussion.
This was the subject which brought out
urer

Remnants, Short Lengths

of

begins Tnesday morning

treas-

Remnants will

price.

SAnens, Napkins, &c.

women

ooming year.

Velveteen

Soiled Blankets and Bed

our

Sale

and

Ladies’ and Misses’ Jackets will be

our

multitude

Table

crackers, and the four tables were presided over by Mrs. Frederick W. Robinson, Mrs. Henry P. Merrill, Mrs. Stanley P. Warren, and Mrs. George H. Cummings.

ing, but it will re-open this week. Mr. all other Union members who have tickAdams, the manager for Mr. Curtis, will ets for Prof. Conklin’s lectures. Tuesremain in the position of manager.
It day afternoon the lectnro is to be given at
is the intention of Mr.
Leighton to Plymouth ohurch vestry, at three o’clock,
form the
property into a corporation and on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
afternoons the drill will be at Mrs. Coe’s
There are four steamships now lying in under the general law.
the harbor, the Vancouver, Sarmatian,
gymnasium. Only fifty tiokets for the
Mem non and Arcadia.
DEATH
OF
SUDDEN
SYLVSETER
MRS. STEVENS EXPLAINS.
Yesterday was a fine day on the water
MARR.
a
with
air
and
the
front,
delightful
Early Saturday evening, Mr. Sylvester Why the Signatures on the Protest Were
wharves were a favorite resort for
the
Marr, for many years a prominent merpublio.
Typewritten.
The Parisian passed Capo Race Friday chant of this city, was stricken with apoat his home on|Brackett street. Phyand is
expected in port early this plexy
It seems that the protest sent to
the
sicians were summoned and did all that
morning.
Governor of the state by the state organcould
but
Mr.
Marr
did
not
rally
The big dredge of George M. Valentine they
zation of the W. C. T. 17., against the
& Co., that has been repairing at the and passed away at an early hour this
of Judge Enoch Foster of
His age was 67
7 re-appointment
morning.
years,
Portland company for the
two
past
the Supreme bench, was typewritten and
months
and
17
days.
months, resumed work in the harbor
In the death of
Mr. Marr
Portland the names of all the oounty union presiSaturday.
loses one of her best citizens.
He was a dents and otner signers were an in typelhe
Gloucester fishing vestel Oressa
man of
strictest Integrity of the finest writing.
brought in 25,000 and the Minette 8,000
The Governor wrote Mrs.
L. M. N.
a
man who thoroughly lived
principle,
pounds of mixed fish.
the state president, to inquire
Stevens,
He
was
his
beliefs.
at
one
to
time
The Allan line steamship
Mongolian up
why the signamentioned as a candidate by the Republi- how this happened and
sailed late Saturday night.
She took
but the suggestion tures of the signers were not in their own
out quite a number of passengers and a can party for Mayor,
Mrs, Stevens replied that
met with no favor from him.
He would, handwriting.
largo cargo of general merchandise. The
if he had accepted the nomina- it had been necessary to send out twenty
doubtless,
six of the seven cattlemen, who landed
and made one of
the documents similar to the protest sent the
here without permission from the immi- tion been elected,
Ho did Governor in order to secure the signatures
best mayors Portland ever had.
were
grant inspector
missing]; when
the general offloers
and
that in
from of
an election as councilman
business closed
and $1,800 had to be accept
order to avoid th sending of all twenty
Ward 6, and during his term of offioe he
deposited at the Custom house before the
of these
documents to the
Governor
the
highest encomiums for his
One of the cattlemen, a gained
ship could sail.
to what he believed was one copy had been prepared bearing the
devotion
sturdy
19
named
Charles A. Gilboy
years old,
of
all the officers
names
in typeright.
man, returned to tho Mongolian Saturday
Mrs. Stevens offered to send
Mr. Mari' was born in Limingion, May writing.
morning ami said he had no intention of
if he should so desire,
1830. There he spent his early boy- to tho Governor,
running away and wanted to sail on the lBth,
the
original documents which were
hood and attended the village schools.
His
return
saved
the Allan
Mongolian.
officers or have
Later he taught school in Portland, Bid- signed by the goneral
company $300 and the lad was gladly weland other plaoes for a time. Then another protest circulated throughout the
deford
comed back.
state and signed by the general officers
he came to Portland and became a clerk
before
tho
Just
deMongolian’s
Mrs.
house of and afterwards sent the Governor.
flour
in the large wholesale
tho Governor
Stevens at. this time sent
parture two more of the missing cattleBlake, Jones and Gage, remaining there
on board, they
m ii
were placed
having some ten years. He then formed tbo flour the original copies of the church reoords
been located and captured by tho Allan
of tho Bethel Congregational
church,
house of Mari & True, which was later
company in time to place them on board
which were also typewritten in tho origTrue & Co.
Mr.
*rr,
the Mongolian.
changed to
inal protest.
The men did not know the whereabouts Lyman M.
sens being the company.
The Portland W. C. T. TJ. has adopted
of their four companion aud the Allan
Arm dissolved and that of
In 1879 tin
company is still held responsible in the
resolutions protesting against Judge Fosand
Marr
&
Littlefield
continued
formed,
sum of $1200 unless these men
are found
other
ter’s re-appointment and
local
and deported before the English steam- until three years ago when Mr. Littlefield
unions throughout the state, so it is
season
ends.
ship
retired and Mr. Marr continued alone.
The Lucy A. Davis arrived here Satursoon to
pursue tho same
Mr. Marr was one of the most prominent understood, are
She was partially
day from Wiscasset.
course.
The protests of the local unions
loaded with ice and will take on board a members and a deacon in the State street
to those already forwarded
cargo of provisions for Deinarara.
its varied are similar
church, and treasurer of
the officers ot the state
Work was continued all day Saturday charitable societies.
He was also identi- the Governor by
about the Grand lrunk docks completing
union.
the loading of the steamships hut nearly fied with several of Portland's charitable
It is also stated that protests will be
as
all of the steamship offices were closed institutions either
treasurer or a
the state
on account of the holiday.
by the
He was a member Cjf Atlantic circalalod throughout
director.
The steamer Mongolian of the Allan
to be signed by
U.
those who
T.
W.
C.
of Masons.
line arrived here Thursday noon in bal- lodge
who are not members of that orMr. Marr leaves a widow—who was be- desire
noon
she
on

and Odd Patterns

price.

at Half

TABLE LINEN.

Velvet

for repairs.
She sailed from that
port
December 11th, and has not yet arrived.
Mr. H. H. Roohe,
assistant
weather She is loaded with hard pine.
observer, has returned from
The schooner Henry Watson, a coastor,
Eastport,
where he has been for some
time
on
light, came in late yesterday.

PERSONAL.

Lengths

Tuesday,

Prof. Conklin to Lecture Here This Week.

among the

New York, with granite, yesterday. The
schooner Charles Buck! sailed light.
The great fleet of wind bound vessels

regular monthly meeting

at the Hebrew
seminary in
New York, made an excellent address in
which ho stated that it is not La part of
the Hebrew religion to strive to
make
converts. On the oontrary the’opposite is

graduated

year, all turned out upon the street to ture has been cancelled and the members
wish every one “A Happy New Year,
of the hoard are at present making arand said the test way to bring “a happy rangements with an interesting speaker
new year’’ was to live for mankind, for —to bo announced later—who, 1c is
hoped,
God and for eternity.
will.address the Union in the course of
the next month.
LARGE REAL ESTATE DEAL.
A good deal of interest is manifested

The

The

the .Jewish Faith.

of dissipation. Men too often drink
because they are down and fear to think
of the past.

minstrel show at The Jefferson, February
The big four master Independent sailed
4th and 5th, are rapidly taking form, the
end men and chorus now rehearsing to- yesterday for a coal port.
The sohooner Mattie J. Alles sailed for

gether.

to

cases

Members will meet at the
January 4.
mander.
Armory at 8 o’clock to pass a social eveThe
very neat, the finishings are handsome, and love of power for his glory.
ning, after which adjournment will be
so
six hundred faoi, too, that the world is coming
and she has a capacity for
taken to the old Odd Fellows’ hall where
of those
The Arcadia does not come largely under the domination
passengers.
a banquet will be served.
puts a new rehere direct, but via Boston. She has some who speak one language
sohools
The
begin
again today.
and will take sponsibility upon Christians.
to
be
unloaded
here,
sugar
The next vacation will be in February,
and
miscelTurning to our own country, Dr. Clark
her return cargo of grain
schools closing Friday, Februory 18 and
A great crowd of men, considered the most significant thing was
laneous stuff.
the
28th.
re-opening Monday
and ohildern thronged the wharf the swing of the pendulum in
many
Appropriate New Year’s services were women,
The officers were quarters from
the
gross materialism to a
to
view
stranger.
held Saturday morning at the Cathedral
more spiritual view of things.
He reSolemn very couretous.
Immaculate

Conception.

Catholic Convert,

The New Year’s meeting of the Literary Union on Saturday afternoon, at
railroad was an engine and tender,
the
to hear
which the members assembled
former bearing the number 295, which is
Dr. Clark expressed the opinion that the Mrs. Joeiah Burnham’s
paper entitled
that of tho engine
of the
Saxon
was
“Flying Anglo
most addicted to strong
“Snap shots in Switzerland’’ called forth
Yankee.”
There were also many from drinks and this ho attributed to a serious
a goodly
attendance, and the Pine street
relatives and friends.
The burial was at cast of mind whiah brooded over sorrows
vestry was pretty well crowded with
Wood lawn.
and anxieties.
In
our
attempt to get interested listeners. Mrs. Burnham has
Among tho large number of railroad away from ourselves, we get into a state a charming, forcible way of
describing,
men present were Gon.
Superintendent of great perspiration and that of such and sho brought vividly before her hearD. W. Sanborn, W. T. Perkins, Superin- nature as to
be distinguished for tho ers many of her experiences in
travelling
tendent of the Eastern Division,
C. S. sweat from ordinary work—so says an in that
picturesque country, besides reof
the
foreman
Portland
round
eminent
scientific
this
is
If
all
Caswell,
man.
lating in delightful fashion something of
D. A. Smith, so, is there not some escape from
this the
house, Master Meekanio
history and remanco connected with
Conductors S. O. Lunt of the “Flying dread disease? The answer will be found the various towns and cities.

5442 tons.

of the

A

Pulpit.

jump for a pung, missed his footing
ney and Daniel Neil and Engineers Frank no evil for thou art with me.
and fell, striking his face upon the tail
Lincoln and George Hadley.
In the evening Dr. Clark preaohed on
His lips were
board with great force.
the subject of “The religions outlook for
split and he also sustained other injuries
HERE AND THERE.
Psalms
1898,” and took bis text from
about the had.
7.
“He rulath by his power forever;
G6,
the regular
This evening will ocour
Items of Interest Picked Up AlougBhore his eyes behold the nations.” The preachmeeting of Gorges Council, U. O. G. C.
er referred to the progress of Anglo-Saxon
Yesterday.
new
The installation of officers by the
ideas In other lands ns one of the signs
will
take
deputy
place.
before four of the times, and that it seemed that
afternoon,
just
Yesterday
At the meeting of the ^Veteran Fireauuui tw uu paipliicu uuu cuuuug
the viuua
the steamship Arcadia of
men’s Association next Thursday evening o’clock,
Hamburg line steamed into the harbor Europeans powers and that the Anglo«.n irrmnrtn.nt mripnHinpnr, to
tho cnrifiti
be
suShe is a Saxon element will very likely
and docked at iso. 1 shed.
tution will come before the meeting.
craft 400 feot long, 49 feet broad, premo
splendid
The 28th anniversary of the Portland
The nations are dividing the world be27 feet depth of hold, with a tonnage of
Cadets will be celebrated on Tuesday,
a

THE RITE OF CIRCUMCISION.

Yestorday, at No. S5 Middle street, a
The funeral of Albert B. Johnson, who
It was quite fitting that one so identi- man named Frazer was made a Hobrew,
for live years was the
engineer of the fied in the past with “Williston Church” according to the rites of the
Jewish
famous “Flying Yankee” express, was as
Rev. F. E. Clark, D. D., has been, ohuroh.
Mr. Frazer is a man of about
held Friday afternoon from his homo No. should have officiated yesterday at
this twonty-eight years ofjago, and it is said
10 Lincoln street, Somerville, Mass. The sanctuary on the first service of the new has been a Catholic in his religious faith,
but for the past six years has been Interarrangements were in charge of the year.
Bro.herhood of Looomotive Engineers, of
Dr. Clark took advantage 7of the occa- ested in the Hebrew doctrine.
He therewiiich the deceased was a member, [and sion to convey to his old parishioners and fore applied for admission and.prepared
the services were distinctively characteris- auditors a motto for
1898, and thought for the rite of circumcision, which was
tic of railroad men.
that one most appropriate could be found performed yesterday by Rabbi Radofaik.
The services were conducted
by Rev. in the 23d Psalm, “I will fear no evil for Prior to the performance of the rite the
Nelson S. Burbank, pastor of the Revere thou art with me.” Thse words were son of Rabbi Honker,
who has
just

aud associates of the dead man.
Tho floral tributes were numerous, und

the

on

of

men

Fac-Simile

is

Bier

AT

.Johnson,

B.

Neuralgia

tlie

FUNERAL.

read to him and it was some time
before he recovered from his emotion. He
took dinner at the jail and afterwards
set out for his home in Westbrook.

was

[

|

berland

time.

St., and b gan to improve in

a

short

My sight returned an tile pain leit mo
entirely and has not returned. This may help
someone

else in a like condition to get well.
Mils. FKANK MOKGAN,

jan3eodtf

Kiverton, Decring.

